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and much more! (Boom Microphones, Voltmeters, Plugs and Sockets, Aerials, Canopy Scratch IRemover, etc., etc.)

New address: John Delafield, 12 SI Giles Close
Wendrebury, Bicester. axon aX6 8PZ

Tel: Bicesler (08692) 41635
(24 hr answering) or

Dickle Feakes
N'aphill (024024) 4216 I

LS4
- WINNER

1981 WORLD CHAMPS

* TOP SEVEN PLACES ALL LS4's

* MANY OTHER CONTEST WINS

A FEW EARLY OPTIONS ST'ILL AVAILABLE

For information on Rolladen-Schneider sailplanes
·and DiUel radios, contact the sole UK agents -

DITTEL
- SIMPLY THE BeST

AIRCRAFT RADIOS
* Ultra low power eor;tslilmption

* Two year warranty, parts and labour

* Unbeatable reliabllily

* Fully CAA approved for all classes of use
inch:Jding pUblic trar;tsport and airline
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SPEE,DSOARING
23 ROUNDHEAD DRIVE, THAME, OXON

084421 4132 or 08692 42691
24 HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE
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CUT THE COST OF FLYING
INSURE WITH THE GLIDING INSURERS

Ring Carol Taylor at THIRSK (0845) 23018 (24hr. Ansaphone Service)

WE CAN NOW ALSO OFFER OUR EXCLUSIVE GLIDER PILOTS'
HOUSEHOLD INSURANCE SCHEME

'NEW FOR OLD' COVER -
SUBSTANT1AL Q,ISCOUNT FOR MEMBERS

OF BGA CLUBS

or write to:

MOW'BRAY VALE INSURANCE
8 CASTLEGATE, THI RSK

NORTH YORKSHIRE
Y071HL

Telex 587470

All classes of insurance trans.acted Represented at Lloyds

Goldwing THE WORLD'S MOSTADVANCED
MICROLIGHT AIRCRAFT

II
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• Foam & F:ibreglass Composite Structme
• Fu 11 3-axis Control
• Powerful 32 HP Motor
• Range 200 miles on 49'all&.
• Less than £2.50 per hour to Operate
• British Manufacture, Ki,t of Factory-built

SEND £1 FOR DETAILS

_UIO Unit 20. Dixon Place

wing College Milton North
East Killbride G74 5JF

SAILPLANE & GLIDING



A wealth of ideas and
techniques to enable you to

achieve competition-winning
performance

GLIDING COMP'ETITIVELV
by John Delafield
Here is an inspiring and fact-filled
training guide for the pilot with basi:c
experience who wants to succeed with
cross-country competitions and task
flying. John Delafield studies practical
ways in which pilots can improve their
performances, develop confidence and
extend their skills. Each chapter covers
a stage in the pilot's development, from
local soaring round the home airfield,
through advanced cross-country flying
to competitions, and the book
concludes with a section on 'f,ettling'
the glider to competition standards.
The author is both an RAF Group
Captain ,and a gl'iding 'instructor; he has
been British National Champion four
times.

•

Competitivel~

OUTLINE OF CONTENTS
Developing your flying-local soaring - Barograph charts - Preparation for
flight - Extended local flying - Your first cross-country flight - Advanced
cross-country flying - Competitions -, Getting the most out of your glider.

A & C Black June Hardcover 160 pages 43 photos & drawings £8.95

Payment with order please, to:

AEROSPACE INFORMATION CENTRE,
8 The Orchards, Sawbridgeworth, Herts, CM16 4BU.
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reI: 062844035 or 02406 2491

Demonstrator at
Beoker 12/6. Lasham 13/6

TA/FUN 17E

~-J]

13 Rookery Court, Ma,rlow, Bucks

~ Valentin

! =' .. ~~l~;;;:::::;:=::=:=======""
~,..~ ....,At: .. -
i~ ~~

For fur/her details contact sole UK Agents

NIN'E FOUR AVIATION LTD

SPECIAL FEATURES

WORTMANN FLAPPED WING-SECTION
RETRACTABLE TRICYCLE U/C
ONE PERSON FOLDING WINGS
FEATHERING PROPELLER
MAX GLIDE 30:1
MAX CRUISE 110 Kts
MAX RANGE 675 Nms

CHILTERN SAILPLANES
SPECIALISTS IN REPAIR, OVERHAUL

AND C of A OF MOST MOTOR GLIDERS
AND SAILPLANES. STOCKISTS OF SPARE

PARTS AND MATERIALS FOR GRDB, SCHLEICHER,
PZl AND TOST

Send S.A.E. for Price Lists
Details of individual manufacturer's spare parts on request

CHILTERN SAILPLANES LTD.
saOKER AIRFIELD

NI". MARlOW, BUCKS
SL73DR

WORKS 0494 445854 0865 890517 HOME
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Getting Your Build,ing Off the Ground with

CO DER

Conder Klngsworthy building for Sumburgh Airport, Shetland Islands.

Conder hangar for British Airtours Ltd., Gatwick.

Whatever its height or span, Conder can supply the new factory or warehouse you
require, offering clear, uncluttered interiors with maximum adaptability of flocr
space.
For offices, schools, hospitals, and hotels, the unique Kingsworthy method of con
struction can provide quality buildings in virtually half the time taken by traditional
methods.
That means your costs will not be sky-high!
For further information, contact your local Conder Company for fully illustrated literature or, alternati....ely, ask for a
Conder Consultant to call.

Conder International Limited
Winchester, Hants S023 7SJ
Te/: (0962) 882222 Te/ex: 47465
Companies at London, Burton-on-Trent,
Darlington, Glasgow and Bridgend
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AVCOMM© PORTABL,E V.O.R RECEIVER
• Full 200 chan nel tuning with high sensitivity

• Dual purpose liquid crystal display gives clear readout in all
daylight conditions

• Unambiguous three figur.e display automatically indicates
V.O.R. Bearings

• Search made automatically - finds and identifies any avail
able beacon

• Internal rechargeable batteries give up to 10 hours co ntinuous
use

• Operation from external 12 volt battery possible

ALSO AVAILABLE SOON
/

FULL BAND 6 CHANN'EL RADIO
• ANY 6 PRE-SET CHANNELS FROM 720

• 2 CHANNELS USER SELECTAt;lLE

• SMALL SIZE ONLY 6 cm SQUARE FRONT PANEL

Price £360 ex VAT

Available from: SPEEDSOARI NG
23 ROUNDHEAD DRIVE, THAME, OXON

084421 4132 or 08692 42691
24 HOU R ANSWERING SERVICE

MANUFACTURED IN THE U.K. BY:

© 1981 AVcomm Developments Ltd.
PO 80x 54 Rickmansworlh, Herls.

AVIONIC SYSTEMS (Heath,row) LTO.
VISCOUNT WAY, LONDON (HEATHROW) AIRPORT
HOUNSLOW, MIDDLESEX Tal 01-759-1261

Cambridge
The choice of Winners at Paderborn, Chateauroux, and Rayskala.

MKIV Director MKIV TE Comp. Variomeler MK~V NAV Director Mini, Variometer Standard Variometer
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The combi,naHon of the M KIV TE
Compensated Variometer and the
revolutionary new MK!IV NAV offers
the mo~t advanced yet simple AIR
DATA COMPUTER syslem available.

Combining Micro-processor and
Custom LCD technology, the new
system represents Cambnidge's
commitment to advanced soaring.
equipment.

Sales: Southdown Aero Services Ltd.
Las'ham Air.field, Nr.Alton, Hants.
Tel: Herriard 359

Service: Glider Instruments,
5 Glendevon Rd.,
Woodley, Readil1g.Berks.
Tel: (0734)696491

G~
CAMBRIDGE AERO INSTRUMENTS
300 Sweetwat-er Ave.
Bedford, MA 01730 USA

. Tel. (617) 275-08'89
TWX# 710-326-7588
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SZO·50 PUCHACZ
Two seat all fibreglass training glider

30:1

..... 50.3:1

JANTAR 28 SZD-42/2
20.5 metre. Full set of instruments

SZD 48

Telex: 848314 CHACOM G

40:1

Delivered with full set of instruments,
dust covers and technical documentation

STD JANTAR 2

PZL·WILGA MAY BE BOUGHT, HIRED OR LEASED

Anglo-Polish Sailplanes Ltd.
(0494) 40911 ,(e"ellings and weekends 0628-39690)

Booker . Marlow . Bucks 24 hOl,lr answering servioeWycombe Air Park

GLIDERS
MOTOR GLIDERS
LIGHT AIRCRAFT
AGRICULTURAL AlC
HELICOPTERS
ENGINES
INSTRUMENTS
SPARE PARTS

Reliable Compact Power...
Gates Varley Aircraft Batteries

High power, fully aerobatic lead acid aircraft
batteries witlc1 high resistance to shock and
vibration for Defence applications: Gates Varley
Aircraft Batteries are equally suited to civil use,

.@
Energy Products

where their low weight can show appreciable
cost savings in Commercial operations,
Gates also produce batteries for General
Aviation and glider instrumentation applications,
Talk to us about your par.ticular requirements,

Varley
Ai,rcraft Batteries
Gales Energy Products
12-14 Chandos Road. london NW1 0 6NF
Telephone: 01.:9613993 Telex: 8951668.
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Worth a Thousand Varlo S~~0 'f

I I I I v lj
ALAN PURNELL describes a fascinating device he will soon have in his cockpit
- as if he needs any help foclock up even more cfloss-country kilometres!

The main purposes of (\ soaring flight
apart from enjoying the view and handl
ing the sailplane perfectly are to antici
pale the wl:tereabou,ts of !"ising air, u,tilise
thal I,in effectively and then to choose a
flight-path and airspeed to achieve the
desired task.

At present the firs't point - locating
rising air - has been entirely at the
judgment and experience of the pilot
and is probably the single mOst impor
tant reason why some pilots can achieve
apparently astronomic speeds on their
tasks. Until someone invents the remote
ranging lase,· air density indicatm this
state of affairs may not change.

Can, be expensive

The third point - choosing speed - is
aided by all sorts of devices ranging from
a simp'le ring mounted on a vario to a
microprocessorcontralled speed-to-fly
indicator costing several) hundred
pounds. 1 do not see the po,ill! of spend
ing so much on soptlisticalion whel\ an
engraved ring together with a piece of
cardboard with a few wiggly lines will do
the job nearly as well. Notice I am hedg
ing my bets by using the word "nearly".

Tile latest devices wiH tot up distances
flown along a 'course, give lIn average
climb over the whole flight, give speed to
fly" average speeds, correct total energy
for altitude, give tlight time, show bat
tery vo~ltage and a few more relatively
unimportant features. It is certainly use
fulto have these calculations done but in
reality they have only a second or el/en
third order effect on your average speed.
For il\stance a 10% mis.estimation on
inter-thermal speed may only have a 1%
effect on average speed. It seems to me
more important to expend more effort on
improving climb effectiveness or staying
in a line of lift along a street. This will
have much more influence on average
speed. An improvement in 10% on climb
can hav,e a 7% effect on average speed
and the ability to stay a'long a line of lift
or reduced sink can easily doubl'e "he
length of a glide.

So how can we achieve such an
improvement. Need I say that the ubi
quilous microprocessor could be the
answer. The u-se of efficient chippery
promises solutions to mcmy problems in
the world tod,I,y so it slumtd come as no
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surprise thal I am advocating one here.
Please note I am a great believer in seat
of the pants flying so do not think 1 will
disown the good old fashioned methods
- I feel the more advice 1 can get the
belleI'.

Now it's possible

Until quite recently the whole thing
would have been out of the question.
Any computer man enough to do the job
would have occupied nearly the wbole
c'lubhouse I'ather than fitting in the cock
pit. Also ittooka power statiol\ to run it,
an air-conditioning unit to keep it cool
and the ,earth 10 pay for it. Now we can
hold it in our hand and run it from bat
teries - so let's have a go.

let's imagine a flight using such a
device. Lds call it an ADP (Air Data
ProcessOl:) - the fact that my middle ini
tial is a D is pure coincidence. (Patent
app'licalion pending.)

DIST? 2S
Hr? 3e80
~ Hr? see
DIR? IZ9
e 61 2914 16 86 113
1 73 3182' 17 500 114
Z 84 369Z 16 500 US
3 89 4050 16 500 US
4 $ 4437 IS 500 US
5 101 4846 15 500 116
6 100 5291 14 500 U6

Alan's screen

What confr,onts us as we recline in our
comfortable cockpit? In the centre top of
the panel sits a five inch rectangular
screen set back from the r,est of the
inslrumentsin a black tLmnelto allow us
to I'ead the screen in bright sunlight. This
scneen is Cl video ~nit similar to a small
TV set and indeed could be a TV set
exceplthey are all odd shapes unsuitable
for instrument panels. Sitting on a
swivelling bracket in fl'Ol1t of 'lhe adja
cent horizon and T!S sits a miniawre
key'boanJ laid out like a typewriter. We
can swing it out of tile way when we are
cloud flying. This keyboard is our means
of communicating with the computer
either by entering numbers (eg wind
direction) or giving it commands so it can
take the requ,ired action or offer advice.
The computer i~self sits on the shelf
behind the cockpit out of the way.

Before take-offwe must tell ,the <.Ievice
a few th,ings it cannot possibly know.
These are the sailplane configuration

and wind conditions. The sailplane con
figuration means factors such as ballast,
extra tips and spoil factor which affect
the po'lar. The spoil factor is an all
embracing percentage factor which
combines the anticipated effect of bugs,
rain and safety factor relative to ~.he pub·
Iished polar. The wind conditions are the
expected speed and direction. All the
above settings can be changed during
tlight to su it the prev<liling conditions. lit
is a moot point whether such items
should be set by rotating knobs or setting
multiposition switches, or via such Cl

keyboard. 'I believe it is more versatile to
actually enter a value on a keyboard
s,ince if we want to add extra features
later we do not have to rebuild the whole
instrumerill to accommodate more
switches and knobs.

All done by buttons

Back to our imagiHClry flight- coming
off aeratow we press the T ti-er button
(for thermal) to start the display plotting
the climb rate and position every second.
What you me presented with is a plan
view of your path thl'Ough the sky as if
you ar,e looking down on it from above.
The numbers I, 2, ] etc at each position
represent the climb rate at those points
(see F,ig I,). After Cl few secomls the
indicator R appears in the ,top left hand
corner of the screen indicating that the
thermal is probably to the right so we
stop weaving and turn right and settle
into a steady turn. Althe same time an X
appears towards the edge of the screen
indicating ,hqt the centre of the thermal
is probably there and that we should
adjllst our circle to put the X in tbe
centre of our turn. The J bUllon will
recel tre the piclure for us if required.
While all this is going on we can also
display the average r(lte of climb since
starting the climb and also the average
over the last ten seconds or so. Thus we
call monitor ,the climb and t~lke action to
leave if the current average <.Iraps below
the overall average, or indeed drops
below our estimation of the day, or if
stronger Iifl ,is anticipated elsewhere.

A decent cloud starts building up a few
mites away and we can calculate the
height required to reach it based on vari
ous climb rates and MacCready sellings
by pressi'ng the G(glide) button. Since

SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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the computer doesn't know how far
away the next doud is or what your cho
sen arri,val height is it 'has to ask for them
and you tell it. It then displays a table of
possible MacCready sett'ings, appropriate
speeds to ny, height to climb to (if neces
sary), arrj,val height and time taken
(including climb time) (see Fig 2). We
can choose which setting is appropriate
in 0ur judgment of the prevailing and
expected conditions on track and set off
when the time is right. Note we are being
advised not directed. This article will not
go into details on the G mode or final
glide mode (F).

Once you have digested the informa
tion you can get the updated lift distribu
tion plot back on the screen by pressing
0, I, 2 etc to set your MacCready. The
missing points will have been plotted
while you were perusing the table, so
you have not missed anything! Equally,
later in the climb, you can recall that

than we like but fortunately filild some
weak lift and feel it is worthwhile explo
ring it to find a core. We switch to T
(thermal) mode and wander around
searching for strong stuff. The computer
will reluctantly produce an X if it can but
it is prefty 0bvious that the thermal is not
really cOllsistent enough. However two
areas of lift look stronger ,than the rest so
we adjust our path to pass thmugn both.
This path ,is not a circle but a sort of
sausage shape, though it is easy to follow
it on the display and is the best we can
do (see Fig 4). At least the display ke.pt a
record of what was happening over the
whole area so we could adjust our "cir
cle" to suit.

As our cross-country proceeds across
the Cotswolds we find strangely smooth
air whil'e g:liding between thei·ma'ls. Here
we press the W (wave) button and turn
across wind to try to stay in the lift. A
line is drawn on the screen showing a

gain u little height before venturing back
toward Lasham. We can use the F (final
glide) calculation to help .tlS choose our
tlnal glide when we get close 10 Lasham.

After landing we can play Space
Invaders while waiting for the crew to
arrive to tow us to the trailer.

Further potential

1 hope the foregoing example of a
cross-country flight wi,th the dev.ic€ has
given you a foretaste oUhe usefu'lness of
it. Whal I have described is· only a subset
of the many features the device could
have - I am sure the experienced pilot
has thought of several already - for
instance it could calculale the actual
wind speed and direction. (t could show
the lift distribution in colour. It could
beep at you when it gljeSSeS which side
of you it thinks the lherma'l is. The audio

R
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table of settings by ,pressing the R button
(recall) or if necessary recalculate again
with the G button based on updated
conditions. A'lso you call change the
MacCready setting whenever you like.

Now we set otT tOW<lrds our cloud. We
press the S(st'l'e·et) button to draw a line'
along the wind direction from our pres
ent position so thal we'll find ,it easier W fly
exactly along the wind direct,ion when
we find what we think may be a street
(see Fig 3). Naturally we may Mt wan,t
to tly along this I'ine at this stage so w.e
ignore it. If we do find such lift we press
J to redraw the line from our current pos
ition at the edge of the soreen. Each time
we go off the screen it automatically
does Hs own J, redrawing the line and
repositi'oning the current point to the
appropriate part of the screen for the
current flight direction.

Has flexibility

Should we wish to hold the current
line drawn and explore round it we can
enter H (hold) to hold the line fixed in
space. Th,js enables us to come back to it
if our exploration fails to improve the
situation. Equally we can cancel the H
by entering M (moving) and vice versa.
This way we can get to our next thermal
effectively using any street lift we find on
lhe way.

Later in the flight we find we are lower
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possible lift line across the wind direc
tion together with the courses necessary
to keep to tllis line based on the wind
speed and direction. As we fly otT the
screen the d'isplay automatically read
jlust<s itself and either koeeps the same line
(I'dative to the ground) if the H button
was chosen or redraws the line across
the wind direction at the current posi
tion.

After c1'imbing slowly for a while we
fin~1 the lift is lot really along this line at
aU. This is to be expected if the wave is
formed by a ridge aligned at an ang.le to
the wind. We choose a suitable direction
based on the line of the Cotswo'lds and
set it using the L button. The new
COurses to fly to keep to this new line are
noted eagerly since they are notoriously
difficu'lt to estimate when the lift line is
not at right angles· to the wind. Also
unless there is a cloud edge close by it is
.extremely difficult to hold such a line
when so far above the ground.

After breezing up and down our line
for a while s.lowly gaining height we fancy
a better look at Nympstield and the
Severn estuary and wan,t to see if there is
a primary wave tlpwind so we set otT into
wind enjoying the view of the sea breez·e
over the Welsh coast in the distance. No
more lift is fOllnd so we reluctantly turn
back towards our lift line which is still
faithfully held in the computer but off
screen. Eventually it tracks back on to
the screen and we fly along it again to

could say "three point two" - "three
point seven" at you in an ever-increasing
pitched voice as the Iift increases. Sorry
- that last one is meant to be a joke 
but perfectly feasible nil the same, II call
it the "ultimate" al.ldio vario. If you are
lost over the Scottish Highlands you can
either automatically or manually feed in
the bearings from the <,ppropri:ate VOR
stations and get a fix on your screen con
sisting of the beal'ing lines super
imposed on a map of mitable known
locations together with a course to steer
for Portmoak (illegal for competitions),
(see Fig 5). You can keep a record of the
whole flight and play it back later to
demonstrate how yOIl did iit or how well
you centred each time you climbed. Its
usefulness is not confined to the cockpit
because it can be used by pupils to
improve their thermal centring ability
with playback to show how well they
did. Pupils can also learn to cloud fly
using a miniature joystick and watching a
simulated panel on the screen (see Fig
6),

The possibilities are seeming endless
and are only limited by the ingenuity of
the programmer designing the system
inside the computer. Such is. the power of
the micro-processor and visual display
and we have only just begun to sCi'atch
the surface. 1 am looking forward
immensely to flying with mine this sea
son - together with the seat of my pants
of course - let's not forget that. a
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THIS TIME
By MENTOR

LAST YEAR ...
..

At This Time Last Year a, late decisiojj to land was the primary
cause of nearly a quarter of all liefd landing accidents. la

the ground below was higher by some 300fll'han his home base.
Dominant in Dick's mind was the need to stay airborne. His

position as unofficial ~ask week leader was precious to him and
he wasn't easily going to let that sl,ip from his grasp. Please let
there be a thermal! To be fair he was a good "scratcher". He
habitually got to tile club early ,at weekends and usually headed
the Astir soaring list. This would see him airbome by mid
ffiOl'ning, coping ~ with the relatively scrappy, bitty thermals of
that time of day and he felt he COlfld hold his own with most
pilots. All the more reason not 10 give up now!

He drifted lower. The vil'lage should give s,omething, but just
in case it didn't he provisionally selected a field that he was sure
he could get into. The field wasn't the biggest around but it
looked flat enough and it wou'd be possible 10 approach through
a gap in the trees on the downwind edge..

The Village passed beneath. There wasn't a ripple and he
could see someone look up and wave. This brought it home to
him just how low he was and suddenly the field landing was on
him! He turnetJ back hastily, into wind, towards the field, heart
thllmpil1g. Now the view of his field was very different. So
ditTerent that he could scarcely believe that it was the same one
he hadl flown over so confiden·tly only thirty seconds earlier.
The II'ees looked so much taller, the gap so much narrower, and
the new perspecti,ve made it look ridiculously short. In near
panic he looked left and right for an alternative but there was
none. Hand on brakes he approached the field. across the vil
lage, ttle trees looming orninously dose to h,is maximurn glide
path. The gap was too narrow to risk - he had to go over the
trees! Some turbulence, the tree tops swaying gently just
beneath his keel and his field lay below. Full brakes, quickly
down to flare above the ridged, undulating pasture, the far
hedge coming too rapidly towards him. He realised he would
nave to ground loop to avoid the hedge bu,t then was aW<lre at
the same moment of a horr,id extra s'inking feeling as the glider
s-ank the I,ast ten inches ami the bottom of the fuselage met the
first of the ridges! He had forgotten the wheel! Crashing from
ridge to ridge the situation was quite beyond him [lOW. Dick felt
a final spine-shakingjolt, and then sil'ence. What price top place
now?

Task Week
Dick had enjoyed it 'immensely! From earl.y January when it
had been firs t plann,cd he had looked forward to the Whitsun
task week. His Silver badge, earned at the end of li1is first full
season in gliding, qualified him to Itake part and he had bought
new maps and pored over them, day dreaming, through the
snows of February and Ihe gales of March. A Ilea,t tr,iangle in
April had reinforced his confidence so that, when they had all
assembled fOIl the first task briefing, Dick was rarin' [0 go!

The CFI set the tasks and emphasised from the beginning
that it was not a competition. No one need feel he had to beat
anyone else. The object was to extend their experience, learn a
liute each day ... etc, etc. Dick didn't hear the whole litany.
He was busy marking his maps.

There was no formal marking or scoring but Dick had found a
copy of last year's Competition Handbook lying around and
had figured oul how to work windicapping. AI the end of the
first task, after he had come home with a neat final glide, he. set
to and worked out what the scores might have been. To his
delighted surprise h,is name was at the top!

He was sharing the club's Astir so he had to wait for his nex~

chance, a fairly tricky crosswind out and return. He did it .again
- top of his private' list! And that success really put Dick's tail
up! His third and last day seemed a long time coming, especially
as his sharing colleague I'anded out on both 01 his lasks. Dick
had retrieved both times.. The two fields had been large, with
smooth grass surfaces and decent approaches. and Dick sus
pected that his co-pilot had Spelilt a deal of height selecting such
big fields, when he could perhaps have been giving more
thought to staying up and gelling on with the task. Dick wasn't
likely to fall for that one! Altel' all, with good brakes and the
proper skill you should be able to get in al'most anywhere!

* * * *The last day was beginning to look a bit seedy. Two hours
into the flight <;Ind half way down the second leg the sky had
gloomed: over and everything had s'lowed down. Dick had read
about conditions "cycling" and knew that, if he could only
hang on, tile sun would probably show again and he would be
able to get back on his bike! He flew tentatively across the
preUy landscape towards a small village set in .a valley. This
was country new to him - after all, it was only his fifth cross
cou nlry. The transfer from open farming cOlln try to, the rolling
pasture lands now below him had been gradual, so gradual tnat
he was unaware of the changed scale of things. On top of that

* * * *
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How to get a Diamond ill 60 Seconds

Last night three friends of mine attempted several 300km triang
les, with very varying success. Last night? That's what I said.
There was Fearless Fred, a real gung-ho damn-the-torpedoes
press-on type, who would never circle in any,thing less than3kt.
Then there was Nervous Neddie, who 'hung around in every
Jittle bi t of lift 'lI ntil he reached the base of the airway, as if he
was doing u Si/,ver C. And there was Pragmatic Pete, who
varied the i'ate of climb he was prepared to accept according to
how much air he had below the keel, for examp:re, accepting Ikt
between 1000 and 2OGOft but demanding 3kt over 3000ft.

Not surprisingly Fearl,ess Fred kept on zonking into the deck
before completing Hle ta~k, while Nervous Neddie went so
slowly that he frequently ran out of time and the d'lY died on

Ran out of time.

him before he could get round. Pragmatic Pete usually got
round, though from time to time he too was unlucky and fell to
earth or ran out of sunshine.

These three characters are, as you've doubtless guessed, the
invention of Platyprog, our own home-grown gliding computer
programme for the Sinclair ZX81. Come to think of it, the next
BGA Conference could have a session for microcomputer
freaks, since we are sure there must now be a mass of games,
scoring systems and other applications of these addictive little
monsters - and by the end of 1982 even more of them will have
burgeoned,

The Platyprog isn't really a gliding game, but is a sort of seri
ous attempt, which we beg;Hl 20 years ago using graph paper
and dice, to see what the ideal strategy is for a given set ofpre-set
conditions. The first key variable isthe distance between ther
mals: the second is the distribution of thermal strengths includ
ing a generousalfowance of "dud" thermals.

The assumption so far is that the only important decision is
what rate of climb ,is acceptable at any given height. We assume
a blue, unreadable sky ahead so that ihe pilot can only press on
and' hope. We also assume a fi'xed speed and glide angle bet
ween thermals, not unrealistic, since we know that speed-to-fly
between thermals has very liHle e~fect on achieved speeds,
though before long we wil'l build ,in a 'range of inter-thermal
speeds and glide angles to match the expected rate of climb,
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With a programming language like BASIC one call easily add
on refinements by trial and error as one goes ,along. P,latyprog ,is
the result of six earlier models successively adapted and
improved.

The key to the programme is the computer's ability to gener
ate random numbers to vary the gap between thermals and to
vary thermal s'lrengths. It rolls the dice about a million times
faster than we ever could in our youth,

So what have we learned that we didn't already know,
namely lIiwt you musl Vary your expectations of future climb
rates according to your height? Well we've learned a Ilot about
compllter-programmillg which: is generally helpfullO us in busi
ness (you didn't know we 'Worked for a livil g, did you? You
thought we lounged outside the bar all day in a deck-chair like a
gliding bum, occasionaUy slouching into the air for a relaxed
and effortless 500km and strolling back for a nonchalant Mar-

Can easily add refinements.

tin,i, nine-tenths Gordons and a twist, in a pre-chilled glass.
Well yes, that's exactly how we do live, but now and again we
bestir ourself to a little homest toil, providingil is 'Sufficiently
stimulating to the intel,lect and rewarding to the pocket).

We are hopililg (what's all this royal Ive stuff! We is the only
person around here entitled to call ourself lI'e nnd don't you
forget it: Ed) sorry, I am hoping to find the ideal stralegy for a
given stochastic (I hope that's right, it's a word rye borrowed
from an old Anthony Edw,lrds' article) distribution ofthermals
and thermal strengths, As each version of the model succeeds
another, there should be increasing realism.

What I'm not doing at present is letting Fearless Fred e( at
change their strategy once they've set off, since it is not a
gliding game. (In games the human participants have to make a
fresh decision every minute.) This is because the object of
Platyprog is to I1.ln through hundreds of simulated flights ,in a
reasonably short time and draw some findings.

Of what use it willl all be, I haven't the foggiest idea. But if
you have a gliding programme for any commonly used micro
such as ZX81, Apple. Pet or Tandy. do let Platypus know
especially if it has graphics' We might get our own corner in
S&G wh,ere we can. sneak off together and bore each other silly
withollt getting in the way of those who still retain their sanity.
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TOCUMWAL
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LOOKING FOR RECORDS?

SP6'~4~"" S6'''l~ e,,,t..
SOME LOf'¥j as lANCES FLOWN

FROM TOCUMWAL

887km .
-- wnte to;

Sportavia
50arinJl Cenlre

P.QBox 78
Tocumwal 2711,

Phone
(058 741:?lJ) 6:J
Auslralia'smos' advanced gliding

school

* First choice of international
soaring pilots.

* Ideal soaring conditions.

* No airspace problems!'

* Australia's most advanced
gliding training in the latest
design two-seaters.

* All year round Ab-Initio
courses. Personal tuition by
highly qualified professional
instructors guarantees rapid
progress..

* Re gular advanced cross
countty courses by leading
inlernationallyexperienced
instructors.

* The largest most modem
fleet of single-seater sail
planeslIvailable for casl/al,
daily or weekly hire.

* The "New Generation"
motor gliders.
Fly the record-bre£lking
"IBIS-28M2", recently
flown from Romania to
Australia.

* Four high-powered tugs.

* High quality, moderately
priced accommodation and
meals on site.

* All facilities under one roof!
C.F.I. Ingo Renne

World Champion, 1976

O/K
BAROGRAPH
* Approved recording

altimeter - all metal

* Ink/smoked foil or
Hbre tipped pen

Ask for detai1ed
information

We are looking for a
representative in

Great Brita,in

N. Spohrer
Ludwlg-Thoma-.5trasse 1

0·7241 Eutingen 4

NEW
Car set type .1525 AM, Exclusive to REF
Electronics, 5 chal'lnel capability. Front
panel size, 5,8" x 'Z'. Depth 10", Slide-in
cra<;lle. 5 walls TX power. £265 inc VAT
pluS crystals.

REWORKED'
Car set type RC665. Four channel
capability. 5 watts TX power. £150 inc VAT
plus crysta'ls. Send for details.

We Iilave a few Cambridges of various
Iypes plus B remote W15AM. Please
phone or call for currenl stock Qosilion.

Bat1ery chargers for gel-<:ell batteries.
£28.75.

Plus the best Air Com HIl in the world 
the WAlTER DIITElFSGSO/60 Series.
Available for gliding, ground station,
portable and powered aircraft use.

R.'tF.IElectronics
Church Road, Penn, High Wycombe
Bucks HP10 8LN
Tel: National 049481-4483

International +44.49481.4483

Home Office and Civil Aviation Authority
Approved

If you are ill the happy position Of being
a private owner with some cash to spare
and a fortnight's holiday in the summer
where can you find the best gliding?
Originally Zell am See was the place to
go to, however you need a 4000ft
aerotow and the queues get very long 
you get on the grid at 6am and maybe get
launched at 3pm. So everyone migraled
to Samaden where the weather is not
always as good, then they went to Siste
ron which got crowded out and now the
latest place is> Segovia.

Further south you end in the Med, but
with Gibraltar opening up the ferry to N.
Africa may be fairly cheap and once you
get sufficiently inlalld to escape the 'sea
breeze it should be good.

Wall-to-wan planting

In general south of the Alps you get a
much drier summer, and south of the
Pyrennees you get a much higher cloud
base, typically 8000ft above the ground.
Furthermore in central Spain the three
fiel<l system of agriculture is practised
with one field in three kept fallow so that
gliders can land in il. SE. Spain has a
very large area of desert but also regions
with wall-to-wall planting of citrus trees
and olives. Spain is still opening up for
gliding and seems the most attractive
place in Europe beGause you can cloud
fly, the roads are good, the towns are
pleasant and prices are very reasonable.

One of the best 81'eas

Although cloud flying is not permitted
for gliders in France, the golden triangle
formed by Vinon, Briancon and Die is
for me one of the best gliding areas in
Europe. There iire fields spaoed arolmd
at twenty mile intervals at Vinon, SI.
Auban, Sisteron, Aspres, Gap-Tallard,
SI. Crepin, Ba,rcelllonette and Fayence,
so you can draw circles around each if
you want to play it safe.

At SI. Auban the French have oper
ated a National Centre for thirty years, so
the twenty professional instructors there
hav.e got the whole area thoroughly
studied. (See "You'd think you were in
paradise", S&G, February,. pI6.) At
French gl'iding centres there is an
ex tremely friendly and adventurous
spirit which encourages everyone to
make ambitious flights. On a good sum
mer's day cloudbase ,is about 7000ft ris
ing to 12 OOOft over the mountains. When
the mistral blows down the Rholle the
wave soaring is excellent and 8km
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alti,tudes are preUy routine. If yOLJ lire of
gliding, sailing, swimming and skiing .are
within easy reach. Many of tne sites are
land-locked so that you have to complete
your final glide with 6000ft in hand
because there is a mountain in the way.

Vinon is the exception, being a very
large field with room for 500 gliders.

Gap is very pleasant having quite a
large :town nearby. St. Crepin and
Aspres are smaller, even thell there is
adequate free hangarage if you want it.
BaH.:ellonelle is not used for gliding as
the valley is considered. to be tQO nalTQW
for safe general operation, but if you put
down ther,e you can get yourself towed
out.

Sisteron is very agreeable but has
become. crowded so the queues to launch
have become rather long.

Food and grog are universally excel
lent and to complete a 400km task, then
have a swim and a first class dinner is my

idea of heaven. The scope for giving
yourself a scare is considerable - if you
get low you wilil find that many valleys
meet with a V at the bottom. There is
very little controlled airspace to worry
about since powered aircraft naturally
steer clear of the mountains. To the east
there ,is the famous Parcours which runs
from north of Briancon to Moustiers.
This can be very hairy because the lift is
strong and turbu'lent and there is a big
temptation 10 save time by jumping over
bastions with marginal height in hand.

"Beat up its face . .."

When the airmass rises over the moun
tains it pushes up the cloudbase with it,
but the layer of unstable air also gets
deeper becatlse of the fall in pressure
with aHitude. On a good day you start off
with conventional thermats to 7000ft
then make for the highest mounlain in
the general direction you wanl 10 go,
beal up its face and circle lip to c1oud
base, At 12 OOOft you scream off to your
firsl TP, then back to 12 OOOfi ,then
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round the second TP and home.
At this point one should mention Ernst

Gernot Peter, a fantastic German pilot
who always beats everybody by a large
margin, and I wish I knew how he did it.
There aFe things which stick in the me
mory, notably the P,ic de Bure 8888ft high,
a rotten tooth of a mountain which gives
marvellous lift just when you need it, and
just when you find it thirty gFiders join
your thermal!

Where toe soi'l is warmer tlile tree line
is higher so sometimes you find better Ilift
over the trees than the bare rock. You
can carry on to ,the north and TPs near
Lake Geneva are sometimes set. How
ever, watch out because the cable cars
and ski-lifts begin to proliferate north of
Briancon.

A IOOOkm triangle has been flown
from Grenoble to a point south of Mous
tiers I.Ising the Parcours thell up north as
far as Samaden and baCK. Under ideal
conditions you bal a'long at VNE just
beside the crest of the ridge. The
weather can over-dev,elop into cu-nims
and tasks which would be easy become
impossible because cloud flying is for
biddel~, and your blind flying illStru-

mertts must be shown to be removed or
inoperative before yoU' can get a launch.
When !'ift is marginal usually the best
place to 'look ,is where the end of a ridge
pokes out into valley and the prevailing
wind up or down the valley hits it. In the
evening the cut off of lift can be very
sudden and one minute you have strong
lift to c10udbase and from then on

Visibility may be poor

nothing. Creeping back to Vinon at the
end of the d.ay with just enough height in
hand can be vel'y exciting as lhat heighl
can be 8000ft above the airfield and the
visibility may be very pOOl' from Ithe haze
and dust.

In lIaly and Austr'ia many flights are
along the valley and back. The virtue of
the golden triangle is that the mountains

are broken up in many directions and
making the best use of them requires a
good deal of thought. At SI. Crepin the
ridge can produce 6kt just 300ft above
the site so one trick is to final glide into
strong lift from a long way away. The

Develop instinctive jUdgment

locals have a lot of information to impart
on techniques like th!is, and where to find
force landing fields, however I don't like
rote learning in gliding. If you rely on
your own eye you win develop your
instinctive judgment for where to look
for I,ift which will stand you in good stead
when you really need it. Whal at first
surprises you considerably is the amount
of press you require to cover ground
fast. You feel that you have burnt boat
after boat after boat then you hit a bit of
lift which makes the whole range fall
away below you.

I hope the French will put aside The
Golden Triangle as a nature reserve for
that seriously endangered species, the
glitler pilot. 11
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FLYI'NG IN FLORIDA
Sebring Soaring Sussed Out for European Refugees from Miami by ROB RODWELL

The thermals were few and far between
but those there were had OOOMPH.
Soaring with me in dose proximity as I
approached 4000ft were a number of
feathered friends which the locals call
turkey vultures. On blue thermal days
they're th'e only markers you gel. Below
me the landscape was immense 
billiard-table tla't to limitless horizons
and studded with a few lak'es, the area to
the south an endless stretch of orange
groves and that to the east, beyond a
meandering riv,er. a restricted lone. I'd
been told of the zone Oil the check flight
in a K-13 which had been the biennial
revalidation of my F AA glider pilot's
l'icence (sorry, license, for th,is is
America) but I never di,d gelarounJ. to
consulting an airmap to see what the
restrictions were.

BrW'sh atmosphere

Below me were the bones of what had
once been a huge B-17 t"aining base 
acres of apron and semi-circular camp
malls from which the barracks had long
since disappeared. In the centre Cl lonely,
preserved, Constellation brought back
memories of boyhood. Only ttle more
~rthritic soaring fans wiU remember
these graceful, triple-finned, fish
fl.lselaged four-engine transports in their
late-40s airline heyday. AI'so at Sebring,
wllicb doubles as a prime motor-racing
track, are dozens of gendy rotting,
Customs-impounded, drug-smuggling
aeroplanes and, with the authentic
c\lmosphere, accents and spelling of a
British gliding club, the Sebring Soaring
Centre.

Readers of S&G may have noticed
that for the past year or so Sebring, alone
among US gliding operations, has been
making a particular pitch on the UK
gliding market, stressing (in its US ads)
that its equipment is European - against
the virtually 99 per cent saturation of the
American commercial market by the var
ious Schweizer aloominum 'lead sleds.
What the ads don't stale is that the SSC
is British - the president and CH is
Oerek Johrtson who untilthl'ee' years ago
owned and ran the Three Counties flying
club at Blackbush, near Camberley.
His wife Elsie sports a marvellous
Florida tan and runs the launch point and
the books while son Pete tlies tows. He
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was mixing this task witm re-covering
their Super Cub when I was there while
partner Robin Page-Hlair worked on the
engine at a neighbouring bench.

My fleeting, flying, visit to Sebring
occurred in mid-December when I made
a short business trip to Miami Beach, a
resort with rather less appeal than
Blackpool in a wet February (aparl from
the Seaquarium, which is something
else). I added a few days of my own
time, hired a car and drove across the
flal monotony of ,the Everglades, past
the huge Lake Okeechobee - which you
can't see because ii's behind a dyke 
and on thr,ough the fruit-laden orange
trees the 170 miles to Sebring. For those
who've seen the ads and have toyed with
,the idea of a badge binge at Sebring, my
impressions foHow.

The SSC ,fleet compr,ises a Pik-20o.
two K·6cRs, a iK,-6'E, a K-13 and the
Super Cub, for which a hired Citabria
was standing in when I was there. The
single-seaters are, without ex'ceplion,
immaculate and look as though they
were delivered yesterday - a tribute to
Robin Page-Blair's skill with a spraygun
and Du Pont's breathtakingly expensive
but superb Imron poly-someth'ing-or
other paint. All are well instrumented,
with oxygen and neat dial-a-number
multi-channel radios.

Mid-summer too hot

Derek Johnsotl is a strictly no-hassle
man - if you're there to tly, you'll lly
and if you wa"1 to chase badges, go
ahead. Few, if any, olher commercial
operators in the USA are geared to vis
itors tlying cross-country, as Sebring is,
or have equipment to match the Pik-20o
or even K-6E. The days are short in
December [lnd the peal<. Gold and
Diamond-mining times are earlier and
later i,n a season which runs fmm
October to June. Mid-summer is just too
damn hot; the Johnsons sometimes
return to the UK then and last summer
Derek was a seasonal instructor at
Lasham.

I "rrived in mid-afternoon and was
quickly insta"'ed in the K-'13 for my
biennial flight /:eview; lot was just like any
other site check Save for remembering
the American practice of pUlling up
right, rather than left, on release at

2000fl. A right-hand' circuilis standard at
Sebning but otherwise there's no insis
tence on the rigid "pallero" ("900ft over
the woodyard, tum at 650ft over the
mortician's and you mllst ignore the lift
from the crematorium chimney 00 the
crosswind I'eg") that one some,times
encounters at other US ,gliding sites.

End of day flight

A K-6cR was scratching in what was
by Sebring's standards an indifferent
soaring day. Hown by an old Thunder
bolt pilot, it closed in limpet-tight in for
mation, followed me down round the cir
cuit and landed just ahead. The sun was
already sinking but I took up Oerek's
suggestion an<.l grabbed it for half-an
hour.

The next day I sal with Derek and
Elsie at the hangar door-s doing nothing
more exhausting than watching Pete and
Robin work until a few tlll'key vultures
signalled that something was going up in
the blue aloft. A tentative request for the
Pik-20o met immediate assent. Three
minute 'later we'd wheeled it out and I
was strapping in for a thorough briefing
as the type was new to me.

I made two flights, the firsl probably
qualifying for a state record of some time
as I almost beat the tug down. It feIt
longer than Ithe 13min which Elsie logged
but at $36 an hour I wasn't going to
argue the point. ~EISie rooked me up
again and within 90sec !I'd been
relaunched. Derek, meanwhile, having
no students for an hour or two, had taken
off in a K-6cRjust as some clouds were
forming. After a few minutes abortive
scratching south and west of the field
near a lake I sped across to join him.

• soared for 2hr IOmin in conditions
Ihat I would rate as a ,good, lhough not
exceptional, English summer clay. The
locals - not the Johnsons - were ,com
plai,ning of tile cold and thought I was
mad ("Half naked" a waitress said) to be
walking around in a short-sleeved shirt
with the temperature only in the 60s,
Fahrenheit. I lopped OUit at 4300ft - in
the States one can't soar in cloud - and
after stooging locally up to about six
miles away I landed pure'ly in the inter
ests of economy.

Tllat said, you'll get good value at
Sebring if badge hunting is your objec-
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AMF ENTERPRISES I'YOU'VE GOT TO HAVE STYLE'l

WAGGLING TO SAFETY

Little more than an observer

In this case the glider pilot pulled off
tow at 2000ft after a protracted tow.

The tug pilot's problem was over,
except (wait for it) for having to give
way to a K-8 which was doing a short
circuit after running out of height with
airbrakes open. That's rigl1t, lhis guy
never looked out either.

Our Australian pilot's problem was
somewhat different. He was flying a
Kestrel 19 when, on the grounJ 11.111, his
tail parachute deployed. Tlile Pawnee
235 lowing him go.t him airborne but as
the tug pilot realised somethif!g was
wrong wi-th the climb, but nol with his
aircraft, he waggled the tug's rudder. The
glider pilot checked his airbrakes alld
after a few seconds re<llised the proh/em
and jellisoned the tail parachute. End of
saga.

I have now done a reasonable 1lmolml
of instHlctillg if! Australia over the last
two years where it is slandan.l pract,ice la
demonstrate Ihis rLlllder signa'l to glider
pilots befme solo. In f<lct the signal is
given the same priority <IS the wave-off
signal (ie rocking of the tug's wings lat
emlly).

Why not follow Australia?

I n the U K there have been many inci
dents, and some <lccidents, <IS a result of
airbrakes being open on tow, some by
experienced pilots ano instructors.
Might it not be a good idea to adopt the
Australian signal of waggling 1I1e trlg air
craft's rudder, to get the gl:ider pilot to
check his airbrakes?

Obviously better trainif!g would be the
<lnswer, but until we have infallible
pilots, surely a safeguard such as this
one might srlve us some heantbeats or
even <I life. 11

Call in, ring or write for details

MEMBURY AIRFIELD, LAMBOURN, BERKS
048872224

YOU KNOW WHAT YOU'RE GETTING
WITH AN AMF TRAILEROver 90 built to date

Most clubs bUy AMF

Without doubt the most
established and

eXlperienced glider
trailer manufacturers

in the UK

The best val ue for money

Talk to any AMF trailer
owner before you order

KEN STEWART

If you have done either, you will know
what a painful time it can be, waiting to
see if the glider pilot will discov.er his
problem. Everyone watching is almost
stmining to become telep'athic - and
f<lst. The tug pilot can lIsually do no
better :than become an observer. as he
t",ies to climb amI fly a sensible patlern
to meel the situation; unless of course
the gtider has a raoio, which is more
switcheo on than i,ts pilol.

Have you ever been in ,J tug, doing <In
aerotow when the glider has its airbrakes
open?
OR
Have you ever been stanoing on an air
field watch ing lhe saga of a Itug and gl'ider
combination stagger around the sky with
the glider's airbrakes wide open?

Let liS compare two incidents, one in
Britain and one In Aus'tralia. Our British
pilot clambers into the club K-S, fumbles
through his pre-take-off ehecks, closes
his <lirbmkes, hut fails ,to lock them. He is
hooked tIp to the tug and the (<lunch
begins.

As the speed increases,. his airbrakes
are gently sucked open. amI there they
stay. Those on ihe ground can no longer
help as the glider doesn't h<lve radio.
The tug pilot notes the longer ground run

I but as the ground is perhaps. soft
assumes thal 10 be the ,proDlem. Once
<lirborne the tug pilot re<l(ises that the
climb rate is not all that it shoutd be, but
the glider ,pilot doesn't! Now that the tug
pilot has worked out the problem (his
mirror helped) he tows the glider as high
as his air(:raft safely can.

tive. What is most important in such a
venture: you'll get the maximum of
facililation by a finn with the proprietors
on the premises and one which is geared
par'ticularly to giving European visitors
exactly whal they want in ;the somewhat
different contlli'tions of America.

Bu:tt can't pretend. that my short soar
ing visit to Florida gave me even a com
mensurate fraction of the challenge and
enjoyment that t got 'in 30 hours of CfOSS

country Vegaflying at Minden, Nevada,
in 1979. There aren't the same imposing
1l10unta'ins for a start. During the Gold
and Diamond season the milk run is,
apparenl~y, a dash up the inter-state
highway, perhaps as far as Georgia, a
TP photo over Joe's Diner or whatever
and then straight back down the highway
again. Pete johnson, who only recently
st:uted gliding but has flown more tows
than he's had hOI dinners, did his
Diamond distance ·thus.

For a jlllni/y holiday Sebring would
nol be my choice. In my very brief
experience I found the town very dull.
Some 30 or 40 miles norlh at OrIando
there is Disneyworld, about wllich naany
people rave but which I did nol see.
There are probably lake-sailing and
water-skiing opportunil,ies at Sebring
itself bllit I didn't investigate. On the
edge of town there is a very fine state
run foresl park with swamps, 'gators. and
all, in which you could happily spend a
day or more.

My overnight stay in a two-bed self
caleri,qg poolside chalet. at a huge and
empty motor inn on the fringe of town
cost $16. Having a stinking cold and
being deterred by lhe posteo prices of a
seafood restaurant next door I went to <I
quick hamburger joint fOl' dinner, the
result being - truly - the mdletYP<l1
Gre<lt Amel,ic<ln Disaster. My coffee
shop breakfast w.asn't much better aPld I
yearned for the excellent, gambling
subsidised, loss-leader food with which
the casinos and slot parlours of Nevada
lure tile customers in. But ,if, all unknow
ing, you have taken the f<lmily to Horida
and inflicted Miami on yourself, Sebring
is a most allractive opt-out, only 3V:2hrs
away by car andl run by splendid people
whose prime Concern is to get you aloft
without delay and sO<lring cross-country,
if th<lt's what you have in mind.

* * *COSTS, (December 1981), Pik-20o
$36/hr; K·13 dual $39/t1r; K-6cR and -6E
$24/hr. Tow 10 2000ft $10. My three-day
car hire including Insurance, h<llf a tank
ful and some hours' overtime was $97. 1
discovered only on sellling up that I
would have done be ter financially to
nave hired it for a week, even though I
only wanted it for harf that t.ime. What
price logic? a
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Speeds-to-Fly- or Not? Part 2

MIKE JEFFERYES

In the last issl,Je, p74, we der,ived the speed-to-fly scale from the
polalr curve of the Piral. We considered ho...... to achieve a high
cross-country speed and concluded that l1lighclinnb rate is most
important and that 'precise cruise's~eed selection is less critical. So
how important is Ihe speed-to-fly ring settling?

How much cross-country speed d'o we really lose by cruising
slowly? These questions w.ere worrying me a year ago when I was
feeling guilty of cruising' too slowly, What I was looking lor was a
way of pUlling the whole story in perspective on one chart, and
eventually II found il.

11 Vou'lI bear w.ilh me while I explain Ithink you'll agree that the
results are most informative.

The pilol has direct influence over two factors:
1, Average climb rate.
2. Speed-ta-fly ring setting,

These two result in the third factor we need ...
3. Achieved cross-country speed.

Showing these three variables on one graph is a little awkward.
After trials with several presentations, Fig 7 was selected as the
best.

Explanation of the graph - Fig 7. Drawn for the Pirat.
The horizontal axis represents actual climb rate and vertical

axis shows speed-ta-fly ring selling. Hence point A represents a 6kt
climb rate and 6kt speed ring setting and point D is a 6kt climb and
3kt ring setting.

Calculations show that the achieved cross-country speeds for
these two conditions in the Pirat are 82 and 77km/h respectively,
which are not easy to show on the graph.

Further calculations give the following points all at 75km/h:

Point on graph M N P 0 R S

Climb rate 5 4.9 5 5.4 6.5 8.5

Speed ring setting 8 6 3,8 3 2 1

Achieved speed 75 75 75 75 75 75

etc,

A line can therefore be drawn thro4Jgh MNPORS. and any point
on this line represents a condition of flight (average climb rate and
speed ring selling) which gives a cross-country speed of 75km/h.

Simila'rly all the other curves an Fig 7 join together points of
equal achieved cross-country speed - the speed being shown at
the top of each curve.

Don't Panic
You don't need to understand how the graph was constructed

only what it shows. The method of calculations etc is shown in the
appendix for anyone interested,

Hence from lFig, 7 we can read 011 the aohieved cross-country
speed for any actual climb rate and speed ring setting. If 'the point in
question does not lall direct,ly on one of the curves (eg poinl A) we
can deduce the speed by relating the poin,t to the neighbouring
curves. A=82km/h between the BG and 85 cu'rves.

Conc'luslons from Fig 1
Point A represents a 6kt average ,climb rate and 6kt speed ring

selling - achieved cross-country speed is 82km/h. Points B to G all
maintain the 6kt climb rate blllt with more and more cautious speed
ring settings, and the effects on achieved speed are shown in Table
8.

Table 8 (All at 6kt average climb rate)

Point A B C D E F G

Speed ring selting 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

Achieved
speed kmJh 82 82 81 77 74 70 66

% below optimum - - 1 6 to 15 20

As expected small changes in speed ring setting from the
"optimum" have little, effect. However, for a 6kt climb rate a ring
setting 01 2kt or lo ......er gives significant reduction in cross-country
speed.

r

1 2 3 4 56 7
AC TlJAl. CLlMB WHEN T,HERMAl.LlNG-KNOTS

f1stz: DS-20a (No BoI!ost) 50~'o OF AIRMASS
B~1:Wf::E~1 THERMAL.S RISING AT 200 Ft/Min,

ACHIEVED CROSS COUN TRY SPE EC, Km/or
8 6 'lO 8.0 90 1 01 5 :1p 15

1
11

[N

H

FIG,? PIRAT
ACHIEVED Cfl.OSS-CO\.!<\'ifl'( SPEED Km/hr
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I

I

~ f i K3 i. 5
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'Now took at point H on Fig 7. This represents a 3kt climb rate and
3kt speed, rinQi selling. Achieved speed is 60km/h, 27% worse than
for the 6kt climb rate. The effects 01 a. 3kt climb with reduced speed
ring settings are shown in Table 9.

Table 9 (All at 3kt average climb rate)

Point H I J K

Speed ring setting 3 2 1 0

Achieved speed 60 59 57 55

% below optimum - 2 5 8

We have now confirmed our first two rules for hi,gh cross-country
speed (as in Part 1) and introduced a third:
Rule 1 - High average climb rate is the most important factor.
Rule 2 - Precise maintenance of the theoretically correct inter
thermal speed is not critical.
Rule 3 - When good average climb rates are expected - don't
leave the speed ring on zero. However. a setting 01 half the antici
pated climb rate will achieve. most 01 the potential benefit. With the
ring set for this comdition we should use it as a guIde only (in line
with Rule 2) rather than follow its every twitch.
NB. Rule· 3 should not be allowed to jeopardise our primary R'ule 1.
That is to say be alert to the occasion when imcreased cruise speed
and Consequent height loss will give an unacceptable risk that
average climb rate in the sky ahead will suffer.

Increase in performance
Fig 10 is similar to Fig 7 but is drawn for a 15m flapped glider. the

DG-200 (although the curves can be considered typical of the 15m
Class most of which perform nearly as well!)

Point A shows that a 6kt average climb rate with 6kt speed ring
setting gives a 100km/h achieved speed. Table 1i shows that the
earlier conclusions still apply - we can gee the small effect of using
a slightly cautious speed ring selting, t'he larger effect of using a
very pessimistic setting and the even greater effects 01 accepting a
reduced climb rate.

Table 11

Average
climb rate 6kl 3kt

Point A B C 0 E F G H I J K

Speed ring
setting (kt) 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 3 2 1 0

Achieved
speed (km/h) 100 100 99 97 93 83 78 75 74 70 67

% 10s1 VS 6kt
climb - - 1 3 7 17 22 25 26 30 33

% lost VS 3kt
climb - - - - - - - - 2 8 12

% reduction in
search area 39 34 30 25 18 5 - 25 18 5 -

Reduction in search area
We noted earlier ·that higher cruise speeds lead to greater height

loss and consequent reduction in search area for the next thermal.
Average climb rate may suffer (breaking Rule 1) owing to the smal
ler number of thermals sampled.

The reduction in search area as speed' ring settings are increased
is demonstrated by the line dotted onto Fig 10 at the suggestion of
John Glossop. It shows the distance flown in nautical miles (hori
zontal axis) for any speed ring setting (vertical axis) for a 1200ft
heightloS$ in still air. (Percentage reductions from the Max glide
distance are quoted in Table 11.)

Al kt ring setting shows small reduction ir"l search area, but 3kt or
4kt settings reduce, the range by 25% and 30% for the DG.-2,o0 and
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are ther.efore only appropriate if ...
a. We are confident of good lift ahead, and
b. We have sufficient h:eight to reach it at the increased cruise
speed, hopefully minimising height loss by careful route selection.

The graphs of achieved cross-country speed (Figs 7 and 10) are
based on the two assumptions that the glider cruises through still
air between thermals .and does not deviate from the required track.
Let's loo~ at the reality.

Impossibl,e speeds?
Over the lasl few years it has been suggested in high places that

the speeds achieved by leading competition pilots have, for the
day's conditions. ·exceeded those theoretically possible by the tradi
tional MacCready climb and glide theory which we have consI
dered so far; is speeds over 100km/h in an unballasted 15m
machine when conditionswourd not give average climb rates of 6kt
(ref point A on Fig 10).

This has been put down, to the effects of cruising not through still
air but selecting a route partly through rising air.

Fig· 12 shows the lines of achieved speed for the DG-200 (as Fig
1'0) but now flying between thermals through an airmass half of
which is still and half r,ising at200ft/min airmass movement (ie the
glider would climb at 1/?kt if its sink rate in still air was 1V2l<t).

Point H again represents 3kt average climb when c·lrcling (quite a
good British, day) and speed ring setting of 3kt. Tne achieved speed
of 93.5km/h is a staggering 25% better than tne cruise through still
air. The airmass rising at200ftlmin will be of benefit but to.a lesse~

extent if the rate of climb in the thermals is higher. If the day
permits an average climb rate of 6kt, the gain over cruising t,hrough
still air will be 12% - 112km/h at point A.

Is MacCready still valid?
By cruising not through still air but rising air we have effectively

raised the polar curve. The question was asked (Soaring Sym
posium. RAF Newton, February 1981) "Does this artificially raisect
polar require a re-calibrated speed-to-f1y scale?"

The achieved speeds in Fig 12 have been calculated a'ssuming
diligent following of the MacCready ring for tne cruise both through
still air and rising air. Point R snows 1'10km/h achieved speed for a
5.5kt climb rate and speed ring set "correctly" to 5.5kt. Points P. Q.
Sand T all represent a 5.51<t climb rate but with revised speed ring
settings (and therefore cruise speeds) and all with achieved speeds
less than the 5.5kt ring setting. Simila~ly all other lines of equal
achieved speed have their minimum points on tine diagonal Mac
Cready line (where speed ring setting = achieved climb rate).

This shows that any change in cruise speed flfOm MacCready will
result in a reduction in achieved cross-country speed: the speed
to-fly ring still shows the optimum cruise speeds in this advantage
ous airmass. Remember that in the rising air the vario needle will
show reduced, sink (or even lift) and the speed ring, will indicate
precisely the optimum reduction in cruise speed. The.refore no
re-calibration is necessary - the standard MacCready ring gets it
right.

Don;t slow down too much
Let's just consider the temptation to slow down to Min sink speed

in the air rising at 200ft/min. If the Min sink rate is 1.2kt this gives an
actual climb rate ofiD.8kt while cruising througn this airmass. Fig 13
shows the dramatic loss of achieved speed on a strong .lift day if we
slow to 40kt in the weak lift even though not stopping to circle.

Point A gives 91 km/h - we have been fooled by Ihe rising air and
lost 9% of the cress-country speed we would have achieved in still
air (100km/h point A on Fig 10). Remember tha'! rather than losing
speed this rising air should have given us a gain of 12% (112km/h
point A on Fig 12). Note: For this 6kt climb rate a 3kt ring selling
would be more common - points 0 on Figs 10, 12 and 13. 11 you
check the figure.s you'" see that the percentages reduce slightly but
the abowe conclusions still apply - don't slow down too much in
the weak hft if there is str.ong lift ahead.

Dolphin flying
Dolphin flight is achieved when sufficient height is gained while

cruising through the rising air that it is not necessary to stop and
circle. The construction of Fig 1 in Part 1. of this article (see p74)
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Table 1'6 OG-200

Unballasted

Climb rate (kt) 6 5 4 3 2 1

Achieved speed (km/h) 100 93 85 75 61 42

Full ballast

Climb rate (kt) 6 5 .;I 3 2 1

Achieved speed (km/h) 115 107 97 84 68 46

Ballasl improvement % 15 15 14 12 11'12 9V2

Reduced climb rate (kt) 5V2 4V2 3V2 2V2 1V2 '12

Achieved speed {Ikm/h) 111 102 90 76V2 59 -

% beller (worsel 11 10 6 2 (3) (-)

Deviating from track

The routes wilt prove to be advantageous provided the increase
in achieved speed through the air exceeds the increase in distance
flown deviating frGm track to find these airmasses.

Fig 17 shows the increase In distance for any angular detour from
track, and' gives the following maximum worthwhile deviations for
the foulr cases we've considered:

Surprised? How of1en have you hesitated to deviate 30° to gain an
airmass advantage?

Deviation from track
We have mow found some appreciable gains by cruising through

particular airmasses. To lake advantage of these it is frequently
necessary to deviate from track, but how much detour is justified?

Let's start with the unballasted DG-200 flyiAg on track achieving
3kt cl imb rate with 3kt speed ring selling - achieved speed is
75km/h from point H on Fig 10. Now consider the fo'lIowing four
advantageous routes through the air:
1. Our route gives a 6kt crimb rate - point D on Fig 10. Achieved
speed improves to 97km/h - 30% increase from 75km/h.
2. Climb rate remains 3kt, but now 50% of the ai r between thermals
is rising at200ftlmin - point H Fig 12. Achieved speed is now 93.5
km/h - 24Wl'o increase.
3. The route covers air 50% of which is rising at200ftlmin, and this
beller airmass contains bigger thermals giving 6kt climb rate. Don
Fig 12. Achieved speed becomes 105km/h - 40% increase.
4. The route permits dolphin flight. Average climb rate is 2kt at45kt
airspe,ed, the cruise betweel1l climbs is at 75-80kt in still air, ie this
flight is represented by line A2E on Fig.14. Achieved speed C3 is 59kt,
109km/h - 45% increase over 75km/h.
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Waterballast
Waterballast moves the polar curve down and to the right at the

low speed end, and up at the higher speeds (see back cover adver
tisement - th,anks Ralphl. We have established the objective of
moving cruise point (E) up or tQ the right, ref Fig 1 and 2 in Part 1.
Waterballast helps do this when cruise speeds are high. but not at
slow speeds in weak conditi0ns. Note that the revised polar will
need a second' cal ibration for the speed-to-fly ring,

Fig 15 shows the achieved speed graph for the DG-200 with full
ballast. Point A (6kl climb, 6kt speed ring selling) now achieves
115km/h, 15% improvement over the 100km/h without ballast (Fig
10). However this comparison is not valid because with full ballast
the climb rate must suffer.

Table 16 compares the achieved speeds without ballast and with
full ballast. A third Set of figures is added for the full ballast condi
tion, but assuming a Ihkt reduction in average climb rate. The
reduction due 10 ballast will depend partly on the size and smooth
ness of the thermals, but the figures give an indication of how
ballast helps in the strong conditions and hinders in weak/broken
conditions.
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now needs to be modified - we'll do so in Fig 14. Imagine ,the
day is capable of giving al1J average rate 01 climb of 6kt (point A on
Fig 14) and we choose a speed ring setting of 3kt and cruise at
75-80kt at point E. Achieved cross-country speed would be BC 53kt
(97km/h). However we do not need to stop and circle because while
cruising through the rising air we gain sufficient height at an aver
age of 3kt climb rate and 45kt cruise speed.

Our climb point is no longer A (6kt at zero speed) but point AT (3kt
climb at 45kt speed). If the cruise point remains at E then line AlE
gives an achieved cross-country speed BCI of 62kt (115km/ h).

Maybe now we do have grounds for devising a new speed-to-fly
scale for dolphin flight. Instead of drawing tangents onto the polar
curve from the vertical (zero speed) axis as Fig 3 in Part 1, should
we now draw tangents from different climb points on the vertical
line XX on Fig 14 which represents the Min. sink cruise speed? The
tangent from our climb point A, gives a cruise point E, of 108kt, and
anachieved speed BC2 of 65.5kt (121km/h). Perhaps this is why
Mike Carlton claims that between South African thermals one
cruises at VNE!

Irlowever this increased cruise speed will lead to much greater
height loss which will probably not be recoverable in dolphin flight
- ie there may be insufficient rising aJr along the flight path and it
will therefore be necessary to revert to conventional thermal circl
ing. This takes us back to point A (6kt climb at zero forward speed),
and line AEl drops the achieved speed to about 97km/h at point C.
Therefore in prac;:tice a compromise cruise speed between dolphin
cl'imbs is required with is dependent on the distribution of lift along
the chosen flight path.

Above all avoid speeding up optimistically in the lift only to slow
down cautiously in the sink. A pilot who has climbed too high by
flying too slowly along a cloud street will find his efforts to remain
clear of cloud also lead to this inefficient speeding up in lift and
slowing in sink.
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Table 18

Increase in speed Max worthwhile detour

1. 30% 40°
2. 24Y2% 36°
3. 40% 44°
4. 45% 46°

Final thoughts on detour from track
A 300 detour continued for half the distance to the next TP will be

followed by a heading to the TP which is also at 30° to the original
track. This is shown in Fig 19 by flying from a to b via c. As shown
in Fig 17 actual distance flown acb is 15Y2% greater than the track
ab. However if the detour is continued much beyond halfway (ad)
then the return to the TP (dc) will be considerably greater than 30°
to the original track. Actual distance adc for this example is 36Vz%
greater than ab. Therefore having decided that a detour is worth
while the situation should be re-assessed as the flight progresses,
particularly nearing the TP.

Though obVious in theory it is frequently overlooked in flight that
once a detour has been undertaken (eg ac) the shortest route to the
TP is the straight line cb. Don't return to the old track line (distance
aceb is 30% greater than ab, acb is only 15112% more than ab).

The new track line is cb, the straight line between our present
position and the TP. All considerations of detour from track now
retate to the 'deviation from cb. To continue to d can now be seen as
a 60° deviation from the required track cb.

The air rarely permits such simple route planning. The three
routes shown below line ab in Fig 19 give the same distance flown
as acb,;e 15V2% greater than the straight distance ab. These indi
cate that very large detours over short distances can be justified to
reach a line of good lift even when there may be moderate lift ahead
- how much more justified when conditions ahead are hopeless!

Conclusions
I hope the points covered in this article help you as they have

helped me to put into perspective all the advice we were given by
members of the British team squad at the end of Part 1. I would
recommend you to read their comments again and I'm delighted to
quote from several more whose responses missed the last S&G.

Bernard Fitchett: "The risk of landing out increases rapidly with
inter thermal speeds greater than best LID. So since the scoring
system puts great premium on completing the task, prudence dic
tates that a speed slower than the theoretical optimum should be
used."

"I set the 'speed-te-f1y' computer to the average rate of climb I
can reasonably expect if there is an obvious source of lift within
reach at this speed, otherwise the setting will depend on one's
height. Starting from a great height, you have more chance of find
ing a strong thermal. Consequently I reduce the setting as I lose
-height or fOresee difficult circumstances. As for deviation from

track, this depends on many factors but I frequently deviate up to
30° and have occasionally made a 1800 to stay airborne."

"Having said all that, the whole thing reaUy hinges on a correct
jUdgment of the weather and without the necessary concentration
and motivation to do this high speeds and competition success are
unobtainable."
Justln Wills' policy is to "proceed at the speed suitable for my next
anticipated thermal subject to reaching it at sufficient altitude.
Since only too frequently I don't know exactly where that thermal
will be, or its precise strength, I tend to use a cautious block speed
leaving me free to devote my attention to peering out of the window
and wondering what to do next."
Steve White tries to stick to a few general rules ... "I divide the
flight into two distinct modes:
a. Stopping (thermalling, hill soaring over one spot, wave climbing)
1. I stop when in the best, or above average lift I believe available for
the day.
2. I stop when I get down to a height at which the average lift is only
half the best.
3.1 stop when I can't reach further lift lie the ground would get in the
way),
b. Going (flying on or within approximately 30° of track)
I will 'go' whenever the 'stopping' rules do not apply. When going I
fly at speeds equivalent to a MacCready ring setting of approxi
mately half the best lift dOwn to the height in a. 2. of the Stopping
rules. Below this height I fly at approximately best glide."

"Finally, the most important rules of all for success - never be
satisfied with your ra.te of climb. If you can improve it DO IT,"

Appendix
The derivation of the graphs of achieved cross-country speed

was quite straightforward, though time consuming without a com
puter. A chart was drawn for each polar curve showing MacCready
speeds-to-fly for average climb rates from 0 (ie best glide speed) to
8kt; the sink rate for each speed was included in the chart. The time
taken to cruise a set distance at each speed was then tabled,
together with the height lost in still air, The time taken to regain this
height at any average climb rate can easily be determined, and
when added to the cruise time to give the total time for the glide and
climb leads to the achieved cross-country speed.

By this means a table was made up showing achieved cross
country speeds for any climb rate from 1 to 8 using any speed ring
setting from 0 to 8 (ie an 8x9 matrix). A graph was then drawn of
achieved cross-country speed against average climb rate made up
of nine curves, each representing a different speed ring setting.
These graphs were interesting and demonstrated well the speed
lost by using a low ring selting on a strong lift day. (The curve for
the DG-200 without ballast and with still air between thermals is
shown in Fig 20,)

However these graphs were not thought to show the whole story
to best effect. By re-plotting many points taken from these curves
the graphs presented in this article were generated. This was done
by plotting up to nine points, all with the same achieved cross
country speed and then joining them to form a curve. El
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And now the latest developments in tl1eortes or flying ast

n

How Glider Pilots Get There Fa~ter
The Optimisation of Flight Paths for Sailplanes by FRANK IRVING

Fig 1. The classical construction for determining the optimum speed to fly, Uopt,
after a climb at Vc and in the presence of a down-current W.

Fig 2. The MacCready ring. The datum is set 10 a climb Of 2.5kt. The sailplane is
being flown at the optimum speed of 8Okt, sinking at 3.9kt I/Jrovgh the air which is
itself descending at 1.3kt.

I

Optimal flight stra,tegy
Such a comprehensive analysis has been done by Litt and San

der who regarded the J)roblem as .one in "discrete optimal con
trol". Their assumptions are listed in Table 1.

The pilot has to decide how far to climb in the therma'l he uses
and the speed to fly between the thermals, Various sets of rules can
be deduced, which depend on the assumed constraints. The
authors cOl'lsidered four cases, 01 which the first two were not very
relevant. The first assumes no height constraints at all, and ,leads to
the simple MacCready result. The second assumes nQ maximum
altitude constraint, which leads to some odd-looking Irules. The
MacCready speed is always based on the climb rate in the prevIous
thermal.

Much more realistic is the third case, where there are both
minimum and maximum altitude constraints, leading to the set of
rules listed in Table 2. The overall aim is to do as much climbing as
possible in the strongest thermals, since rate of climb has a fiFSt
order effect on the average speed. This is a fairly realistic set of
ci,cumstances and the rules appear to correspond with common
sense, except that in some eases the MacCready speed is based on

1. TI1ERMALS .ARE CONCENTA.ATED AT SOME GIVEN PLACES
UNEOUALLY SPACED ALONG THE T'RAJECTORY.

2. THEIR LOCATIONS AND CHARACTERISTICS DO NOT CHANGE
WITH TIME.

3, THElIA STRENGTHS ARE GENERALLY UNEQUAL.

4. THE AIR BETWEEN THEM IS STILL:

5. THERE MAY BE UPPER AND LOWER BOUNDS TO THE OPERAT
ING HEIGHTS,

6, THE SAILPLANE IS FLOWN AT CONSTANT SPEED BETWEEN
THE lHERMALS.

7. NO WIND.

8. THE FLIGHT BEGINS AND ENDS AT A GIVEN MINIMUM HEIGHT.

9. E"CH GLIDE IS LINEAR BUT ALL GliDES ARE NOT NECESSAR
ILY iIN THE SAME DIRECTION.

THE LIlT AND SANDER ANALYSIS OF OPTIMAL FLIGHT
STRATEGY: ASSUMPTIONS

Table 1

Cready must be abandoned if the next thermal is to be reached.
Such considerations produced a great deal of debate until as tate
as 1981 on what should be lhe ",rale of climb" setting of the ring
under various circumstances2

• Should it be lhe average rate of
clime in the previouS thermal, or the final rate of climo in the previ
ous thermal, or the expected rate of climb in lhe next thermal, or a
vague moving average for the day? Fortunately, quite large depar
tures ,from the optimum inter-thermal speed have little effect on the
final average speed' so even pilots suffering from misapprehen
sions perform quite well.

In real life, there are various constraints which do not appear in
the simple climb/glide analysis. There will usuatly be a lower height
limit applied to the flighl: any lower and the pilot stops trying to
soar and resigns himself to landing. Likewise, there is obviously an
upper limit: either the rate of climb becomes unacceptably low or
cloudbase or controlled airspace intervenes.

A comprehensive analys',s would take into account such con
straints togelher with varying thermal strengths and variable spac
ings, perhaps such that the pilot can only get to the next lhermal by
flying at less than the apparent MacCready speed.

Fig 2Fig 1
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"Classical"theo,ry and the MacCready ring
The "classical" theory is based on the analysis of a single climb

glide sequence. The mean rate of climb is assumed to be known,
as is the peri'ormance of the sailp'lane, expressed as a plot of the
rate of sinll against forward speed under steady conditions in still
air. The net change 0-1 height is assumed to be zero. The.analysis is
concerned with finding the speed at which the sailplane should be
flown during the glide, taking into account ,the effect of down
currents, in order to maximise the overall average speed. These
considerations lead to the construction of Fig 1, on which is based
the MacCready ring (Fig 2), which enables the pilot to regulate his
speed appropriately. An.thony Edwards has given an excellent his
torical review of these malters' so there is no point in repeating
them here. As a matter of interest, it is not ob,v.ious why the con
struction of Fig 1. wlrlich relies on the mean rate of climb, correctly
gives the instantaneous optimum speed in tlhe presence of a vary
ing down-draught. In fact it does (provided One has a total-~nergy

variometer and the load faclor is always near unity) but some more
refined analysis is required to show that this is so.

Introduction
Even il t!ney are not entirely familiar with the original theory, most
soaring pilots will know about the MacCready ring and may well be
adept in its use, Both the theory and the device (or its electronic
equivalents) relate to very cl rcumscribed circumstances although
they are both essential to the understanding and practice o.f techni
ques applicable to more general and more realistic situationS. The
object of this paper is to review recent theories relating to optimum
flight paths and their influence on the pilot's actions,

I will assume that the reader is familiar with the MacCready ring
(or corresponding electronic devices) and with the fact that a total
energy variometer is essential at all times. Its indications will then
depend on the motions of the atmosphere and the instantaneous
speed of the sailplane but will be unaffected by the rate of change
of speed. Throughout this paper, rates of climb or sink are to be
taken as rates of change of energy height. We will not concern
ourselves with details of the instrumentation but we will suppose
that with modern equipment, whether mechanical or electronic, the
pilo,t is fairly easily' able 10 regUlate his speed In the MacCready
fashion.

The "classical" theory is very idealised indeed. If one attempts to
apply it to a reasonably realistic flight in which adjacent climbs and
glides do not always involve equal height challges, it becomes
somewhat ambiguous, Also, there will be occasions when Mac-
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Table 2

Table 3

the previous climb, in others on the next climb, and in some situa
tions is irrelevant. "Fig 3 shows a g,raphical interpretation of these
rules,
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Fig 4, Diagram to show the appfication 01 the Edwards/ReichmannlUIt and San
der rules when the rate (jf climb varies with height, For the sailplane considered
there is a unique trajectory, as shown.

Although Litl and Sanders assume still air between the ther1l1'tals,
It seems reasonable to suppose that in the presence of a down
current, one simply follows the MacCready ring, having sel It in
accordance with these rules, It is noteworthy that although the
classical analysis was based on very restrictive assumptions, the
result is still relevant.

None of the above rules can actually be used precisely as stated
because they ,involve powers 01 prophecy, In particular, .the most
realistic requires an abilily to forecast the iocation 01 the nextther
mal and the distribution of rate of climb with height. Some form of
ealculat'or would then be required 10 achieve a rapir:l solution.

Although formally impossible to apply, this result is very useful if
only as a guide to more intuitive behaviour. It is clear that the good
contest pilot must do something quite close to this in practice.

Dolphin flying
The "classical" the.ory is usually written as if any atmospheric

motions betweerJ the thermals are down-currents. In fact it applies
to vertical atmospheric motions both upwards and downwards so,
when flying through a weak thermal, the pilot should reduce speed
according to the indication of the MacCready ring (provided, of
course. that the speed Shown is not unrealistically slow). In doing
so, he extracts some ene,rgy from the atmosphere. Flying straight
Ihrough thermals, perhaps pausing to ci rcle in the really strong ones
is, of COurse, frequently practised under cloud streets and can
result in very high speeds.

Taking the simple case of a cloud street, with some prescribed
distribution of vertical velocities, the questions which arise are: is
continuous !light pOssible subject to some condition like zem net
10,ss of energy height? If il is. how should the machine be flown so
as to maximise the speed?

By consIdering the case in which the clo'ud stree,t lies along the
desired track, I made a modest contribution to this matter by apply
ing the calculus of variations'. The result showed that one should
proceed in the MacCready fashion: Set the ring datum 10 some
climb figure and then fly according to its indications. But what
climb setHng? The sel\ling now appears in the calculations as some
thing much more abstruse than some perceived rate of climb: it is
the reciprocal ofa Lagrange multiplier whose value depends on the
characteristics of the whole cloud street and the constraints In
practice. it would have to be determined by trial-and-error.

At that time some similar analyses appeared eg,8 9 which assumed
- as does tne "claSSical' theory - that. from the point of view of
the sailplane's performance, the lill is substantially equal to the
weight. On 'the other hand, trom the point of view of the pilOt's
action's, it was assumed that he could instantaneously change speed
to correspond with the MacCready indications. It became fashionable
to indulge in fairly abrupt pitching manoeuvres when adjusting the

For a pair 01 thermals with given distributions of climb rates, at a
certain distance apart, this rule leads to a unique solution which
gives the height to leave the first thermal. the speed to glide, and
the height tQ meet the second, as shown in Fig 4. These rules
app·ear in Reichmann's book' and had been deduced some years
earlier by Anthony Edwards·,

RATE OF CLIMB VARIES WITH HEIGHT
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1, THE MACCREADY RING SETTING MUST CORRESPOND TO THE
INSTANTANEOUS RATE OF CLIMB AT THE HEIGHT OF LEAVING
THE THERMAL.

2, THE RATE OF CLIMB AT THE HEIGHT OF ENCOUNTERING THE
NEXiT THERMAL MUST BE THE SAME.

3, THE PREVIOUS RULES, 6 AND 7 APPLY.

L1TI AND SANDER OPlilMUM fLIGHT STRATEGY

RULES WHEN THE STRENGTH OF A THERMA'L IS, T,HE SAME AT
ALL HEIGHTS AND THERE ARE CONSTRAINTS ON BOTH

MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM ALTITUDES

1. AFTER A CLIMB, FLY AT THE MACCREADY SPEED CORRES
PONDING TO THAT CLIMB UNLESS THE MAXIMUM HEIGHT HAS
BEEN REACHED IN THAT THERMAL

2. IN THE LATTER CASE, FLY AT THE MACCflEADV S'PEED COR
RESPONDING TO THE CLIMB IN THE NEXT THERMAL.

3. IF THE NEXT THERMAL IS WEAK, CI.IMB IN IT ONLY HIGH
ENOUGH TO REACH A STRONGER THERMAL AT THE MIN'IMUM
ALTITUDE BY FL.YING AT THE SAME SPEI:& AS IN THE GLIDE
BEFORE THE WEAK THERMAL.

4. IF THE NEXT THERMAL IS STRONG, CLIMB TO THE MAXIMUM
ALTITUDE.

5. THEN PROCEED AS IN RULE 2.

6. HAVING CLIMBED to THE MAXIMUM ALTlTUDE, THE SPEED
FOR THE 'NEXT GLIDE MAYBE DETERMINE·D BY T,HE NEED TO
REACH TtlE NEXT THERMAL AT THE MINIMUM ALTITUDE.
MACCREAOY DOES NOT APPLY.

7. IF POSSIBLI:, CLIMB T.O SUCH A HEIGHT IN THE LAST THER
MAL THAT "lHE FINISH CAN BE ATTAINED BY F'lY.lNG, AT THE
MACCREADY, SPEED CORRESPONDING TO TtlE RATE OF
CLIMB IN THAT THERMAL OTHERWISE, PROCEED AS IN RULE
6.

MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM ALTITUDE CONSTRAINTS
There may be weaker thermals between those shown: These are ignored

MAce. "NG

SHTlNGS

RULES WHEN THE STRENGTH OF EACH THERMAL VARIES WITH
ALTITUDE,

INITIALLY INCREASING, THEN DECREASING

NOTE: ALTITUDE CONSTRAINTS ARE IMPLICIT IN SUCH A DIS
TRIBUTION OF CLIMB RATE.

RATES of Cl1l'lB m/s

Fig 3. Diagram to show the application 01 the Lilt and Sander rules. The thermal
spacings are multiples of 10km, simply for convenience in drawing, This is a
simplified version of a diagram from ReI 4.

In the fourth case, the strength of each thermal varies with
altitude, initially increasing. then decreasing. Altitude constraints
are implicit in such a distribution of climb rate. Tile rules are listed
in Table 3.

E
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DOLPHIN FLY·INO

GOR1SCH'S TENTATIVE flULES

1. ADJUST tHE AVERAGE SPEEO ACCORDING TO THE SPEED
COMMAND OF THE; MACCREADY RING FI.TTED TO AN AVERAG
ING TOTAl·ENERGY VARIOMETER.

2. PERFORM LOAD VAIUATIONS ACCORDING TO THE rNSTAN
TANE·OU$ VARIOMETER READING. THE SPEED VARIES, BUT
ITS AVERAGE SHOULD BE MAINTAINED ACCORDING TO THE
PREVIOUS RULE.

Table 4

dh./dt = nw caSe - ~(U,n)
Fig 6. Rate 01 gain of energy height al a load factor n when traversing air rising
with a vefocity w. The rate ofsink Vs is appropriate to the forward speed U and the
/ifi L which Is n limes the weight.

than unity, the situation becomes that shown in Fig 6. If the angle
between the lift vector and the air motion is small, then the load
factor acts as an amplifying factor on th.e air velocity. We can
indeed increase the apparent thermal strength just by pulling the
stick back. Moreover, it may still be possible to 'extract energy from
descending air by applying a negative load factor. It all looks rather
impro,bable but it is indeed correct provided that unsteady flow
effects are neglected.

For a given sailplane, there will be a load factor, depending on
the speed and the rate of ascent of the air, which maximises the rate
of gain of ener9Y height. The point is that the rate of sink term is
really the eUective rate of loss of eAergy height by the sailplane at
Ihe prevail'jng speed and load factor. Increasing the load factor
increases this rate of loss: if the load factor is too high, this effect
will outweigh the "amplification" of the thermal strength. The
optimum values turn out to be quite high: for a Standard Class
gl,ider flying at aOkt and meeting a,jr r,ising at 4kt, the optimum load
factor is about 4.5. Such load factors can only be sustained very
briefly: even at a 'load factor of 3 and an initial speed o,f 6Okt, the
machine is pointing vertically upwards after 21/2 seconds. However,
this interesting theory does explain the following results of the
computer calculations:
(a) For long wavelengths (1 km or more), the optimum trajectory
requires MacCready-style speed variations with relatively little vari
ation In load factor.
(b) For short waveleng.ths (lhkm or less), the optimum trajectory
looks quite dilfetent (Fig 7). On encountering the up-current, the
pilol should dive and perform a pull-out in the rising air, followed by
a push-over in the sinking air. This is because the gains due to load
factor variation now predominate. The consequential speed varia
tion might be described as "anti-MacCready".
(c) There appear 10 be some intermediate conditions for which
either type of trajectory is "optimum".

Tentative rules
Apart from the simplest application of the MacCready ring, all

subsequent techniques require powers of foresight, perhaps even

Fig 7. Type 11 optimal trajectory: lree but
equal boundary conditions, WA = 5m1s, XI
& 500m, "1 = O.
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Fig 5. Opllmaltrajectory lor lree but equal
boundary conditions: WA ~ 5m1s, XI =
1OOOm, "1 ~ O.

speed so that the flight path became markedly undulatory (and
emetic), like that of a dolphin. Another little analysis'· showed that
this was very reasonable: it properly conducted, (me sharper such
manoeuvres were, the less the energy loss due to the changes in
induced drag. However, if significant portions of' the flight path
were to include flight at a load factor (tl1e ratio lift/weight) other
than 'unity, this represented a marked departure from the origInal
assumptions.

Clearly, the wh01e matter was getting too complicated .for the
simple analytical approach so various persons, notably Gedeon" ",
Pierson13 '4 ", de Jong 16 .7 and Dickmans,8 indulged in computer
ised calculations of great complexity. They all considered an iso
lated portion of the flight path with a specific distribution of up
and oown<urrents. The distribution assumed by Gedeon, Dickmans
and de Jong represented a fairly realistic isolated thermal whilst
that of Pierson was a single sine wave. The general conclusions are
similar and, since Piel"Son's results are easier to visualise, we will
consider them In more detail.

He considered the problem of traversing such a vertical velocity
distribvlion so as to minimise the total height 1055, with specified
initial and' final conditions of flight and observing the stall and max
imum speed limits", Similar calculations were also carried out with
maximum speed as the desired end".

In :both cases, with fairly long wavelengths (1 km), the manoeuvre
is qualitatively what one would expect: slow down in the ascending
air 50 as to spend more time gaining energy: speed up in the
descending air to reduce the time in w,hich energy is lost. If the
wavelength is long and the vertical velocities not too gore at, the
speed adjustments will all bequitegenUe and the result will be
substantially the same as MacCready's (Fig 5). But with short
wavelengths and large vertical velooCities, the optimum manoeuvres
are fairly abrupt. For example, in one 01 de Jong's examples, where
the up-current has a diameter of 200m and maximum strength of
5m/s, the· maximum I'oad factor was about 7V2!

Fig 5. This is a maximum speed trajectory with zero overan loss of height. The
pilor slows down and gains height in the hft and (fives to gain speed through the
sink generally in the MacCready fashion. (Reproduced from Rei 14.)

Fig 7. This is a maximum speed' trajectory with zero overan loss of height. The
wavelength of the vettical airmotion is now 500m, compared with 1000m in Fig 5.
The pilot dives first in order to perform apull-out in the fifi followed by a push-over
in the sink: an "anti-MacCready" trajectory. (Reproduced from Ref 14.)

Not only are thesecond'itions very far from the unity load factor
assumed in MacCready lIying but it ,turns out that the variations in
load factor, quite apart ffom any accompanying speed changes,
increase the extraction of energy from the atmosphere.

This explained elegantly in papers by Gorisch" 2•• The results are
as follows: If a sailplane is flying steadily, descending a\ some ,con
stant rate of sink relative to air which is ascending, then the rate of
gain of energy height is simply the rate of ascent of the alor less the
rate of sink of the sailplane, as one would expect. But if the sail
plane is indulging in a pitching manoeuvre with a load factor other
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cal Soaring. They can be obtained from OSTIV, c/o DFVLH, 0-8031
Wessling, West Germany. The prices listed below include postage.

Details relating to the publications mentioned in this paper are as
fol'lows:

01 prophecy. The pilot only has limited powers olloresight: he can
listen to pilots ahead 01 himon the radio and he can look at the clouds. But
he certainly does not know the distributiol'l of thermal strength
in the detail required. Nevefthe.less such analyses are useful and
may suggest nJles whictl, although 1'10t exactly correct, may give
something close to the ideal result without involving prophecy.
Gorisch'·, for example, is suggesting the rules shown in Table 4.

Presumably one could add that the MacCre.ady ring selting
should comply with the Lilt-Sander rules.

The Gorisch rules leave the time-constant lor the averaging to be
determined and here there is scope for further work.

Publication
XII XIII, Vrsac, 1972
XIII XIV, Waikerie, 1974
XIV XV, Hayskala, 1976
XV XVI, Chateauroux, 1978

Prices, OM
Members Non-members

24 30
24 30
30 39
35 45

Conclusion
During the last few years,. considerable advances have been

made in understanding optimal strategies for cross-country flying
using atmospheric convection. The MacCready concept has been
clarified and the dynamics of dolphin flying are well understood.
There are indications that more satisfactory instruments together
with rules for their use may emerge from these considerations. The
oplimisations considered here are not the only ones to have received
recent allention. There is, fo't example, the whole malter 01 using
cloud streets when they are at some angle to the desired mean
track eg', ".
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Water in the Total Energy
Plumbing

BRENNIG JAMES

You are flying along straight and level when you suddenly hit a
bil of down. Before you can do anything abouc it it vanishes, but
a few seconds later it happens again. And so it continues at
steady intervals.

Simi.lar],y when you are circling the variometer reads low,
but periodically you get a sudden surge of lift. Compared with
what the variometer tells you the air feels remarkably smooth.

The cause of aH this trouble is water in the plumbing of your
total energy, prob21bly picked up in the last cloud or rainstorm
you encountered.

Fig 1

~t.ge~ ~..=.........,~ ~~..~.. .::~

In the illustration you will see that at Stage I the air flow
suffers resislllnce from the water it entrains, while at Stage 2 the
air breaks through while the water runs back to reform as at
Stage I.

What the variometer
actually reads

__ What the variometer
should read

-....--10-30sec--,...-

If we plot the air flow achieved for a constant rate of lift you
will get the curve shown in Fig 2. If you are gliding between
thermals you will find that the spikes point downwards. The
system resembles the very early val'iomeler systems 'which
used the flow of bubbles through a Utube to indicate lift and
sink.

The main solution to this problem in .the air is to be ab'le to
diagnose it in flight so that you don't indulge in futile manoeuv
res to centre on non existent cores of thermal.

Water traps are available which can be put into t~e plumbing
but the trouble is probably some~'here 'back in the tail, where
you can't easily get at it. A tap which venls to cockpi,t static is
the simple~t answer, plus a few minutes. spent ·to clear the waleI'
when you land, so that the plumb,jng works properly on the
next flight. a
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Tom Zeal/ey, BGA chairman, on the left with Rika Harwood and Barry Roffe, BGA
administrator.

r--------------

i,

Peter Fuller illustrated the following extracts: "hang
gliding", "building their own glider", "amazing live
experiments" and "the rude song".

PLATYPUS, who was one of
th'e firs·t to suggest a restyled
BGA Weekend in uTai'
Feathers" last June, p107,
sums up; cogitates on next
year and then adds his
characteristic tuppence
worth to a tribute in verse. J

)

June Zeal/ey snd George Lee.

PHOTOS:NaomiChri~y

I
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BGA WEEKEND
March 13·14

.Rugby Post House,
.Crick, Northants

This year's BGA Weekend was billed as a "Conference" with Gerhard Waibel,
designer of the ASW-series of gliders, as the number one attraction. The pro
gramme, organised by Michael Bird,succeeded in attracting a younger audience
than usual (who had each paid £5), and the conference room was packed with 200
delegates for most of the sessions.. The. Saturday night dinner and prize giving
was also sold out well before the day.

Gerhard Waibel, a gentle German giant, has a distinctly British sense of
humour. He showed how the ASW-22, the latest in ltle Schleicher stable, had
evolved tram the D36. He also told us in more guarded language what we may
expect from the Poppenhausen factory in the next few years: improvements to
the existing range of plastic gliders and a new K-a solo machline aimed at the club
market.

Frank Irving brought us up-ta-date on the latest thinking from OSTIV regarding
optimising your flight path. Theory indicates we should be pulling up into ther
mals .and pushing over to get out of them more vigorously - but not so violently
that anc·ient sweel papers and the I,ike hit the canopy.

George on cross-country tasks
Swnday included Chris Chapman and John William,son on variometers,

"8i990" Berger and Ralph Jones on what is new from Schempp-IHirth (details of
the Nimbus 3 and motorised versions of current gliders with quiet, fan-type,
propellers and insufficient urge to launch you but enough to get you back home
for supper), and George Lee on how to prepare for, and f,(y, cross-country tasks.

After IUl1ch Brian Spreckley led a discussion for "the ambitious pilot". The
panel of expetts and the audience contributed to a lively session that ranged
from: Whatever happened to theord, bord pilots? to what the German manufac
turers thin'k of Dick Johnson's f,light test repolrts (and they do affect sales). Herr
Waibel let slip that Helmut Reichmann's training plans for the next German team
include inviting Geolrge Lee to their Easter training camp. Is this taking Interna
tiona'l co-operation too far we asked ourselves? But then we noticed George was
reading a John 'fe Carn~ paperback.

The Conference was voted a great success. The problem will be how to follow it
next year.

IMPRESSIONS BY ROGER BARRETT

Maren Lee with Basil Meads, BGA president, and Doe Slater on the far left.

An anxious looking Mike Bird, the organiser.



The
PlatypusVerdict

Where have all the young men gone?
We III , the first British Gliding Conference has been and gone. An extension of the
BGA Weekends instituted by Roger Barrett when he was chairman, the idea was
to attract younger pilots wiU, a pro9ramme of informative talks about new
deve1.opmenls in gliding and how-to-do-it instwction that would be helpful in the
coming season. Who was Ihe typical delegate? He (yes, predominantly male: as
we've said before, most women appear not to have the money or the tempera
ment to become deeply invo'lved in gliding) is 42, has 700 hours and has done the
300km part of a Gold C; he has competition experience. He says l<1e certainly or
probably will come 10 another such conference. He tholJght the locallion Very
Good, the accommodation Good ,and the food Fair. Forty-Iwo years is ,an improve
ment on previous Weekends, but the propor:t.ion of undelr-25s is still tiny 
only 2%. Is this typical of the glid,ing movement as a whole? If $0, where do the
adventurous air-minded young go? If it'S to nang gliding, as I suspect, then the
long term piclure for gliding, would not be a happy one. What does your dub do to
attract the under-20s and under·25s? How about a BGA award for the club which
develops (and makes effective) the best scheme for encouraging such people?

If there is another such confemnce,as seems pretty certain, tben we need to
decide how general or technical the sessions should be. Maybe on one day we
should have sever,al parallel sessions for groups who are keenly interested in
minority subjects like the mathematics Of aerofoils, renovating an artificial hori2'!on
or building their own glider. One thing we need is a 'really good general session
on weather - a practical "how to know in good time jf it is going to be the Great
Day" teach-in, with a hand-out that you can tape to your wall and refer to every
day. Talking about weather, we had better not start the conference on a cracking
soaring day or we'll again have the delegates star,ing out of the window and
groaning. November to February, snow permiUing, looks like the best period.

Not so much a pome, more a paean in the neck (or a crick in
the neck?)
To describe verses penned in one's own praise as doggerel may be ungracious,
but the following lines from Liz and Tony Segal make William McGonaQall, bard
of Dundee ("0 Great Bridge Over The River Tay" etc) sound .Iike Keats:

Tune - "Oh, Mister Porter"
Oh, Mr Platypus, what have you done,
We spent the weekend at Crick and had lots and lots of fun,
My husband has decided to get his Golden C.
So now he is down at lasham, instead of flying me.
Gerhard', the blacksmith, forges the Twenty Two,
While Champion George shows us how to fly into the blue.
Frank2 discusses negative thermals, Chris's3 experiments all: go wrong.
Now all j:oin in singing Rika·s· rude Argentinian song.

A few essential points of f.act by way of textual illumination for those not pres
ent (not to meliltion avoidance of libel):
1. Gerhard Waibel comes from a long line of Bavarian blacksmiths; the most
delicate tool of their trade was the 2-kilo (4112Ib) hammer. I don't think he forges
ASW-22s; I hope he makes real ones.
2. Frank Irving did utter some interesting, not to say weird, ideas, inclUding one
that to the lay ear, le a fairly thick one, seemed to say that you frequently got more
energy (le lift) oLit of the ambient air if you hauled smartly back on the stick.
Coarse pilots like Platypus have believed that for years, only to be put down by
staid instructors for heresy and bad airmanship. Thanks, Frank. (See Frank's
condensed version of the paper on p138.) Right of reply comes automatically with the
first writ.
3. Chris Chapman's amazing live experiments did not go wrong, though like Ken
Livingstone he got his tubes In a twist for a while. A real high-wire walker, he
managed to give the impression of being about to fall off at any moment. Showbiz
at its best. Also some useful advice about finding some scrubbers and stuffing
them in your flask. We've never trusted any variometer since we discovered that
the Italian for flask was fiasco, and Chris showed why we are right to be suspici
OllS.

4. The rude song, not prin.table here, or anywhere else for that matter, was not
Rika's. If we needed something worse than the Falkland Islands, that song of Mike
Carlton's and Mike Pope's (why are all the pests called Mike?) should do the trick
nicely. Think 01 the worst taste your fetid imagination can conjure up,
then double it and you'lre getting warm. Enjoyed it very much, boys.
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pilots in each of Ihe three 1982 National
Championships.

The return date for voting papers is Sep
lember 20, Details of Class representation
will be resolved by Ihe squad in due time.

PROGRESS WITH MOGAS
Foltowing the dedicated efforts 'by Dick
Stralton, BGA chief technical officer, in
testing Mogas aviation fuel' the lUK CAA is
likely to be the world's first authority to
allow the use of motor fuel IMogas) in
standard light aircraft.

The CAA is thought to be soon sanction
ing the use of 4-star fuel in named low
compression privale-aircraft types,
although eventual clearance in additional
aircraft for training and other commercial
work seems probable.

BARRON HILTON CUP 1982
The l'-iiltO'n Hotels Corporation has spon
sored, on a more international basis, the
Barron Hiltol1 Cwp for 1982.

Flig,hts may now be started from any glid
ing site In Europe between March 1 and Sep
tember 15 and covers all three FAI Classes
as well as the Club Class and two-seaters.
Flights will be scored on the German index
list (similar to our handicap index), and
pilots may submit as many documented
flights as he/she wishes in any of the five
Classes.

The Classes wil'l be scored separately
(pts/km basis) and the best three in each
Class will be awarded the Barron Hilton
Medal. Ir'l addition to this the Gold Medal

ANNUAL AWARDS AND TROPHIES
The annual awards and Irophies have been
reviewed to ensure they remain worthwhile
and of interest to pilotS. Asa result the fol
lowing new categories have meen estab
lished:* Longest declared triangular flight
(25/45% rule)
* Longest decla~ed O/R* Intet-Club League winners

Concurrently, the following categories
have been abolished:* Maximum distance goal flight by a pilot
not holding Gold or Diamond distance legs
on January 1 of a given year
* Cumulative distance achieved by three
pilots from the same club
* The greatest gain of full Cat instructors
in a two-year period.

The remaining awards and trophies are
unchanged. Full details are available from
the BGA office.

It would be most helpf\!J1 if you would
kindly submit your claims as and when the
achievements are made.
Ted Lysakowskl, chairman, BGA Competi
tions Committee

INSTRUCTORS LIABILITY INSURANCE
The Executive Committee have been con
cerned at the recent trend towards litiga
tion over gl[idil'1g accidents, particularly
where a rated instructor is involved. I was
tasked with investigating the provision of
insurance cover for the BGA and/or its
individual inslrwCtors (full and assistant
categories) againsl sl,Jch liabilities.

We have now been offered cover for " ...
any and al'l activities of BGA Instructors
whilst on duty including whilstllying in any
gllider or motor glider or glider tug air
c~att", 01 up to £500000. We consider the
annual premium involved to be reasonable
as it comes out at approximately £2.50 per
instructor. However, this is payable as a
"bulk" premium by the BGA for all regis
tered instruct<iHs and there is no "contract
ing out" by ind[ividuals.

To recover the cost of the premium it has
been suggested that we should invoice
member clubs for their number of instruc
tors pro rata when they register the names
of the instructms with the BGA for annual
renewal of ratings. Before taking any
fu~ther action in this respect the Executive
Committee would welcome your views on
the need for this insurance, the premiums
involved and the method of collecting the
necessary funds.
Barry Rolfe, BGA Administrator.

INCORRECT MODIFICATION
A pilot of a Beech 23 Musketeer was
severely injl!Hed during a forced landing
lasl September at Chichester when he hit
the instrument panel after the diagonal
upper torso restraint had failed. The
diagonal strap had been added by passing
it\luough the airlrame mounting filting
and tl:1en sewing it to the lap strap. The
thread was weaker than normally used and
the stitch pattern imprecise.

CAA Comment: Any modifications of this
sort are quite ilncorrect and if any other air-

winners will be invited, together with one
accompanying person each, to a gliding
camp i,n Nevada, USA, during the summer
011983.

flight documentation (according to the
Code, Sportif) has to be submitted to the

I BGA not later Ihan September 20. Competi
tion rules and Ihe German Index list are
available from the BGA ollice.

Although somewhat late in announcing
this scheme there is stiH sufficient time to
have a go. 11 was created by Barron Hilton,
of Hillon Hotels together with Professor·
Helmut Reichmann, who was the first pilot
to win three World Championships. Helmut
is the Competition Director and will check
the winning entries before they are
annoWlllced.

***

BEUTISH TEAM -1983 WGC
TAe team will be chosen in early September
by a voting panel comprising*' the 1981 squad* tMe 1982 National Class Champions* the top five highest placed non-squad

ANNUAL AWARDS
The annual awards are as follows:
Wakefield trophy (longest flight o~lginaHng
in the UK): Tom Docherly (Scottish Gliding
Union) for 621 km from Portmoak to Chal
lock in a Nimbus 2 on August 16; Volk tro
phy (longest declared flight by a pilot 1'101
holding Gold or Diamond legs on January
1, 1981): Gareth Cunning ham ~Ii'lAFGSA)

for a 340.3km triangle, Lasham, Bath,
Southam in a Kestrel 19 on August 2; Frank
Fostef lrophy (fastest decl'ared500km
triangle)< Frank Pozerskis (Coventry) for a
538km triangle, Husbands Bosworthl,
Gainsbaraugh, Salisbury in an ASW-17 on
August 18; De Havilland trophy (maximum
gain of height): BruceCooper (Deeside) for
27 800ft at Aboyne; Rex Pilchet trophy
(earliest pre-declared SOOkm of the year by a
pilot completing thiS task for the (,irst time):
Chris Starkey (Imperial ColI'ege) for a
502.5km triangle, Lasham, Cooksbridge,
Ludlow in an Astir on June 27 and the Sea
ger cup (longest distance in a two-seater):
Ted Lysakowski (Surrey & Hants), with Sue
Hinder as P2, for a 340.3km triangle,
Lasham, Bath, Southam in a Janus C on
August 2.

National Ladder trophies: L. du Garde
Peach (winner in club aircraft): Chris Star
key and the Enigma trophy (winner in pri
vate aircraft): Dave Watt (Airways).

BRIAN SPRECKLEY
As most of you will know by now, Brian
Spreckley has left the Association after
exactly elghl years of employment as a
national gliding coach.

When Brial'l was interviewed for a job
with IAe BGA back in 1,974, 0 ne 0 f tMe Inte r
view panel made a note which said "greal
prospect - very, very enthusiastic".
Brian's enthusiasm for gIidlng has
remaifiled wilh him throughout his many
years of coaching and at the same lime his
personal gliding skills have taken him 10
become a Nallonal champion and a
member of the British team at Ihe World
Gliding Championships.

We wish Brian every success in his new
post as manager of the Booker Gliding
Club and feel sure that his wholehearted
commitment will be an enormous asset 10
them. We are very sorry to see him go but
appreciale the need to face new challenges
from lime to time.
Barry Rolfe, BGA Administrator.
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craft have been altered in this way their
owners/operators should obtain and fit the
proper equipment - you may onJ,y need it
once but it has got to be effective.

HAND-HelD TRANSCEIVER
The computer chip technologyt,hat
revolutionised watches has now caught up
wi,th radios. REA International Lld are mar
keting a new 720 channel hand-held trans
ceil/er weighing under21b which will pick
up' any frequency between 108-136MHz.

Manufactured by Terra Co.rporation, it
includes rechargeable Ni-Cad batteries
which last for up to eight hours.

NOT A GHOST AFTER ALl!
The "phantom glider pilot" spotted over
Lake Muick on October 22, 1979 by two
Bath & Wilts GC members and mel)tioned
in their club news contribution in the last
issue, p84, has been identified by Julian
West.

He says it was Peter James of Lasham
soaring his Libelle, whi'ch he uses as
though it were a Nimbus 2, from Portmoak.
Peter reached Aboyne but as he couldn't
raise them on the radio he returned to
Portmoak.

OBITUARIES
C. H. Gibbs-Smlth
Charles Gibbs-Smith, who died last
December 3 aged 72, achieved world-wide
fame as an ilviat'ion h'istorian while ho'lding
down a job on quite a different SUbject at
the Victoria and Albert Museum. He espe
cially enlarged om knowledge of Sir George
Cayley by disclosing fresh details of Sir
George's work written for old Victorian
magazines. He specially championed t,he
claim 01 the Wright brothers to have J')ro
duced the !>irst successful aeroplane and

was most assiduous in examining any
claims 'to have forestalled t,hem. Thus he
found himself up against what may be cal
led the pro-French lobby, who championed
the claim of Clement Ader to have flown
300 metres in 1897, and wen,! to the trouble
of publishing a whole book exposing the
claim. His greatest work is hi.s biography of
Cayley, but in addition he produced a
number of smaller booklets for sale at the
Science Museum, all of them well worth
buying.

As an odd sideline, Gibbs-Smith
examined wHh his usua'l assiduity all the
alleged evidence for flyin9 saucers that he
could collect, and actually came to the
conclusion that there were such things.

A. E. SLATER

Viscount Gage
Viscount Gage, who died on February 27
aged 85, was the own.er, among other
property, 01 the Firle-Itford, ridge on the
South Downs where the first British gliding
contest was held in 1922. It was also here
that Kronfeld and others gave demonstra
tions in 1930 and after t\he war it became
the Southdown GC's site for some years.

He succeeded to the title in 1912. He was
not only diligent all his life in public wOlk
for l1is native Sussex, but entertained a
large collection of interesting people.
including the "Bloomsbury set", one 01
whom, Edward Shanks, published a poem
about the gliders, though it only said what
tney looked like, not what tney were trying
to do. A. E. StATER

Aviation Art. The Guild of Aviation Artists
have' their annual exhibition at The Gentas
Gallery, Piccadilly from June 16 to July 9.

Correcllon, S&G, April issue, p73. UK Records
Single-Seaters and Restricted Class, l00km triangle,
should read: 119.68kmlh, T. J. Wills, LS-4,
18.4.1981.

. GLIDING CERTIFICATES

ALL THREE DIAMONDS

INo. Name ·Club 1982

124 K. Stewart Lasham (in Australia) 14.1
1,25 C. J. Wingfield Midland (in Australia) 13.2

DIAMOND DISTANCE

No. Name Club 1982

1/185 K. Slewart lasham (in Australia) 14.1
1/186 C. J. Winglield Midland (in Australia) 13.2

DIAMOND GOAL

No. Name Club 1981
2/1087 M. E. Edwards 623 GS 21.2

DIAMOND HEIGHT

No. iName Club 1982

3/516 D. E. Findon Coventry 30.1
3/517 E. R. Duffin South Wales 30.9.81

GOLD C COMPLETE

No. Name Club 1982

863 G. A. Steel Fenland 4.3
864 M. A. Clarke London 31.10

GOLD C DISTANCE

Name Club 1981

M. E. Edwards 623 GS 21'.2

GOLD C HEIGHT

Name Club 1982

M. Morris Ooncaster 62
A. Fowles Shropshire 30.1
W. Aspland Airways 27.10.81
G.tvey Yorkshire 5.9.81
G. A. Steel Fenland 4.3
R. Nichol Northumbria 7.2
W. R. Brown Yorkshire 22.11.81
M. A. Clarke London 31.10.81
A.W.Gillett Bristol & Glos 17.3
C. C. Littleton Bristol & Glos 11.3
R. J. Millward Doncaster 22.11.81'

SILVER C

No. Name Club 1982

6088 B. Goodyear Woodspring 17.8.81
6089 K. Robinson Wyvern 168.81
6090 T. Wiseman Pegasus 233
6091 M. C. Moulang Kent , 4.3

BGA MAIL ORDER

Terry ... do me the kindness of moving that box of BRITISH SOARING YEARBOOK that the BGA
are selling for only £2.25 each.

Leave it out Arthur. I don't want to dirty my new white T-shirt with the 'Glider Pilots Do It
Quietly' slogan.

Yeah, not a bad bit of schmutter that. If you're holding the folding my son I should send £3.25
off toot sweet for another one (S, M, L or XL).

Here, have you had a butchers hook at this GLIDING COMPETITIVELY by John Delafield at
£9.75. Struth, cross country is a piece of Lew Lake after reading this book, straight up!.

Order these items from

BRITISH GLIDING ASSOCIATION
SALES DEPT., FREEPOST, LEICESTER LE 1 7ZB

June/July 1982

or ask us to send you our complete sales list Telephone 0533 531051
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BEWAREI
The dangers associated with launch cables dropping over electricity cables were hlg'hligihted in the August, 1978,
issue of S&G, p~65. The notes which follow, prepared jointly by the Electricity Council and the BGA, give advice
on minimisin9 the risk and re,commended action in the event 01 such an incident/accident occurring.

Arthur Doughty, Chairman, BGA Safety Panel

Notes on Guidance
1. Ensure members know the location of
overhead electrici,ty lines in the vic'inity of
the airlield/gliding site. A map dis!,>layed on
the club ngtice board or in the briefing
room will assist. It is not essential 10 know
the voltage of the overhead electricity lines
bul this information may be useful, espe
cially if there are overhead lines of several
types of construction in the vidnity 01 the
site.
2. Include the telephone number(s) of your
local electricity board(s) in your list of
emergency telephone numbers.
3. Position the winch and launch point so
that take-off is as closely as possible into
wind and: thus minimise cable drift.
4. Earth the winch, Your local electricity
board will be pleased to advise on suit
able methods.
5. Ensure the launch cable is in good con
dition, free, of broken strands, kinks, worn
knots. etc, so as to minimise the risk of
cable breaks. I1 a cable parachute is used

ensure that it is of optimum size; loo large
a parachute can cause excessive driH in
crosswinds.
6. Do not permit attempts at kiting in con
ditions where there is a risk of the launch
cable falling across electricity lines.
7. If a cable should fall across electricity
lines inform the electricity boa,rd immedi
ately, giving the location and a brief
description of the accident.
8. Pending arrival of the board's engineer,
warn members that contact with the I,aunch
cable could be dangerous. Every
endeavour sho,ulo be made to keep mem
bers, the public and livestock well clear. In
no circumstances should attempts be
made to recover the launch cable either by
hand or with sticks, hooks, etc. The line
though apparently "dead", may be auto
matically re-energi,sed at high voltage,
9. If the launch cable is still attached to the
winch/towcar the driver should jump and
remain clear. Never c'limb down making
contact with the ground while still touching

the winch/towcar.
10. If a person receives an electric shock
and is still in contact with the live source,
no attempt should be made to break the
contact until the electricity board's
engineer confirms that the current has
been switched off. Remember that the vol
tages of overhead electricity Ilines are far in
excess of the normal domestic supply.
11. Knowledge ot resuscitation methods in
the event of cardiac arlest and/or respirat
ory failure may prove invaluable in saving
the life of a person who has been electro
cuted. Instructions in the methods of
artiticial resuscitation are displayed in the
clubhouse.
12. The dropping 01 a launch cable across
electricity lines is clearly an accidenllinci
dent resulting from gliding operations. As
such, a report must be made to the BGA
without delay as is required by BGA Opera
tional Regulations. The appropriate parts
of a BGA Accidentllncident Report form
should be completed. a

1982 Meeting of the International Gliding Commission
Brief extracts from a report by Tom Zealley, BGA delegate to CIVV. who attended the Commission Inter
national de Vol aVoile (CIVV) meeting at the FAI HQ in 'Paris ill March with Ted lysakowski as an observer.

The meeting stood in silence for a minute
as a mark of respect for Pirat Gehriger, a
past CIVV president, who died recently.
Rules. Tor Johanneson proposed a ver
bal amendment io the Sporting Code Sec
tion 3 which was accepted. Under 1.3.2.1
Free Distance Flight is to read as follows
after the existing wording, "Even though
another course is declared a flight may
always count as a free distance flight."

The help of OSTIV has been requested
prior to considering approval of the clock
camera aerograph for speed records.
Club Class. Per Oberg reported on this

sub-committee and left an impression that
the concept was not flourishing as strongly
as hoped for by its original proponents.
The 30 entries for the forthcoming Euro
pean Championships were disal9Pointing.
World 'Championships. The 1985 Champ
ionships will be at Rieti, Italy with the 1967
Championships in Australia.
European Gliding Championships
1982. Many countries were entering the
maximum of six and a total entry of 85
seemed likely. After discussion it was
agreed that the Bohli Compass would be
permitted and that blind-flying instruments

could be rendered inoperable rather than
removed.
SSA Soaring Convention 1983. Bernald
Smith attended to outline plans for the
1983 Convention at Reno. The meeting
agreed to accept his ,invitation to hold the
1983 spring CIVV meeting in Reno, subject
to FA'I approval.
Lilienthal Medal. There were seven
nominations and on a secret ballot George
Lee was the successful candidate.
Election of officers. Bill Ivans was re
elected president with the existing six vice
presidents. a

Jebrinq JoarincfCen re Florida
PLAN TO COME TO SEBRING AND THERMAL SOAR

FROM OCTOBER TO JUNE
PIK 20D; ASW 15; K.6E; K6.eR's; and K.13

Write now for a brochure to: Sebring Soaring Centre Inc, Ilox 499. Bldg. 70A, Sebrinll Airporl, Sebring. Florida 33870
or call direct ,(rom the U.K. (0101) 813 655 2397
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To lock or
not to lock

lED LYSAKOWSKI, chairman, BGA Competitions Committee

ne purpose 01 this article is to seek your
views on the various issues relating to a
superficially simple question: Is it or is it
not a good idea to allow 15 Metre ("Ra
cing") Class gliders to compete, flap locked,
in the Standard Class National Champion
ships?

The point may at first sight appear
somewhat obscure and of interest to com
petition pilots only. H,e latter is true in the
near term; longer term the answer may
have a more fundamental effect on tile
movement in the UK so, even if you are not
currently a competition pilot, do not be dis
couraged but read o.n. There is a need to
develop the BGA Position on this matter
later this year ,in good time for the 1983
season and that positi"n will d£.opend on the
extent and substance of your response.

Same 8S World Champs

The present st,ructure of British Nation
als, as developed in late 1979, is that con
tests are held in the principal FAI Classes 01
Open, 15 Metre and Standard, ie along the
same lines as World Championships. Stan
dard Class gliders automatically meet the
15 Metre Class requirements and bolh
Standard and 15 Metre Classes qualify for
Opel); both are therefore ipso facto eligible
to fly in the respective competitions, albeit
at some performance disadvantage.

Changes in the reverse direction are no!
acceptable and on the main issue which
concerns us at present the FAt Sporting
Code (Section 3, dated 1981) declares that
in the Standard Class the "lift increasing
devices are prohibited, even il unusabl'e".
There is no question of any gliders not
meeting that requirement being accepted
for the Standard Class World Champion
ships.

We are not obliged to align UK Champ
ions~ips with Ihe fAI Class struc.ture and
are free to develop local' practice which
reflects our requirements. Due 10 succes
sive relaxations of the original FAI Stan
dard Class rules (initially motre akin to ClUb
Class) a situation has arisen where ostens
ibly the only difference between, 15 Mehe
and Standard Classes is in the presence of
flaps, and some glider types of one Class
have been derived from their counterparts
in another. Also, the complete division of
UK Nationals into entirely sepafate events
promotes ,interchange of pilots and glidefs
between Classes. Consequenlly there is a
school of thought that believes that a
"mixed" contest comprising Standard and
15 Metre gliders, the lalter with flaps
locked, would be a logical and beneficial
development. ..

In deference to the FAI Sporting Code

June/July 1982

the "mixed" contest oullined above could
no longer be named Standard Class
Championships: it would therefore amount
to replacing that event with an "Unflapped
15" Championship.

So what is the best course of action? Tihe
choice appears to be a political one
because technical considerations do not
give allY useful clues. The 15m gliders
intended for flying in the locked flap con
figuration would require new type C's Of A
but - subject to some ,confirmatory flight
tests - it is most unlikely that this would
present any prob:lems. From the perfor.
mance standpoint the optimum liDs 01
Standard Class are somewhat lower than
those of 15 Metre, but thete is some over
lap and in any ·case the climbing ability 01
the lalter would undotJbtedly be impaired
with the flaps locked in zero or near zero
position.

At the f,irst approximation it therefore
seems unlikely that one or the other Class
would nave any inherent performance
advantage. 'However it is truet'hat first gen
eration Standard Class gl iders would
encounter an influx of predominately mod
ern opposition and wo.uld therefore find it
increasingly difficult to compete on equal
terms.

Help raise sta,ndards

Other Coonsiderations are perhapS less
clear-cut. If we opt for a UK local "Unflap
ped 15" category the Standard Class pilots
would have greater opportunity to fly
against high .calibre opposition from other
Classes. Given the generally good availabil
ity of 15m gliders, the "Unflapped 15"
would become very highly competitive.
thereby helping to raise the generall stan
dards 01 Coompetitions and cross-country
tly.ing performance. Furthermore the 15m
pilots could maximise compehtion utilisa
tiol1 of these glid'ers by flying on approxi
mately equal terms in two Nationals.

On the other side of the coin is a ques
tion whether that kind of a helping hand
would be beneficiali or detrimental to the
development 01 Standard Class in the UK.
In the fo rrnal sense the Standard Class
would be deprived of its own National
Championships on Ihe somewhat nebulous
.grounds 01 pro bono publico. The present
competition stru'cture allows each FAI
Class to stand on its own merit and to lIour
ish il tine pilots vote lor it with the~r own
feet. The move to "Unflapped 15" could be
seen as being unfair to the Standard Class
or. more specifically. as an attempt to arti
ficially promote the. 15 Metre Class. With
the increased competition scope lhe clubs
and private owners might be more readily

induced to invest the additional 15% or so
of capital in the complete outfit (glider,
trailer, instruments elc) and buy 1Sm glid
ers for their greater versatility. The true
strength of the UK interest In the Standard
Class would become more difficult to
assess. This line of r.easoning says leave
the Standard Class alo'ne. I1 there is a need
to provide more competitions in the 15
Metre Class let us look at that problem
without interferin9' with other Classes.

Increase lin span

Assuming you are still with me let us
throw something, else into the equation.
Another school of thought raises a much
broader issue. It postulates that the present
distinction between the 15 Metre and Stan
dard Classes is very largely artilicial and
therefore it malters little what we do in Ihe
near term: the principal fault is in the span
limit 01 the 15 Metre Class. Thus, 'regard
less of our stance in the loc~ed flaps issue,
we should advocate an extension. 01 that
limit to around 16 to 17m,. This would !'ead
to belter optimisation 01 the performance,
cost and ground handling factors than is
available at present in the 15 Metre Class; it
would also result in clear and natural per
formance gaps between the hree Classes.

In a typical year this commiltee gets lob
bied on many issues: Ihe individual inputs.
together with formal and inlormal1eedback
from cornpetitions. are taken into considera
tion when developing tine comps/awards
related rules and practices. In this case we
are turning to you to invite your view.s and
ensure the broadest possible consultatioLJ
on the problems involved. The main issues
are set out in this article; there will no
doubt be other related facets which will
occur to you on reading this. I arso trust
that you will be moved to put pen to paper
and write to the BGA office for my allen
tion, giving the t·ollowing Inlormation-

* Whether on balance you a're in favour or
against the idea of a mixed 15 Metre (locked
flap) Standard Cla&s Nationals.* Your views on the span Issue.* Your Class affiliation if any.

We look forward to hearing from you! a

BOOK REVIEW
Civil Aircraft Markings 1982, edited by Alan
J. Wright and published by lan Allan at
£t.25.
Aviation enthusiasts will be interested to
know that this comprehensive and well
establ'ished annual has several new fea
tures including radio frequencies of British
airfields and airline codes.
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50 YEARS AGO - Doubtful Meteorology
A. E. SLATER

In mid·1932 British gliding seemed to
genuine soaring eAthusiasts to be in the
doId rums, 'under a BGA chairman 'Whose
only interest was to collect money for a
gliding school so as to pose as "The man
who got Britain's youth into the air," and
his incompetent stooge, the secretary, of
whom people were heard to say "he
couldn't run a fried fish shop".

S&G was being edited by Frank Entwis
tie, who had been official meteorologist at
the 19221tford contest. So we were all look
ing forward to lots of helpful meteorology;
but alas, as official meteorologist to the
RAF he had the cautious civil servant's out
look that prevented him committing him
self to any statement not to be found in
standard textbooks.

Take clouds: every "cloud atlas" said of
cumulus clouds that they formed in the
morning, grew big in the afternoon and

"flattened out" in the evening, as if every
cumulus had a membrane round it like a
giant amoeba, so t'hat if you squashed it
vertically it had to expand laterally. I once
watched evening cumulus forming over the
Clee Hills above Ludlow: each formed
anew as a flat cloud and vanished in about
two minutes. Another evening a congested
cumulus near Gravesend disintegrated at
all heights simultaneously without a trace
of "flattening".

From Ireland to England
A professional lecturer in meteorology

said that "The air in a cumUlus cloud over
England in the afternoon must have left the
ground in Ireland in the morning." So at
least he knew wha.t level the air came from.

Not so a bacteriologist Who, learning that
there were more bacteria in clouds than
outside them, concluded that they deliber-

ately chose to live in clouds because the
moisture was good for them.

As to professors 0' meteorology, Or Wai
ter Georgii, head ef the German gliding
organisation, had already written in 1923
that thermals were lOO weak to sustain a
glider and anyway gliders were not nimble
enough to keep within them. TheA in 1935
Or Oavid Brunt, then the only pro'fessor of
meteorology in the British Empire, was lec
turing at the Imperial College GC. of which
he was president, and mentioned slopes,
thermals, cumulus, cu-nim and cold fronts,
then stopped. A student plucked up cour·
age to ask about soaring in lee waves and
was told, 10 the accompaniment ,01 a noise
that sounded very like "pooh-pooh", that
the feat was quite Impossible. The student
felt too cowed to say that it had already
been done two years before and reported
in S&G. 11

I

I

'I

CONVERT TO POWER
THREE COU'NTIES
AERO CLUB LIM,ITED

Blackbushe Airport, Camberley, Surrey
(ON A30 TRUNK ROAD 45 MINS. FROM LONDON)

Special Courses for Glider Pilots to obtain
Private Pilot's Licence
Bronze C and Silver C Conversion Courses
Normal Courses for Private Pilot's Licence
Night Flying - Instrument Flying - RIT - Aerobatics
Simulator Training
Flying Instructor Courses

CAA. Approved Courses 38 hours
Licensed Bar. Diners Club Credil Cards accepted
Barclaycards and Access accepted

-5PE£OW~EL:;:;L_ "",,-

~LPLANES .............

SHEPLEY LANE,
HAWK GREEN,
MARPLE, CHESHIRE

Telephone: 061-427 2488

The Qualified
Repairers

C.A.A. "B" Licence approval in all
materials

CFI lourie Adtingtoo YATHEY 8737,(7 (Management) 872152 (Operations> B.G.A. Senior Inspection Approval,
"E" & "M" Rating

P.F.A. Approval - all airframes

The CENT'RAI'R 101 "PEGASUS"
TOP PE'RfORMING STD. CLASS GLIDER LID 41:1

Why not compare its price, performance and delivery with the LS4?

Also definitely still available the ASW20F, ASW20FL and ASW20FP.
For further details contact sole UK Agents

N.IN'E FOUR AVIATION LTO 13 Rookery Court, Marlow, Bucks
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Tel: 06284 4035 or 02406 2491
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Ref. Glider BGA 8- Dale PiloVCrew

No. Type No. ~ Time
Place SUMMARY.. Age Injury P/Hrs

0

1 Capstan 1118 S 04.10.81 Culdrose 40 N 385 On fifth circuit PI was monitoring puptfS.
17.00 approach which apparenlty was progressing

salisfactorilv unlil just before touchdown
when P2 opened ajrbrakes a lillIe more

P2 36 N ? resultina in undershoot and touchdown in
28 vicinity of graded lip at nrrway lhflshoid and

Fits sott undershoot breaking fuselage in two.

2 K-'3 2471 M 17.10.81 Duxford 44 N 18 Towards end of ground run glider ran OYer
13.29 perimeter track which pitot claims caused

glider to ...eer and the pan 'fWinorip struck
trailing edge of other glider parked at lal'och

K-6c'" 1323 M polOt

3 K·13 1536 WIO 21.11.81 Cwm ddu Vallev 35 M 830 After 8 period of hiM soaring with a lowering
Nr Talgar1h c~udbase. P1 found tle was low and uoable

to gain height for return 10 site. Altempled
!Ield landing in ...alley briefed as unsafe

P2 36 S 50 because of ellects from hill upwind. Sub-
stantially undershot slriking tree. rolling ~d
hitling ground in...erted.

4 Astir CS f\AFGS~ M 06.09.81 Syerston ? N 114 At abOut 20-301{ the winch launch slowed
507 13.19 and the pilot was seen 10 l ....el out and

release the cable. AlmOSI immediately the
airbrakes were opened lully and Ihe glider
slruck the ground heavily on the mamwheel.

5 K·2B 2110 M 01.11.81 Sunderland A/F ? N ? On B8rolow at abou\ 300lt when some tur-
18.00 bulenee was encountered and Ibe side

hinged Ironl canopy: opened and rear canopy
flipped back. Abor,ted low ar"od landed in
stubble !iald without lurlher damage. Pilot
believes 3 ring main canopy release 01 hi'
span parachute rig caughl canopy release.

6 Std Cirrus 1621 S 12.09.81 Nympsfield 35 N 154 On lasl slage of !lnal glide inlO wind 8\ 70011
17.00 one mile 00.1 ran inlo rain.. turbulence and

Slrong sink associaled with Cb. Do.....n to
ground le ...eI 400yds out approaching -trees
and stone wall. Tried la con...er1 speed 10
height to ctear bul taiJ htt ground and gltder
collided With obstructjons.

7 18-28'1.2... G·BHRS M 01.11.81 Woodford A/F 40 N 90 Motor glider walled on cross runway lor
16.38 pwr winch launch to proceed and thtt cable bfoke

360 and fell on operational runway. Motor gltc;ler
gliders taxied on to active runway la backtrack to

P2 25 N 40 launch pOint and the propeller caught in the
gliders unobserved tangled ca~e.

8 ASW-20L ? M 01.06.81 Bookef 50 N 2400 Glider became airborne al start '01 aerotow
13.00 but pori wingtip caught in bog grass induc-

ing a ground loop.

9 Vega 2578 S 24.08.81 Newporl 43 S 2000 Competition cro·ss-country. Selected par-
18.00 Pagnail hally burnt slubble field with National Grid

pylons and cables about 150yds Irom
Ihreshold. Cleared these at aboul 15011 and
collided wilh 1 kV cables along boundlry ot
held supporled on posts which were nol
observed against black background.

10 K-8 1563 S 16.01.82 Oallachy 47 N 46 Due (0 turbulence and crOSSWind overshot
14.00 centre line when turnlOg trom base leg to

tinals. Flew IOta Wind to regain approach
palh. cleared adjacent low fence. then
lurned 10 line up. Bounced and drilled SIde-
ways slriking the boundary fence With lall·
plane

11 Spor! Vega 2758 N 24.01.82 Parham 32 N 57 Over-ran aerolow cable so aborted launch
12.45 but did not open canopy prior 10 preparing

for anolher tow. Slates pre-flight checks
were repeated including canopy locked. At
250ft canopy opened. Pilei held it closed,
aborled low and landed safely.

12 K-21 2764 M 23.01.82 Long Mynd 36 N 373 Altef dlfliculty in locking the rear canopy. Pt
11.53 IiHlleS he closed and locked it a second time,

P2 ? N 25 checklOg by pushmg up on side handles. AI
PI about 20ft on winch launch the rea' canopy

flew open and shattered. Launch aborted
and landing made withoul furlher incident.

.3 K·8s 2332 N 03.01.82 Rmgmer 22 N 240 A crosswind winctl launch with t1uclualing
10.50 speed during which [ne gIlder dnfted. The

winc!'l stalled when Ihe glider was a'
750-800h and pilot released. Ttle end of the
cable with parachute fell on a car in the club
car park causmg damage 10 the car.

14 K·1 2665 S 27.01.82 Parham 63 M 1460 After hill soaring WIth early ab-initio pupil P1
'3.10 positioned on base leg between tlill and slle.

Airbrakes were opened 10 reduce excess
height and the lug was seen to the right
approaching from the hill. P1 concentrated
on tug until It passed and failed 10 adequ-
alety monitor his own height and position.

P2 29 S 'Sm," On turning finals he found he was under-
P2 shooling 10 a landing in trees on downwmd

boundary With insufficient height. time or
space 10 lake alternalive action.

15 Llbelle '935 M 13.08.81 Baslngstoke 41 N 408 Compelition cross-counlry. Approach IOta
16.00 Wind Into long grass field over a low build-

ing. O...ershoot developed and as upwind
boundary hedge was approached a ground
loop was Induced resulting in faiJure of one
UlC leg and collapse ot undercarfiag£l'.

16 Janus ? S 31.01.82 Lasham 29 N 246 Alter normal aerolow take·off the alrl:>rakes
14.30 were seen to open. Tug pIIOI noliced poor

Climh and saw brakes open and tried to draw
attention unsuccessfullV. Slew climb main-

P2 31 N ? lained unlil glioer released al 350-400ft and

I commenced 360 turn. Wingtlp lOuched
ground while still turning.

ANNUAL EXHIBITION
QANTAS GALLERY

Corner of Piccadilly and Bond St., London W1

16th JUNE - 9th JUly 1982
Weekdays 10.00 am • 5.00 pm
Saturdays 10.00 am· 1.00 pm

CATALOGUE BOp
Permanent Exhibitions at:

The Bailie of BritainlMuseum, Hendon, London NWI.
'he Shutllewor1h ColleGlion, Old Warden, Bedford
liIle Fleet Air Arm Museum, Yeovllton, Somerset

All enquiries 10 the Secretary 01 693 3033

AIRFIELD
MARKING STRIP

FOR PERMANENT OR TEMPORARY
MARKING OF GRASS AIRFIELDS

(OR TARMACADAM)

Quickly and easily positioned for:

* Marking airstrips and safe landing areas
* Marking out the signals square
* Marking competition line-ups* Marking out temporary car parks
* Airfield identification, etc.

Available in while. or colours as required

PILC PRODUCTIONS (S&G). Weaverham
Northwich, Cheshire, CW8 3PR

Tel (0606) 852701

STORCOMM
TWO·WAY RADIO

TR7603 Air Set TR7804 Vehicle Set
Each set filled with all four gliding
channels 130.4, 130.125, 130.1 and
129.9.
'Volmel" 128.6 optional on channel 4.

• Full power transmiller with excellent
speech qualily.

• Highly sensitive and selective receiver
works both distant and close range.

• Extremely rugged and reliable.

• Full back -up service and spares
available.

• CM and NATS approved.

All radios supplied absolutely complete
wilh easy lit connectors and all fillings.

Detailed information, prices and full
Technical Specific--ations FREE Irom

George Storey Tel. 09327 84422
H.T. Communications

P.O. Box 4
SUNBURV ON THAMES
Middlesex, TW16 7TA

June/July 1982

BGA ACCIDENT SUMMARY Compiled by ARTHUR DOUGHTY,
Chairman, BGA Safety Panel
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DONCASTER SAILPLANE SERVICES
B. H. & J. M. FOX

Europe's largest stockists of Materials and components
for amateur aircraft Builders and ,Repairers

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED

UK DISTRIBUTORS FOR EPOXY RESIN AND FIBREGLASS
Worldwide delivery service Overnite delivery service in U. K.

DONCASTER AIRFIELD

Make Insurance problems
just plane sailing ...

CONSULT THE AVIATION INSURANCE SPECIALISTS

0302-537695 (24 hrs)

FOR AN IMMEDIATE QUOTATION CONTACT: JOHN SIVELL OR STEWART PEARCE,

GLIDERS, SA'ILPLANES,
MICROLITES, BALLOONS

AND POWERED AIRCRAFT

FACILITIES AT LlOYD'S

VP 2C System Total Energy and Netto
Variometer

Holmes/Hulbert
Marine & Aviation Limited
14 Devonshire Row, London EC2M 4RH
Telephone (01) 247-7311
Telex 8955708

PESCHGES
WINNER -1981 WORLD CHAMPS
WINNER - EVERY GERMAN NATIONALS

SINCE 1976

DEMO PANEL IN VENTUS 'B' COMP No 303
BASED LASHAM
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* Eleclronic lotal energy compen sal ion (adjuslable)
* Pressure transducer Iype variometer - no flasks or "bits" to add
* Two modes - cruise and climb - switched automatically or overriden

manually or by naps* Cruise mode provides flighl director and Netto vario
* Climb mode provides actual ciimb achieved and averager
* Variometer has 3 ranges - 5, 10 and 20 knots

3 damping settings - O· 7, 1·3 and 3' 5 seconds
* Averager has 3 time settings - 20. 60 and 100 seconds
* Macready knob adjustable 0-6 knots
* Fully variable wing loading 6-9'5 Ib/sq. It.* No adjustments or calibration necessary - set 10 the exact polar of your

glider trom IDAFLlEG flight lests

Please write f'Ofmofe information on this plus new and unique VP2DM
navigation and final glide computer or the economy VP Club vario/
flight director system which can be uprated later.

t'P@'i!.@ d1l@.'i!.!k@Il!!./ftJ. @ry ~ I ASSOCIATES <t!r
110 Kendal Drive, Slougn, Berks Tel: Slough 31'796
54 for Bryan, ,Ingatestone, Essex Tel: Ingatestone 2418

SAILPLANE & GLIDING



Please send new. and eJ[changecopin
of journals to the Overseas Editor: A. E.
Slater,. 7 Hlghworth Avenue, Cambridge,
CB4 280, England. The static display at /he SSA's Convention photographed by Marjorie Hobby.

Overseas
News

Argentina

Gonzales Chavez - 1982. An il1terna
tional' contest designed to give the
organisers of the 1983 World Champion
ships a chance to put their arrangements to
the test was held at Gonzales Chavez,
Argentina from January 10-23. Unfortunatery
only eigl1l foreign co'untries 'participated
(France, Germany, Chile, USA, Spain,
Austria, Switzerland and Poland) giving a
total 0116 pilots in the Standard Class and
11 in a combined Open and 15m Class
(handoicapped). Some of the leadil1g, visit
ing pilots w.ere orlly able to stay for par:t of
the contest, so ,that the final results were
distorted.

There wer·e ten contes:t days. Karl
Striedieck (USA) won on six days and
Alvaro d' Orleans-Sorbon won four of' the
five days ,he flew. Jacques Rantel was Ine
mosl sUCcessful French pilot. The leading
results were Open/15m Class: 1. Rizzi
(ASW-20); 2. Urbal1cic (ASW-20) and 3.
Mattane (Jantar 2a) - all from Argentina;
Standard Class: 1. Riera, Argentina (Jan- "
tarl: 2. Schramme, W. Germany (Std Cir·
rus) and 3. SIriedieck, USA (Jantar).

Some indication of the potential of the
contest area is giverl by the lact that on Day
4 all pilots completed the tasks - a 759km
quadrilateral with a winning speed of
96km/h and a 540km triangle at 10Ikm/h.
The Open/15m Class had three other tasks
in excess of 500km and three over 300km.
Two days were scrubbed, one because of
8/8 cloud cover and the other through
strong w.inds.

The French learn manager was optimistic
about the prospects for a successful World
Championships. The airfield is spacious
and the accommodation, although 30 miles
away, of a high standard. Th.e Met forecasts
were very accurate and the task setting
good. Less encouraging. were the, over
zealous mmtary men who sometimes pre
vented' crews hom approachiflg close
enough to idenHfy gliders finishing. ,here
was also some laxity in the starlline radio
procedures.

He risk of strong winds means that glid
ers had to be de-r,igged each eveniflg
instead of simply being picketed. Teams
going to the Championships are advised to
take as many spare parts and repair mater
ials as they can muster as they may not be
available on the spot.

France
Junior Championships. The French
Junior Championships will be at Srienne-

le-CMteau from August 15-27. Although
intended for young pilots new to con,tesl
flying, there is also room for the more
experienced and foreign entrants are wel'
come. The organiser is Jacques Pradie, E;W
912X, 54044 Nancy Cedex.

600km hit December. Louis Abeille flew a
600km triangle in hiS LS-'3 on December 5,
entirely in wave. Starting from Vinon he
turned Ancel'le., just north 01 Gap and
Chatillon P5 miles east of Aosta) in a flight
lasting 7V21'lrs. It was a trial run tor a hoped
for 100Qkm triangle starting from VinoA,
alld was carried OLlt under a cloudless sky
with a strong mistral blowing down the.
Rhone valley.
(All these items were translated from
Av;asport.)

New Zealand
New Zealand Championships. Lead
ingresults of the 161h New Zealand Nation
als, which had 11 contest days olilt of a
possib,le 14, were: Open Class, 1 Tony
Timmermans (ASW-20) 9999; 2 Lindsay
Stevens (ASW·ZO) 9741 and 3 tan Finlayson
(ASW-17) 9198pts. Standard Class, 1 P·eter
Lyons (LS-4) 8956; 2 Max Stevens (Std Cir
rus) 8441 and 3 Heiri Serchtold (Std Jantar)
7889pts. The task setter was Ross Car
michael.

Incidents: Landings on Kaimai ridge in
extreme tu,rbulence included two in trees.;
one of these pilots had to wait. seven hours
for rescue. A pilot complained about his
rough tow, b,ut It turned out that the tug
pilot had an angry bee 'keeping him com
pany in the cockpit. lan Flnlayson was cir
cuiting a paddock for landing when the
shadow of his 20m wing "spooked" a herd
of cattle in the next paddock and sent them
galloping around, thereby setting off a 5kt
thermal - he completed the task.

USA
Impr,essions of the Soaring Society of
America's National Golden Convention,
held at Houston, Tel<as from March 3-7.
Day one: The first session was at the Albert
Thomas convention centre where a rigged
glider on the forecourt was a nice touch.
Sandor Aldotl presented a soaring photo
graphic extravaganza: Aaouf Ismail spoke
on "microprocessors in the cockpit" and
Wally Seot! on "record and cross-country
flying records". T,here was a marvellous
static display of 21 gliders in the central
hall surrounded by booths representing 32
firms.

Day two: Klaus HOlighaus spoke on "New
engine systems for l1igh performance sail
pl'anes"; Marlin Hansen on "redlllction of
drag through laminar bubble blowing": Bill
Scull and Tom Knaulf did friendly battle
over contrasting techniques of instructing
in the UK and USA and 'DiCk Johnson, fom
Smi,th and Carl Herold were amongst
others giving papers. Usually there were
two or th,ree sessions going on all the time
which oftell made the choice very hard.

Day three: At the old timers "breakfast"
(there were different ones each morning) it
was good fun hearing the stories from the
old days - some had been gliding for 50
years. There were many more speakers dur
ing the day with 28 papers presented over
the three days. At the banquet on the
Saturday nigh! for 450 delegates there was
an enth railing speech by the guest of hon
our, Or Story Musgrave, the astronaut and
glider pilot.

In all a fantastie four days - one 1I would
urge anyone ill our sport to attend. Reno,
Nevada is the next one (March 21-27, 1983).
Wave camp Ilying pl'us superb local skiil1Q
makes it an exciting venue. (Extracts from
an account by Marjorie Hobby.)

Alrmail'Postal Card. At the SSA's annual
convention in Houston there was a special
·ceremony (on March 5) to mark the issue of
an airmail postal eard to mark the 50th
anniversary of founding the Soaring Soci
ety of America. The designer of the card is

Rober! E. Cunningham who has previous
aeronaulical designs. 10 his. credit. Much of
the effort which led to the eventual pro
duction of a gliding "stamp" was due to the
perseverance of Simone Short whose hus
band Jim was, until reoently, Schweizer's
sales manager.

The card should be significant in terms
of helping to increase general awareness
of the sport. - W. G. SCUll.
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Trivmphant Eagle GC members photographed with' George Lee. Full details under their club contribution on
p142.

Richard Smith for flying, achievements,
while the Rex Young award for a novice ,
wenl jointly to "The Modellers". A new tro
phy for the most deserving instructor went
to John Patchell and Graham Morris. This
is a beautiful silver salver to be presented
annually in memory of J'lm Webster,
donated by his wife Barbara. Doug Jones
was appointed vice-president.

We hope to attract new members at our
open day on May 23. The Western Region
als, at Nympsfield from June 19-27, are well
subscribed.

J.R.B.

BUCKMINSTER (Sal'by Airfield)
Our annual dinner-dance on March 13 was
well attended and much enjoyed. Steve
West collected the' CFrs trophy for his Gold
C; Mick Jordythe Webster trophy; Trevor
Murphy the Chairman's trophy for the
longest flight {he doubled up on this with
the best COni petition position); BiI'l Munns
the Frank Eaton memorial trophy for ser
vices to the club; Mick Willetthe Top of the
Ladder award; Pete Goodwin the Longest
Silver C award and Kevin Tarranlthe Dave
Davenport memorial trophy for the first
100km of the year.

Our K-13 has had its wings recovered
and a Aew canopy bubble filled.

T.C.M.

AVON SOARING CENTRE (Bidford Air
field)
February and March gave several good.
soaring days when Ihere were more con
versions to glass single-seaters. Two Std
Cirrus head, our lIeel.with a second two
seater due in May.

Membership continues to grow as does
ll1e number of visitors from other clubs.
During three days. over Easter we logged
65hrs of soaring. Ralph Jones has been lIy
ing his Nimbus 3. Our congratulations to
Phil Joneson going solo soon after his
16tn birthday and on his Bronze legs
and a 5 400ft climb for Silver height.

D.J.C

'BLACKflOOL & FYLOE (Chipping)
Three major changes have taken place
rece,nlly. Thanks to our healthy financial
slate we have bought a second K-13,
though had hopesof aSp0rtsCouncil grant.
The hangar extension f·rom 60 x 60ft to
60 x 90ft is being finished off and half the
exha space will be for gliders and the rest
as a MT workshop. Costs have been minim
ised by doing the work ourselves.

The piece of land protruding into the
middle of om str,ip has been exchanged for
an unwanted part 01 the site and we have
doubled the effective width. This will per
mit four-cable launching alter many
months of culverting, levelling, ditch filling
and so on.

J.C.G.

BOOKER (Wycombe Air Park)
There is a new name on the gliding scene
though it has a familiar ring. After months
of speculation Airways and Thames Valley
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GCs merged on April 1 to form Booker GC,
a completely autonomous gliding opera
tion under new management. Brian
Spreckley has taken on the job of manager
(see BGA News) while Chris Rollings and
Sally King stay on as CFI and deputy CFI
respectively, creating a formidable team
giving the club the g.reatest possib'le
chance of success.

The clUb, which is being run by the
members through an elected commi'llee,
has its own lease on the airfield and emp
loys its own staff (who will have "new"
office accommodation). The presence of a
manager should take the burden of
administration from the flying staff.

In anticipation of a greater number of
courses, lecturing facilities and sleeping
accommodation on site will be an advan
tage (once we've finished the decorating).

So Booker has taken on a, new face and
other club members are welcome to visit
us.

A:C.

BRISTOL & GLOUCESTERSHIR,E (Nymps
field Airfield)
The clubhouse has been redecorated for
the coming season with .the near comple
tion of preparatory work on the new field
extension and levelling of the car park, as
well as the usual C of A work.

The BGA ASW-19 has been with us, !!Jiv
ing many a first chance to fly a Standar€l
Class machine.

The treasurer reported a poor year finan
cially at tile AGM with a demanding prog
ramme for the coming year to meet heavy
financial commitments. Awards were pre
sented to Dave Hodsman, Tom Bobbin and

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY (Cambridge
and Duxford)
Our annual dinner was again at Jesus CoI
l.ege when trophies were awarded to SIgfrid
Neumann, Tim P,ress, Ashley Bi rkbeck.
Peter Baker and John Glossop. Consider
ably less formal was the "warming" of our
new Duxford olubhouse when curry and
cakes were greatly appreciated after 'the
day's lIying.

Pilots vl.slting Duxford are welcome but
please land on the south side of the runway
and if you know you are coming. 'ring the
clubhouse on 0223832197.

PEB.

COVENTRY (Husbands Bosworth)
March 26 saw the lasl of the winter dinner
parties enjoyed so much by members. We
have a very active social scene during the
winter with dinner parties every two weeks
when about five .or six couples plan, shop
for and cook excellent four'course meals;
sharing the expense, la which other memo
bers and friends are invited. These and
other social functions help promote a very
friendly atmosphere when little or no glid
in'g is possible.

There has been a very good start to the
season. Graham Smith will be our tug pilot.
Our CFI, PelerWalker, unfortunately had to
resign due to injuries received In a motor
ing accident. Thank you for a. ,job well done
Peter, and our best wishes for a rapid
recovery. The new eFI is LeSJahnson. Also,
our thanks to Harry Middleton for his three
years as chairman. Chris Thomas will take
over.

The club's four Bocians have been refur
bished by our engineer. Lou Glover. We are
looking forward to joining with Dunstable,
Saltby and North Weald for the Inter-Club
League on May 1-3.

SAILPLANE & GLIDING



Finally, congratulations to Roger Good
man who has been invited to train with the
Junior Squad.

N.B.

DEESIDE (Aboyne Airfield)
The year started badly with heavy I,alls of
snow and no tugs. But things have
improved recently. Our new Sport Vega I is
flying and our Rallye has a nice smooth
new engine, which matches our nice big
overdraft!

Spring wave and the early visitors arrived
together and produced seven Diamonds
for March alone.

J.R.B

DEVON &: SOMERSET (North Hill)
After countless launches, many thousand

I flying hours, a change of name and acquis
ition of desirable and secluded freehol'd
premises with semi-detached ridges, the
erstwhile Taunton Vale GC at last com
pteted its Sil,ver. Congratulations and
gratitude toalt those, past and present,
whose b0undleSs elforts, enthusiasm and
enterprise have created the North Hilt we
love. Best wishes and hopes for eventual
achievement of Gold and Diamonds. Long
may we soar silent and free in south
weste rn skies.

Although relatively late on the glid'ing
scene, the club has ntlmbered some
pioneers of gliding in the south-west as
members. A celebration dinner is planned
in the autumn - interested past members
please contact Andrew Blackburn, "East
l'ands", Lyddons Mead, Chard, Somerset,
enclosing a sae.

The club fleel now consists of two K-13s,
K-8a. K-6cA. and a Club Astir with the Cap
stan having been sold after33 3091'aunches.

'Aftera patchy start to the season, we had
a 4000ft cloud base on Easter Sunday. in
early April we welcomed oflicials and eFts
of various SW clubS for an airing,of Queries
and problems with BGA person'nel.

Con,gratulations 10 Gordon Pelers, Tony
Stockwell, 5imon Mlnson and Chris Dobbs

I on joining our instructors, Chris celebrat
ing' with a duration.

I.D.K.

OONCASTER (Doncaster Airfield)
Februarl and March were quite eventful.
Mel Morris, CFI, gained a Gold height in
wave on February 6 and nine members
went solo during the two months, special
mention being given to Richard Stirk who
managed it on his 16th bi rlhday and Garry
Senior who missed his by a few days.

The club Bocia" has gone to the North
Wales GC tobe 'replaced soon by a K-7 and
we have been enjoying the T-21 :loaned to
us for the summer. Both our winches are in
regular use giving a four-cable syslem
which has improved our launch rate con
siderably. The next project is to construct a
cable welder to eliminale the problems
caused by knots.

We were at home at Easter to Kirton

Note to Club News contributors. As space
is so limited we regret there just isn't room
for engagemenl, wedding and birlh
announcements.
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Lindsey, Camp HiI'l and Winthorpe for the
firslleg of the Northern Inter-Club League.

V.F.F.

HAMBlETONS (RAF Dishforth)
We are now flying .again. We are sorry our
CFI, Kevln Kiely, has been unable to con
tinue, and thank him for all his hard work
over the pasI year,f0f the example he has
set (whether in the air or in the most menial
task at the launch point) and for the inler
est he has shown in each member's prog
ress.

AI Ihe AGM, awards were presenled 10
John Gao (best ab-initio) and Marlin Cum
mins (best cross-country). Our chairman,
John Jones, also received a "thank you"
award. a picture of his lug CUBI.

Congratulations to Garelh Morgan on
going solo, and also 10 Sarah and John
Wrigley - I believe our firsl brotl1er and
sister to solo on the same d.ay!

J.P.

HEREFORDSHIRE (Shobdon Alrfle'ld~

Tony Greatrix organised our dinner-dance
which was voted an even greater success
than hiS eff'orts last year. Alice Maitland
won a Flymo which she hopes Anthony will
make good use of durillg the summer.

March 13 brought a 20kt north-westerly
wHh astonishing "6 all round,". Thermals
and streeling into the distance. Rhods Par.
tridge (304) blundered into wave off the top
of a thermal and got 10 8000fl. The new
club Vega flew for the lifst time Ihat day.
Pilots are delighted wilh ,her.

RP.

HUMBER (RAF ScamplOIl)
As you can see from Ihe heading, we have
moved to our new home. We are getting
sorted outgradual/y and have started work
on the clubhouse. Our Ihanks to Paul God
dard, Dick Gibbs, Steve and David Wilson.
Tony Smith, Trina, Jennings and the many
others who helped, also the TA who moved
the heavy gear, not forgetting Paul Jenkins.

We have already had some good soaring;
Andy RalclHfe has returned from an
instructors' course at Bicester to which
Paul Jenkins is going In June and three
memberS have eRtered the Inter-Services
Regionals.

K.M.G.

INKPEN (lhrll'xton)
Tony Gordon has laken, over from Ray Hunt
as CFI and Peler Payne from John Franck
low as chairman. The club owes an enorm
(IUS debt to Ray and John for the time and
energy they have devoted to the club.

Congratulations to Andrew Hunt on pas
sing his instructors' course and to Robert
Edgson on his field landing at Old Sarum.
We now have th'ree 15-28es. fly every day
except Mondays and Tuesdays and
aerotows are available. We welcome vis
itors and are running three-day courses
with no more than four per course to give
maximum flying.

P.P.

KENT (Challock)
March broughl Ihe butterflies out of the
woodwork to queue for check fl ig hts,
tempted by 5100ft asl cloudbases and sev-

eral blue thermal days. Congratulations to
Geofl Johnson, Ron Buckland and Philip
Holliday on going solo and to Mike
Moulang on gaining his duralion on our
ridge.

Dick Verity and Peter Dunlop's PIK 20
has arrived and we are drooling over Dave
Selwyn's ASW-17. Tim Gardiner's Vega will
soon be back from its winter at Portmoak
to join his .Kestrel and Astir.

Our very vocal AGM in March was
attended by some 70 members. John
Reeves takes Jo Janzso's place on the
commiltee, Jo reliring after many years of
hard work.

Our holiday courses starled well with
I members on the first one getting some ten

hours' soaring each. Now that we have a
resident tug pilot we can ensure seven-day
launch availability.

JH

~ONDON (Ounstable)
Our cross-counlry efforts have been g.iven
an impetus this year by the institution of a
standard: 100km triangle, Thame Airfield,
Silverstone. Robin May and Simon Carr
were the first to complete ·the task in
March. Cross-country eftor,ts then seemed
to degenerate into a competitiolil between
Robin and Warren Kay until the Easter
Comp when almost everybody flew; Sun
day and Monday being particularly good.

There has been much effort devoted to
replacing aircraft letters wilh compelilion
numbers in accordance with the whims of
the BGA Competition Committee.

Among the subjects discussed ·at our
annual forum on April 3 was the possibility
of ,euthanasia for members over 65; but it
was decided we were not that awf,ul so
some other explanation must be found for
the fortifications Colin Cruse has built at
the club entrance.

F.R.

MARCHINGTON (Marchington)
All efforts are now being directed to raising
cash before Ihe site auction in September.
Just about everything movable is being
sold including a K-6cR and a K-13 trailer.
However flying is continuing and we wel
come another privately owned Libelle I

bringing the total private owner fleet to 11.
S.D.B.

MENDIP (Weston-Super-Mare)
We welcome Jon Toy to our band of
instructors. Gongralulations to John Hock
ing and David Bagshaw 010 gol ng solo and
to Doug and Jon Massey on their Bronze
legs. John Bridge and Angelos Yorkas
came back from Ihe French National
Centre at SI Auban with ripping yarns and
Diamond heights.

Gary Humphreys. is well into a sponsored
slim - the proceedswill'go to buy an audio
vario for the club Skylark 4.

The club K-8 has been recovered during
the winter and we are indebted to Thoby
Fisher for the loan of his Meise during this
period. C. B.H.

MIDLAND (Long Mynd)
Congratulations to Charles Wingfield. He
gained his Diamond distance at Waikerie
his third Diamond in two years.
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SOARING, EQUIPMENT LTD
193 RUSSELL RD, BIRMINGHAM 813 8RR

021-449-1121

For the best from France:

FOURNIER RF10 MOTOR GLIDER
30:1 GLIDE, 98 KT, CRUISE at 75%

SIREN GROUP SAILPLANES:

IRIS '1350', CLUB CLASS
SUPERB VALUE FOR NEW SYNDICATES

SILENE 11. 38.1 SIDE BY SIDE
NEW 'CALlF TYPE CANOPY FOR '82

C38, 15 m STANDARD GLASS
39:11 Glide. -Good Handli'ng

I80000 TPX 720
Portable VHF
Transceiver
720 Channels

CAA APPROVALS:
CLASS ID - LA-300
CLASS IV- 647-c

Ready for use with flexible antenna, rechargeable bat
teries, AC battery charger, and operator's manual. Full
line of accessories available. Thousands of uses, from
lineboys, airline Captains, airport managers, glider
pilots, to balloonists.

Select ANY frequency in the aviation band (108.000 to
135.975 MHz) by turning a digital thumbwheel switch.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED!

For more information Write or Telex:

nen
REA INTERNATIONAL LIMITED

937 East Hazelwood Ave., Phone: 201-382-7100
Rahway, NJ 07065 (USA) Telex: 844-413
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FLIGHT SIMULATORS
LIGHT AIRCRAFT' SAILPlANE (SOARING) SIMULATION

GEORGE A. PRICE, D.F.C.
AIRE STREET WORKSHOPS, AIRE StRE'ET, lEEOS, LSllYV, WEST YORKSHIRE

Telephone (0532) 709497

SAILP,LANE & ENG.
SERVICES LYD.

C's of A
REPAIRS TO GLASS-FIBRE,

STEEL TUBE & WOODEN AIC
LOTS OF K-13 & SWALLOW SPARES

WRITE OR PHONE:

KEN BLAKE BUXTON 4365
SAILPLANE & ENG. SERVICES LTD.
HOLMFIELD RD., BUXTON, DERBYS.

CONGRATULATIONS
to

GEORGE LEE

on winning tihe World Gliding
Championships for the third time,

and as always, relying on the
Cambridge Varlometer system.

Obtainable from:

SOUTHOOWN AERO
SERVICES LTO.
LASHAM AIRFIELD

ALTON, HANTS
Telephone Herriard (025 683) 359

SAILPLANE & GLIDING



Our second K-21 has been delivered and
will no doubt be competing in our new
weekend task series. Barbara Reed is our
capable second wincn driver for the season
and congratulations to Vanessa Tal/lor on
going solo.

Our task week is August 21-30; entry
forms and details from Jancis Scar
borough" 15 Burway Road, Church
Strellon, Shropshire.

MA

NORTHUMBRIA (Currock Hill)
Alan $cotl gained his second, Bron:l'e leg"
Silver height and duration in the same
wave flight and Rob ThompSQnl completed'
his Silver C wiU, a duration - ,both at
Portmoek.

We have sold the Swallow to an internal
syndicate and replaced it with a S:kylar,k 2
from wi,thln the club. We are h:oping our
strip will be widened this summer for us to
land and take-off althe west end without
moving aircraft.

Our instructors should sQon total HI if
three members are successful on their
courses.

Mike Charlton and Alan Crowley are
most grateful to members of the Coventry
GC, especially Harry Middleton and lanl
Bar, when their glider trainer was struck
and they were stranded on the M6. Without
their help, they would never have made it
home with their Skylark.

J.w.

PETERBOROUGH & SPALDING (Crowland
Airfield)
Our AGM, in April'elected three new com
mittee members. Thanks go to Derek
Thorpe, TOI1Y Fldler and Geoft Carrington
for all their past efforts. Ourr membership
and flying fees have had to be increased,
but at £40pa and no joining fee we must be
the cheapest in, the country. Ou,rfinances
and facilities continue to improve, and' It
was suggested that a single-seat Asllr be
added to the club fleet if a loan is available
from the Sports Council.

10 encourage more cross-country flying,
a Met andetaskboard has been set up in the
clubhouse, with UK maps to help with task
planning and briefing. Also, weather per
miWng, a task will be set each flying day for
club ladder entries.

Easter gave four flying days" ,two very
good, with several cross-countries. Pas
senger fli,ghts were not without. excitement

with Geoff Carrington in the Capstan being
waved off at 200ft over the river when the
tug developed engine trouble!

M.C.

RATTlESDEN (RattlesdeA Airfield)
Our thanks to Andrea Arnold for organising
the marvellous club dinner-dance. Awards
presented by the CFI were: the President's
cup, Mike Arnold for his contribution to
keeping us flying (~ongratulatiQns on his
Brom:e C); the Landlord"s trophy, Paul
Stegglesfor belmg the mosl improved pilot,
also the Grunau trophy for his epic flight,
with Ihe award for most points on the club
ladder going to Humphrey Chamberlain.

Bob Whi,te successfIJlly completed his
instructors' course and our very OWJ'l micro
person Murray Hurlock, suitably oallasted,
wenl solo - congratulations to them both.

Some members took our K-7 and Grunau
Baby t@ the Mynd on April 2 for a wave
weekend. Although the wind was wrong,
they enjoyed il and were made very wel
come.

We are sprouting syndicates with the lat
est newcomers being a Skylark 4 and a
K-6cR.

D,H,

SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION (Portmoak)
Strong northerly winds sel up clasSic
Portmoak wave conditions over Easter
with dozens of visitors and members enjoy
ing memorable flights, Club pundits did
regular 2,00/300km milk runs in wave and
over 20 badge climbs were made, mainly
for Gold and Diamondl heights.

Peter Roubaud, Roy Howse and Ann Shaw
completed! their Silver Cs with distance
legs, there were several flights in excess of
2000011 and Pave Benton broke off at just
urnder 26 OOOftthrough lack of oxygen and
inadequate clothing. Meanwhile a Port
moak expedition to Aboyne over Easter
had flying restricted because of cloud
cover.

We have started the Monday llying of vis
itors from local clubs and organisations,
thanks to the hard work of Jim wales and
Peter Copland. These evenings are very
popular and f;]elp club funds.

Winch driver and aircrafl engineer Phil
Marks has just qualified as an instructor,

A.S.
Please note that the next clUb news dead
line is June 8.

SHROPSHIRE SOARING GROUP (Sleap)
We have had some good wave with one lad
gelling Gold helgh,t, reaching Ihe 14 OOOfl
level. Olhers with jewelledl crowns got
higher, but ifs easier then.

Our eomplement of 12 gliders in the
group Is now full with the entry of Mike
Costin's ex-Nimbus.

AI our AGM in March Arthur Jones took
over from Ran Rutherford as chairman,
Ron having finished a ten year stint. Flying
fees have gone up and 1981 statistics were
568 launches, 805hrs, 9500 cross-country
kilometres and an average flight time of
85min.

We celebrated our tenth anniversary at
ttle annual dinner i,n March wtlen very good
models of synd'icate and other gliders
decorated the tables and interesting and
relevant pho.lographs were displayed.

P.L.U.M.

SOUTHDOWN (Parham Airfield)
Our president and chairman, Les Allard,
gives up half his job alter 21yrs. He has
seen' the chub move from Friston to Firle
and frem Firle to Parham and grow from a
struggling hill site operation (with an
annual deficit of £100) to a successful soar
ing CIUD. Les remains as president of a
financially sound organisation wi,th five
sailpl'anes" tug, fine hangarage, clubhouse
and a secure site. We are pleased Joan
Cloke, in addition to all her valuable work
for the BGA and gliding movemeJ:lt, is our
new chairman.

Naomi Collier, Jim Taylor and Rod
Walker have their five hours. Our K-7, star
of local and national press, radiQ and all
television channels, has returned after
repairs following its incredible electric
high-wire balancing act. Gwen, Brown, tlhe
pupil on this, flight, was discharged from
hospital after a short stay and Is now
receiving dental treatment as an outpatjent
wh,ich we hope will soon lead to her full
recovery.

Our CFI, Keith Mitchell, retired gracefully
(but with an armful of cups) at the AGM and
we welcome Don Irving as successor.

A.V.S.

SOUTH WALES (Usk)
There was only a short break due to a
water-logged field. Xenaphon Symenodise
has his BroJ:lze C and Dave Jobbins Ilew to
the Long Mynd for Silver distance. Steven

,FV2720C COMMUNICATION TRANSCEIVERA Taste of

Hang Gliding
Are you curious about the

pe.formance potential and operating costs of
the modem 5th Generation HANG GLIDER"

Sink Rate 180 ft/min. Top speed 55 mph.
British XC record 83 miles, Interested? Take
a two-day course. (3hrs Iheory. and about 25
flights) induding two nights' accommodation
for (65, All equipment provided.

For further details and colour brochure
send SAE fo The Secretary ... A Taste Of
Hang Gliding". Hungetford Hang Gliding
Centre. Wolfhall Manor. BURBAGE.
MARLBGROUGH. Wiltshire. The Centre
is situated between London and Bristol. 4
miles from the M4.
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-AVIONIC

General Specifications:
Frequency range 118,000 - 135,975 MHz
Channels 720
Channel spacing 25 KHz
Power requirements 12.5 V (11 - 14 V)

Receiver:
Sensitivity Beller than 1 uV for 6 dB noise

Flow Technology (2000) Ltd
581 Fishponds Road, Bristol

Tel: (0272) 654800
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For a balanced glider fleet
of quality

ALEXANDER
SCHLEICHER

provides the answers with the:

ASK 21 The two-seater specifically de
signed for practical day-to-day,
stress-free instruction at all
levels.

ASK 23* The single-seater designed as a
robust easy-to-f1y, easy-ta-soar,
first solo to Gold C trainer.

ASW 19b The Standard Class glider with
smooth, docile handling and
excellent g~ide path control.

ASW 19b A fixed wheel version of the
Club ASW 1'9b for those who wish to

fly free from compHcations; or
the less experienced ..

ASW 20 Still the 15 Metre Olass gl'ider
with by far the most world-wide
competition successes in its
class.

ASW 20L The basic ASW 20 with tip exten
tions for better glide performance
(over 1:45).

ASW 22 The glider with the best perform
ance in the World.

'Not yet in series production.

For further details

write or phone

John Jeffries

London Sailplanes Ltd
Dunstable, Beds

(0582) 63419
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SAILPLANE/GLIDER/AIRCRAFT

INSURANCE

TRY THE SPECIALISTS

J. A. Harrison (Brokers) Ltd.
SECURITY HOUSE

160-161 BROMSGROVE STREET

BIRMINGHAM B5 6NV

•
RATES ARE REDUCED BY

QUALIFICATION

SPECIAL SCHEME FOR
EXPERIENCED PILOTS

Telephone: 021-692-1245
Telex: 335142

SlIJIIJG...
Leading manufacturerS iJnd suppliers 01equipment Ior gliding and lighr aviation

STOCI( CLEARANCE

SA E!
(ex glider production stocl<)

at least

25%O,FF
MOST ITEMS

Approved Materials

e T45 & T26 Steel tube,
e Surplus steel bar,
e Paint & dope, fabric tape,

eGaboon ply, tyres & tubes,

e A.G.S. parts,etc.

Send S.A.'E. for list.
mb

SLlNGSBY ENGINEERING LIMITED
KlfkbyfflOOlstde. YOlk Y066EZ. England. Tel.075131751 Telex 57911

SAILPLANE & GLIDING



Reed and Graham Bailey are going on
instructors' courses.

A super Easter weekend with wave, ridge
and thermals saw the end of the first
course tun by Keit.h Richards. Our new
winch has been tested and will be in use for
the forthcoming co,urses. Many thanks to
the builders.

PAC.
STAFfORDSHIRE (Morrldge)
Once again Easter has been kind. On ,the
Saturday that celebrated pair, Colin Aat·
cliffe and Peter Fo'ster, had a 50mira flight in
a cloud street after 5.00pm. At the AGM the
subscription was raised to £60 plus, a £10
joining fee; laulilch fees increased to £1.20
and nying time put up to 8p/min. Jim Clarke
won the ,Ken Sher,ill 'cr,oss-country trophy
and Peter Foster was awarded the Chair
man's Cl}p.

Our 100 Club is still contributing to club
funds to finance Hie new flying retrieve
winch. Mid-week flyirag commenced earty
April for the first lime in an effort to extend
our soaring season. Ken Fern gained his A
and B certificates plus two Bronze legs in
his first year with us.

P.F.

STRATFORD ON AVON (Long Marston
Airfield)
The fol'lowing were aWiJrded pots at the
AGM on April 1. Peter Gaunt (best flight in

1 a club aircraft); Trevor Ti'bbetts (most prog
ress),; Chris Roberts (club ladder) and Lyn
dOll ''fafly'" Thorne and Bill Boug'h jointly
won the J'ohn Simonite trophy.

The highlight of the year is the arrival of
o'Ur new 230 horse Perkins diesel engined
towcar, built by "Tally" Thome, Bill Bugh
at1d' Tom Smith. Early trials are very suc
cessful.

John Dutton has retired after seven
years' committee work. New members
elected are Stan MacDonald, Reg Stokes
and Andy Ooffee. Conglatulations to
Maureen teller on going solo and to John
Blakemore on gaining his full Cal rating.

H.G.W.
STRATHCLYDE (Strathaven Airfield)
Congratulations to Laurance Ward on gain
ing his Bronze C and to Paul Aspin and
Arthur Hughes on Silver and Gold height
respectively. Des Tait, eFl, went to 550011 in
wave during a check flight in the K-?, but
poo,r visibility and the Scottish TMA eDded
the climb.

We hope to run an evening course and a
task weekend.

Best wishes to ex-member Douglas Wylie
for a quick recovery after his accident in
the Diamant at Portmoak.

PA

SURREY & HANTS (Lasham Airfield)
Congratulations to Chris Starkey On win
ning two BGA trophies (see Annual Award'S
p126) and to John Bastin on winnin9 the
club's Dukinfield-Jones trophy for his Gold
distance 300km triangle last August.

The season opened in grand style with
Ray Pentecost taking the club :Kestrel (355)
on a 300km O/R to Hereford in under fo,ur
hours on March 13. Two days' I'ater Chris
Coles flew 355 on a 300km O/A to Leicester
for his Gold distance and Diamond goal.

After 18 years flying club machines Chris
Lovell has succumbed to the temptations
of private ownership and taken over Pam
Davis' Mosquito.

At the AGM Mike Wilson, retired as
chairman, having presided over the
remarkable transition from the Pi latus, K-6
and Dart era of the mid-seventies to the
Sport Vegas, Astirs and Mosquito of the

All pilots can read - but the BEST PILOTS read

Sailplane & Gliding
The magazine can be obtained from most Gliding Clubs in
Gt. Britain, alternatively send £8.15 postage included for
an annual subscription to the Br,itish Gliding Association,
Klmbe1rley Ho'use, Vaughan Way, Leicester.

Red leather-cloth binders specially designed to take copies of the
magazine and gold-blocked withlhe title on the spine are only

available from the B.G.A.
Price £3.50 (£3.99, including post end packing).

OVERSEAS AGENTS
CANADA
T. A. Beasley. Soaring Supplies, PO Box 4851.
SI. Laurent, p.a. Canada, H4l 4Z5.

SOUTH AFRICA
Peter Eich, PO Box 82707, Southdale 2135, Johannesburg, Trans
vaal.
HOLLAND
Aeropress (Ary Ceelen) P Stockmanslaan 53, 5652 RB Eindhoven

USA and all other Countries
Payable in either Sterling £8.15 or US $17 but International Money
Orders preferred, direct to the British Gliding Association.

N'ew: Glaser-Dirks DG-101, 202 and 400

ALL GLASS FtBRE TRAILERS NOW AVAILABLE
DM 7000 - INCLUDING FITTINGS
101 and 202 IMPROVEMENTS ARE

" ~ingle piece canopy
2. Automatic self-connecting elevator
3. Sprung undercarriage
4, Kestrel type spring trimmer
5. Wheel brake on .air brake lever
6, New console nearer to pilot
7. Brake and ,flap levers nearer pilot
e. Water ballast new valves auto connect

AUSTIN AVIATION
Sole Glaser-Oirks UK distributor

122 MAIN STREET, STllLlNGTON, Nr YORK Y06 lJU
Telephone Easingwold 810255 24 hr. Ansaphone. Only

takes 30 sec. message
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D.G. 400 RETRACTABLE
PQWER PLANT SAILPLANE

Extremely good take off and climb
performance. 11

From slar,1 to erect powerpl'ant to
full power approximately 12 secs.
(Rotax 500 srs).
Noise level is ,Iow and at low
frequency.
Low struclural weight, particularly
wings which are ,carbon fibre.
Retains all the good features of the
202-15 m and t7 m series.

Versio ns available
OG >100
OG-l000 Version 101
OG-200 VersioB 202
OG-200/17 Version 202
OG-200117 C

(Carbon fibre Version 202)
For repairs contacl

R. L. Mclean
Tel. 0302 '535861

NORFOLK
SAILPLANES

--e--

Fully qualified repairers

--e--

Why not give us a ring re your

bent NC. We might be able to

get you flying fast

--e--

And we still make G.R.P. trailers

to fit your NC

--e--

Write or phone
NORWICH: (0603)

Day 53448 Evening 51691
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1 2 3 Sal

TM62

VOL

TUG SERVICING

TM.62 Ground Set
Fitted with 129.9, 130.1 and 130.4. 5 watts output. Size 2Ye x 5 x 8%".

Price £195 plus VAT

100 hr INSPECTIONS
ANNUAL CHECKS
C of A RENEWALS

TM.61 Glider Radio
Output 1.8 watts at 12.5 volts.
Size 2% x '2% x 7W' long,
up to 6 Channels, normally
supplied with 130.1 and
130.4. complete with hand·
held mike tor Swan-neck
boom mike, optional extra
at £20), speaker and wiring
harness.

Price £180 plus VAT

BOWKER AIR SERVICES tTD
Rush Green, Hitchin, Herts

Tel. 0438 55051

The new Aiirtour hard cover
Glider Pilot's Logbook is
now available at £4;02 plus
40p p&p including VAT, by
personal visit or mail

order.

C.A.A. welding and re-sprays. Repairs to wood, glass-fibre and steel tube
machines. Stocks of most materials for repairs and re-builds. Wide range
of instruments in stock. Barograph and A.S.1. Calibration.

London Sailplanes Ltd.
Tring Road, Dunstable, Bedfordshire Telephone Dunstable 62068

U. K. Agents for Tost and A. Schleicher

Open Monday to Saturday 9. 00 am to 5.30 pm

Also we have a full range
of glider and power pilot's

accessories.

AIRTOUR
INTERNATIONAL

ELSTREE A1:RODROME
ELSTREE, HERTFORDSHIRE

Telephone: 01 953 4870
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Michael &dman photographed the /(-2,1 landing at Bicesterwhen he visited the club recently and was made most welcome.

eighties. Let's hope that our new cl1airman,
Ray Partridge, sees more such progress.

R.P.

SWINDON (South Maraton A.irfi~ld)

Members redecorated the Clubhouse dur
ing the winter and the new entrance means
we no longer have to go through the work
shop.

Phil Martin has gained his Bronze C and
a K-18 nas replaced our elderly K-8 and
Skylark 4.

R.L.

TRENT VALLEY (Kirton Lindsey)
Our operations are more restricted this
year. We now have two 150m wide grass
runways which seem a little short com
pared wHh the almost limitless expanses
previously. However, we have permission
to erect our new clubhouse and work has
started.

Our lirst two Silver distances were 110wn
on Easter Monday by Nev 'Holmes and Tom
Kelly, Tom gainin.g, his Silver height on the
same flight. We have three new instructors,
Pete Housley, Paul Hessel:tine and Richard
Hannlgan.

The results ollhe lIrstlnter-Club compet
ition were a Iiltle disappointing but watch
out, Mick Ward !has traded in his 011' 2a for
a Pirat!

R.H.

YORKSHIRE (SuUon Bank)
A final comment on last winter - one
group were snowed in for a complete

Windcones mad'e in Min istry of Defence
hypalol'l and also in nylon and cambric.
Landing Marker Sets in bright orange.
National, Advertising Flags and
8anners.
Canvas Covers for all requirements.
Flagstaffs supplied and erected in
Steel, Aluminium, Fibreglass and
Timber - suitable for Windcones.

PIGGOTT BROTHERS & CO. LIMITED
Stanford Rivers, Nr. Ongar. Essex eMS 9PJ

Tel 0277 363262 '
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weekend, lInally digging themselves out by
Monday afternoon.

In response to the· low number 01 ab
initios, we are experimenting with one-day
courses at the weekends to introduce glid
ing to the public. A Blanik and one instruc
tor will' be allocated to six people.

The annual dinner-dance was well
attended wHh much amusement provided
by our .guest speaker, John WiHiamson.

The holiday COUfses again show promise
of being well attended, inclUding the
October sel,f-catering. courses.

We are fortunate 10 contintJeto benelit
from the capable services of Jean, Christ
ine, Caml, Mike and our CFI, Henryk.

W.R.B and J.R.

BRIAN W.EARE
GLIDER WORKS

DUNKESWELL AIRPORT
HONITON, DEVON

Tels: Luppitt 318 (9-6 pm)
HOl'liton 41679 (after 6 pm)

MAJOR OR MINOR REPAIRS ON
WOOD, GLASS-,FIBRE, OR METAL.
AlSO RESPRAYS GLIDERS AND

LIGHT AIRCRAFT

C or A OVERHAULS

B.G.A., C.A.A., P.F.A. APPROVALS

DOLPHINI
The definitive air-mass conversion for
all sailp:lanes and most vario systems.
Ask the expert ...

"Simple, effec.tive, it workS" George Lee

State sailplane, vario and TIE method
Single weight version £27.50
Double weight version £4$.00
and JSW CALCULATORS £5.50

(sI ale sailplane)

JSW SOARLNG
(John WilliamSOn) (0276-63236)
12 Warren Rise, Frimley, Surrey

GU165SH

~[E~'¥7~(C[E
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BICESTER (,RAFGSA Centre)
Our new Nimbus 3 was collected from
Munich in February and first flew on April
3. Nicky Caunt went solo and gained her A
certificate less than three weeks after her
16th birthday.

CongratUlations also to our new assis
tant Cats, Dave Campbl;lll and Gary Buck
ner, who qualified from No. 4Joint Services
Adventurous Training course in March.
Thirteen members of other clubs success
fully completed the course, .one gaining
Silver height and another Silver distance.

The extra hour of daylight was cele
brated at the end of March with an enjoy
able impromptu barbecue.

C.B.

CRANWELL (RAFGSA)
T'he soaring season got o'ff to a good start
over Easter with most pilots having their
first good soaring Uights 01 the year. Mick
Baker converted to the K-8 and gained
Silver height and a Bronze leg. on his first

~~====~~==-

Glidervvork
C of A OVERHAULS

and REPAIRS

By l. GLOVER senior inspector

---.....'f~---
~~l~

Husbands Bosworth Airfield, Near Rugby
Tel. Market Harborough 880375

Lullerworlh 57544
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trip, having gone solo two weeks previ
ously. Martin Bedford and Anay Iv.ory a·lso
went solo 'recently and Rachet Whitting
ham, Steve Benn and lan Tapson have their
Bronze Cs.

Ray Hutchings and Simon Hall are now
assistant Cats and Steve Huit has joined us
as an assistant Cat and brought along his
Kestrel 19.

George Foster has his tug rating and
Mark "Wilbur" Wilson gained his Silver C
at Portmoak. The complete fleet is now
active.

GAB.

EAGLE (Detmold)
The year started well with us carrying off all
the prizes at the RAFGGS's AGM. They
were presented by George Lee as· follows:
the Nato cup (for the RAFGGA club with
the greatest increase 'in hours, cross
country 'kilometres and badges), received
on our behalf by Alan Thompson, chairman,
and John Mitchell, CF,I; the Pete Oawson
tmphy (besl flight), Ray Pye for a 300km
triangle in Hie K-6E and ,the Pete Lane tro
phy (fastesl closed circuit), RObbie Knight
for a 300km triangle in the LS-3A.

We went to Aosta in early March and
enjoyed some interesting mountain flying
although the wave wasn't good enough for
any really high climbs. Whilst there a tragic
mid-air lug collision occurred resulting in
the death of both pilots, one of which was
the Italian CFI. Our deepest regrets and
sym,pathies go to both bereaved families

and to the Aero Club Vallee D'Aosta.
Spring lIying has started well at Detmold

with lots of soaring. Jeff McVey did 98km
for 'his Si,lver distance on April 4 and Aden
Williams and Flip Fritz, one of our Ameri
can membe,rs, went solo, Aden converting
to the K-8. We are looking forward. to run
ning three summer courses and hosting
the BFG Championships in July.

A.A.T.

I FULMAR (RAF Kinloss)
February and March brought wave and
thermals with Keith Tegg achieving the first
hour 011 the winch and Rich Arnallthe Hrst
cross-country with a landing at the High
land GC site at Dallachy.

After many years' hard and productive
work as CFI, Bob L10yd has handed over to
Mick Orr, though stays on as deputy chair
man.

A course at Bicester has given us three
new instructors, Dave Dawe, Rich Arnall
and Dave Stewart. Dave also completed his
Silver C with a distance flight.

Well done Dave Hopkins and Tony Rex
on going solo and Keith Tegg on gaining
his Bronze C. Finally, farewell to Steve Par
tridge, bar officer, who has been posted
south.

P.G

PHOENIX (RAF BriiggeA)
Congratulations to "Crazy Dutch" on get
ting a Bronze leg, to Pims and Bob Free on
gaining two legs, to J'ohn Gee for convert-

ing to the K-18, Chris Bagley and lan Gar
ton to the K-6E and Ron -Lamb to the
ASW-20. Not to be overshadowed by Dad,
Gee junior soloed the recently majored
K-13.

Dick Mutray, Norman Oanby and Ron
Lamb, plus the Astir, wen! to Northern Italy
in a vain search for Diamonds, though they
had many flyi,ng hours. Membership
increases and the club is in good spirits.

A.F.M.D.

TWO RIVERS (RA'F Laarbruch)
Our membership has increased dramatic
ally with both ab-initio anq experienced
pilots joining. AI Thornpson, from Fulmar,
is already doing great things In our air
craft workshop and Bob and Sue Dall
arrived with their own Vega. We have said
goodbye to Phil Gunn, Mlck lee and his
wife Jayne.

The Easter weekend, after a poor start,
brought excellent soarin.g conditions.
There were Bronze legs for Dave Cherry
man (who also gained his Silver height),
Phil Buckley, Mick Cooper, Angus Murray
and Steve Tape (who soloed only the week
before) and 300km O/Rs to Melle, near
Osnabruck, for AI Thompson and Bob Dall;
Mick Taylor almost managed his 300km but
missed his TP.

We had our first .. isit of the year from a
BrOggen pilot w'ho flew in to claim the
"Pot"; their triumph was short-lived as we
reclaimed it the next day.

D.R.M.

BREATHE EASY
WITH THE

~Th~~~~~~~~!I~~~wmd
~ driven extractor fan. It's the simplest, most
~ effective way to remove stale air, odours and

condensation.

• Easiry ins!alled • Strongly built

• Weatherproof • Maintenance free

AV Flettner Ventilator Ltd,
rl 2 Basing Hill,I London NW11 8TH

Telephone 01-455-7469
"Ylppee - solo a/ready?" Michael Spencer.

Plea:,.e send addilional infonnalion

300 Nonh Z=b Road
Dcpl. P.R.
Ann Artlor. Mi. 48106

MAIN STOCKISTS

THERMAL EQUIPMENT
LIMITED

Lasham Airfield, Alton, Hampshire
Telephone Herriard 359 or 0256-83 359

WINTER BAROGRAPHS
University
Microfilms
International

C;,y _

Slalc Zip _

N<lme _

ln~lilulion'__ _

Slrcc''-- _

This Publication
is available in Microform.

-.,
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AVON SOARING GsENTRE
Bidford-on-Avon, Nr. Alcester, Warks.

Tel. Bidford-on-Avon (0789) 772606

UNDER NEW

WHATEVER YOUR THING YOU CAN LEARN TO DO IT

BETTER AT BOOKER
MANAGER: BRIAN SPRECKLEY CFI: CHRIS ROLLlNGS

Booker Gliding Club, W.A.P., Marlow, Bucks. Tel: (0494) 442501 or 29263

JunelJuly 1982

".
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PRIVATE OWNER INSURANCE - BE
AWARE

Pear Editor,
Last August my Std Cirrus was involved

In an accident in which my syndicate part
ner was very seriously injured and the Cir
rus written-off. Our insurance claim was
eventually settled in February and a few dif
'iculties arose which I think other private
OWflers s!:lould be made aware of.

Originally we shopped around for the
most competWve quotation, placed the
insurance, and a little while afterwards
received a fairly lengthy policy document.
This was fine as previously with another
insurance broker we did not receive such
detailed paperwork. The glider with
instruments was insured for £7500,
although the small print on the policy
document said that in the event of a cam·
plete loss the insurance company could, at
their option, replace the glider with another
of the same make and similar condition.
We were not aware of this when we took
out the insurance (possibly our fault) and
anyway when the policy arrived detailing
this it seemed fair enough, after all - seri
ous accidents always happen to someone
else!

The broken Cirrus was declared a write
off and with our agreement the wreck was
sold by the insurance company to a rebuil
der to be rebuilt at leisure. A letter arrived
from a L1oyd's assessor (not our insurance
broker) informing us that they had found a
replacement Cirrus, valued at £6500 and
that the insuranee company would like to
exercise their option to replace the original
machine, thereby saving themselves £1000.
This seemed fair enough, after all one
would expect them to protect the interests
of the insurance company and it could
possibly be argued that the value of the
glider had fallen since the £7500 valuation
was made at Easter, 1981. However there is
a catch and it is a big one. The machine
offered was a rebuilt one (possibly another
insurance write-off!) - is this a fair
replacement for the original which was in
very good condition and had flown few
hours?

There is no dOllbt Ihat our best repairers
make a first class job and the machine
locoked, and probably was, perfect. The
catch is of course that in a small and fairly
depressed market the rebuilt mach,ine is
w.orth less than a prang free one.
Psychological maybe but a fact 01 life!

On this basis we refused it arld the insur
ance company respor:lded by offering us its
value - £6500. We fell this to be unfair.
After bringing in a solicitor and some
months later this offer was raised to £7000
- still £500 below the insured value, which
we accepted.
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I would not like anyone to think that I am
casting 'asperations on the insurance com
pany or on -the rebuilder, as everyone has to
make a living. However, as the customer on
the end of the line, one would not expect it
to be necessary 10 bring in a solicitor il'l
order to get a decent settlement.

To all private owners I would recommend
that you check the small print In your pol
icy, assuming you have a full policy docu
ment. If anyone finds himself in a similar
position get a solicitor involved immedi
ately, and finally, fix yourself up with a per
sonal insurance policy - unless you can
afford not to be earning while spending six
mont!:ls recovering from the accident.
JOHN CLlFFORD, Swindon, Wilts.

A CASE FOR FiniNG SPRINGS

Dear Editor,
Dive brakes should lend 10 stay closed

and wheels should tend to' stay down.
Accidents rarely come out of the blue but

are surrounded by a cloud of near misses.
Murphy's law will catch, you in the end but
if you heed the warning of the near misses
it is likely you will fend off the evil day a
little bit longer.

Enough of such generalities! I have seen
a sufficient number of dive brakes suck'ing
out of their own accord without the pilot's
knowledge to feel sure that they should be
biased to closure like the spoilers of yore.

I have written this letter so tha,t the BGA
Technical Committee will see the light in
ten years' time. In the meantime designers
and manufacturers please take note and
everyone else fit springs.
BRENNIG JAMES, Ma~low, Bucks.

Dick Stratton, BGA chief technical officer,
replies: There is nothing in the recently
pUblished Jo'int Airworthiness Require
ments Part 22 (JAR22) which represents
the combined aeronautical brain power of
the EEC to require either speed brakes to
snap shut, or wheels to automatically lock
down. Neither do JAR's require canopies 10
snap shut on the .occupant's fingers! How
ever, some such systems are more "goon
resistant" (never proof) than others, and
some such systems are better engineered
than others, so the purchaser has the
option to Seek out the best bargain. The
BGA Technical Committee have no wish to
deny British SUbjects the option to pur·
chase gliders conforming to JAR22 -certifi
cation standards by imposil1g UK special
conditions on certification. Likewise, in no
way will it discourage people with '
engineering initiative and competence
from improving the product. Hereafter we
all depend on good airmanship.

GET THEM WHEN THEY ARE YOUNG

Dear Editor,
The glider pilors wife isn't always a very

happy one. It is a selfish sport, demanding
a great sacrifice of time and few airfields
have much to oHer families beyond the first
fascination of aircraft spotting.

But with just a little bit of imagination
nearly all our clubs could include a few
activities to, amuse children, There areusu
ally unused and safe corners on most
glliding fielc:ls where there could be an
adventure playground (a few tree stumps
sl,mk in t!:le ground, a roughly built cabin or
eyen an old glider cockpit plus ropes and
tyres), a small putting area (plastic con
tainers byried in the grass make fine holes)
and a sandpit.

Once the little ones are happy, the wives
can relax, make friends and discover the
gliding field isn't such a bleak place after
all.

And there is a beneficial spin off. The
noisy under fives soon become useful
youngsters, capable of countless gliding
club chores. Their interest is soon caught
when they are given a little responsibility
and they quickly develop into our next
generation of solo pilots.
"PETER PAN", London.

SARTORIAL CLEAN-UP

Dear Editor,
Wh,atever is, it aboul gliding that makes

people want to dig out their worst, most
worn clothes and parade themselves on the
airtield? I doubt they would be seen doing
their gardens in some of the tatty, dirty
.Iookin9 old gear they think fil for gliding.
No wonder the press sh,lIn us. I sh.ould
think they are afraid to come near.

The time has definitely come to take
stock of ourselves and for the BGA to step
in with a properly designed uniform for all
respecting glider pilots. It needn't be
elaborate or 'expensive - just clean and
neat.

I suggest a basic flying suit, deprived of
all those expensive-ta-make and totally
unnecessary pockets and flaps, and cos
,ting no morelhan the price of two
aerotows. For ,the ambitious, there could'
even be silver coloured ones for the Silver
C pilot and a gold cloth for the high,er qual
Ification, thGug h "m mo're set 01'1 a regula
tion airforce blue with wings for the solo
pilot.

Yes, it makes sense and I hope the BGA
will take me up on this point and get staned
straighl away -in tidying up the gliding field.
"ALWAYS IMMACULATE", 80gnor Regis.

SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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HOBBIES

SPERRY 3C horizon with inverter. Face size 3",4 inches. Pur
chaser 10 arrange collection. Perranporth 3316. £65,

OLY463, No 387. Speedwell aluminium trailer. Alwaysprivately
owned. Two man rig. Super outfit £3000 now and £1000 later.
Would swop for suitable boat. Ring me and discuss details.
Peter Morgans. Evenings (0646) 600940. Work (0437) 3881.

PA25-235 D Pawnee GliderTug torsale, Immaculatecondition.
Tel 043855051.

LIBELLE 201-8. Supercondition. radio. oxygen. low line trailer.
Based Marchington 4 x 1/6 shares available. £1134 each. Don
Stevenson 0283-820484.

T.21 B Open cockpit. £ 12000no.
FAUVETTE. Closed trailer and instru
ments. All new fabric. Completely over
hauled and repainted. £31000no.
ALTIMETERS Mark 20A. Good condition
and tested £95.
SKYLARK 4. Instruments and closed
trailer. £40000no.
Repairs ancl C of A inspections on
wooden, metal and glass-fibre sail
planes.
Factory trained and approved repair
agent for GLASER-DIAKS Sailplanes.

Bob Melean
241 B.awtry Road. Bessacarr

Doncaster DN4 7AL
Tel: 0302 535861 or 0302 64931 (home)

FOKA 4, good condition. superb handling. fUlly aerobatic. 34: 1.
effective airbrakes. 2 man rig. With trailer. oxygen. parachute.
£4500. Daytime T, Eastelow. Paignton 550762 Ext648. even
ings Fairclough. Christow 52249,

PIK 20. Fullest instrumentation. TM6 and Ground set. Large
rudder. competition finish aM sealing. purpose built trailer. Tel
0'793721629.

MOSQUITO B based LASHAM. immaculate order. less than
1OOhrs.I~11 instruments. parachute. trailer. Two quar1er shares
available. £2750. 01-<398-5834.

K-6CR. Basic instumenls. Covered trailer. £3300 or nearest
offer. Conlact B. Gardner OIl 04012 28430r Wolds GlidingClub,
The Airfield. Pockington on 07592 3579 (weekends only).

\lEGA. Complete outfit or hull etc. 0337 30042 (evenings),

PILATUS B-4 with trailer, artiticial horizon, t",n an<j' slip. audiO
var,lo. oxy~en. radio, Based Sutton Bank. £4800, 'Cook. Hull
863973.

PILATUS B-4.Excellenlconditlon. f"Upanel. N.ewCoIA,Good
!railer. t55000no. Parachute optional extra. Richard Grondy. 7
Johnslone'St, Bath (0225) 65375.

AStIR CS77. Full instrumentation. radio. Ddlphin. pwachute
and trailer. Only BOhrs ,total. C of A. £82000no. Yeavil 72964.

TWIN ASTIR,with instruments and metal trailer. CofA till March
83. £7500incVAT. For lull details phone HighWyoombe 29261.

MOlOR FALKE t971.C of" 1year torun, £4500incVAT, For
full details phone High Wycombe 29261,

OL YMPIA 2B, C of A. Instruments. Parachute. Closed Metal
Trailer. Dart type Canopy. Diltails Whitley Bay 526617 (heme)
North Shields 5741,01 • ~97 (w()(k).

IPHOEBUS HC w~h tull panel,. pwachule. tail chute and
Speedwell metal trailer.f595O<:omplete! ViewLesham. Phone
Aldershot 850526.

DARTt,7WR.OneoltwospeciallybulltforPoIishWorldChamp
ionshlps', Superb soaring mac'hine. Radio. PZL and Cook var
ios, oxygen, paraChute, Iraller. Based at Hinton ,(Banbury). For
sale al £6000 or 1/3 s'hare at C21 00, Telephone 0869 40322.

KESTREL 1g. Commonly acknowledged as the be,t handting
Kestrel'inthe busirle.s. All mod'cons (lolly instrumented. radio.
trailer, etc.) except barograph. parachute and oxygen but will
consider if, reqrnred. New C of ",£8500. Phone 0733 269069.

Get attached to a Witter
Britain's No. 1 toWing bracket

Send' lor lhe price lisl andnameof your
nearesl Wilter stockist, or find him in

Yellow Pages. FOr InfonnaiiOl1 or advice:

C. P. Wllter lid.,Che~
Tet. 02« 41166, ~

'STRONG' PARACHUTES - Special consignment - once only offer - brand new. slim, 26" canopy, Idenlicalto
ones being supplied to lhe next World Championship Team.

BOOKS - now slocking Ihe largest seie<:tion in the UK - send for list,
SOARING MAGAZINE - Direct distribution in the UK. 12 issues for £25, inc pp, June copies available. also special

50th anniversary (May t982) edition,
RENT·A-CREW - Volunteers. preferably with experience required.
COMPETITION SEASON - Gel your maps. scales. protractors. graphic tape. knee pads. compass roses. calc. etc

NOW - don't get caught out lhis year.
ALSO: Baneries: Magnetic Base Aerials: Parachutes repacked; Oxygen recharging: Soaring Binders (12 copies):

Superb gliding postcards: Large Posters.
ARGENTINA - Don't cry ... etc. Looks as though jj's ORF. Iolks. Join Ma~orie's Magical Mystery Tour instead (woo

knows you might still end up at the World Champs. wherever they are!)
DETAILS of all above items sent on receipt 01 SAE.

144 LYTHWOOD ROAD, BAYSTON HILL, SHROPSHIRE, SY3 OLW. Tel (074372) 3885

rO\lV'NG iifiAD<-f:lS
STD CIRRUS, in excellent condiNon wilh re-profiled
wings, waterballast. C 01 A until November 1982. Hull and
basic instruments. £6750. New WOOden trailer available if·
required and credit facilifies. Tel 0530 36080 (evenings).
0509843745/6 (daytime).

'MITY' weak links. Aerotow ropes. winch chutes. Aslleys
Ltd. Gosford Street. Coventry 0203-20771.

ASTIR CS. Lale 1976. TM6. F!,rranti AlH. Oxygen. C of A to
Jan 83. £6000 or with metal trailer ~7200. Rink Frank ~ving at
01-589-511,1 Ext 18270< at Lasham.

KESTREL 1'9. Two man rig. Full panel. Radio .. oxygen. bare
~raph, Parachute. Large rudder. Fibregiass trailer. Offers
aro"nd £8750. Phone 0742 365978.
K-T, privately owned. with trailer, basic instfuments. New
C of A, Large canopy. PllOne 060 7452235 or 028375220,
Offers.
BOCIAN 1E with open trailer. Onlv 1200hrs. New C of A.
Can be viewed at Lasham. £45000no, 0703846082.

PIK-E Company aircraft must be sold. Iow houf1l. full
panel. VOR. 720 channel radio. barograph. parachute.
factory trailer, Estimated cost 10day over £21000. Will
accept the highest olter Over £12000 plus VAT. For
further particulars apply: Gilberts (Blackpool) lld, Gilair
Works, Lee Rd. Marton. Blackpool. Lancs. TeI66911,

IlAll 400/6 Variometer with audio and MtlO. Low current
oonsumption internal capacity. Complete wiring harness.
PMne 0494 881166,

SWAllOW" Aecently refurbished. C of A to March 83.
Darl canopy. Good instrumentation. Parachute. £1450.
Viewable Kent Gliding Club. Brightling (042482) 295.

KESTREL U at Lasham. 1/3 share complete oultit. Fully
equipped. £27500no. Tel 01-262-2288 (evenings).

K-2, TANDEM 2-seater. Good condition. Basic
Instruments. 2 p,ece canopy, Offers? Doug Gardner.
Brighton 400232 (evenings). East Sussex Gliding Club.

GRUNAU BABY 3. Built 1955, Lovingly re-Iabricatoo and
re-spraved by senior C of A inspector. Blue and I"hile
irrmaculate Steel trailer, instruments. aerotow hook, air
brakes, Only 1()la~nches since refurbishment. NewC oJ A on
delivery £1050. Call JO'hn Ealon at Fowey (072683 3594).

ASTIR CS, 1976. Privately 'Owned. nearly new trailer, Rig
giAg aids. Panel includes FIo-Tek 2000 Flight Director.
Limits 1'44-223 It!. PowerJul airbraKes. docile handling
and large coc'kpil, an ideal club or syndicate glider. 500
launches. 55Ohrs. To be sold with ali mods completed and
new C of A. Cl500, nO VAT, Glyn Richards-Challock 274,

BLANIK. One private owner. Two full panels incl. NHs,
Ball vario. Brunswick. Dittel. T,ailer with all aids. Abbott,
Tei 0482 862590 (evenings).

LOW-HOUREO libelle. pristine condition. wilhfilled traier and
new C of A. Gryos. inverter. oxygen. etc. Seen North Weald.
Essex. £6450. Phone 01-500-,2033 any time.

MOSQUfTO 6. Low hours, Good condWon, excellenltrailer and
fillings. Based Lasham. SMres available, Basingstoke 21 070,

~'7 with basic inWuments. £35OOono, Can be viewed any
weekend at Wyvern GC. RAF Upavon. Contact: Sue Hawkins
Bicester 3311 ext 2695 (office) Bicester 3231 (home),

TWO new. unused. Irvin 26" backpack pilots' parachutes Ior
sale. Price £300 each or nearest offer. R. A. Staflord. 57 Bushy
Park Rd, Dublin 6. Tel Dublin (0001) 905460

TRAILERS

K-7 conversion to K-13 at min. cost
BGA Approved

Also for sale K-13 (Genuine) £5300

BOB REECE
Rematlc, School House, Nor1on, Nr Worcester

Tel: Worcester (0905) 821334

FOR SALE

Advertisements, with r,emillance, should be
lent to Chelron Press Ltd, 7 Amersham Hill,

High Wycombe, Bucks. Tel 0494 442423. Rate

25p. word. Minimum £$.00. eox numbers £2.00
extr,. Replies to Ibox numbers should be
sent to the same address, the closing date

for classified advertisements for the
August-September issue Is July 6, a.m.

Joe & Terry Linee

Competitive Prices send for Quotations.
Higher Bockhampton, Dorchester, Dorset.

Phone: Dorchester 62307

CANOPIES
To fit most gliders

Direct manufacturers

BOB REECE
Rematlc, School House, Norton

Nr. Worcester

Tel: Worcester (0905) 821334

TllAllERS MANUFACTURED to your requirements. Tim
ber or Aluminium. Very compet;live prices, GLIDER
REPAIRS. C 01 A Martyn Wells, long-Compton (Warwick
shire) 2t 7,

COBRA arid trailer with lull instrumentation including
ADC and solar panel. £5000, Tel 01-500-5923,

THE SCOUT MICROliGHT AIRCRAFT - Conventional
configuration stick control taildragger aeroplane. Engine
- 250cc Robin - Climb 55Ofps - Cruise 47mph - Max
speed 65mph - Stall 18kts. Rigs from car roof in 12min.
Price £2475 plus VAT (Ready to fly). For details and your
nearest dealer send SAE to: SKYCRAFT (UK) Lld. 79/81
Prestwick Road. AYR. Scotland KA8 8LH or Phone 0292
82685,

KIlE-2A. Transparent fabric. closed trailer. instruments.
Good condition but no C of A, £1000, J, Rees, Wigan
49156r'weekdayevenings.

OlY·4&3. Good condition. comprehensive oultit and
Irailer. Would syndicate at Rufforth or sell complete,
Otfers? Tom Hellins 0532-506992.

SKYLARK 4. No 100. Privately owned from new. Low hrs.
fuU panel including AlH. T/S. audio vario. Trailer with
superb, ,igging aids. seen at Camphill. Phone 0742
442404.

1$-290. 15mflapped glider with oxygen. instruments and
trailer. Recent respray, £4850 or consider PX against
ASW20 or similar. Tel (0452) 412071.
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PETERBOROUGH SAILPLANES
73 HIGH S-TREET. MAXEY, MA~KET DEEPING

TEL. MARKET DEEPING (0778)347506 OR PETERBOROUGH (0733) 264585 (EVENINGS)

C'S of A - REPAIRS TO ALL TYPES AND MATERIALS - CANOPIES

TRAILERS FOR SALE RESPRAYS

closed timber trailers.
SKYLARK 4 with trailer £4750 SUPERIOR PAINTWORK

Basic SKYLARK 2 with trailer £2850 BY MEL OUR SPRAYER
All new materials. Drive away PREFECT with trailer £800 ACRYLIC

- you paint GRUNAU 3, req. attention £350 SYNTHETIC

£650 BlANIKlK13 closed trailer £750 POLYURETHANE
NEW PROTOTYPE L1BELLE trailer £600 CEllULOSE

Fully painted £725
REPAIRABL'E SALVAGEBasic internal fit Add £75

FUlly fitted roll in Add £200 SKYLAFlK 2 £800 PRICES FROM
SKYLARK 3 Choice of !'NO £700

£225 inc
You choose how much you SKYl.ARK 4 £1000

want to do OLY-2B £350

B.G.A. SENIOR INSP DAVE ALMEY P.F.A. APPROVED

PIK 20E for sale. Complete in own selfcontained
hangar/road lrailer. Fully equipped including 720
channel radio. Only 14 engine hours and virtually
as new.
Young family forces quick sale. £15 oooono and
ready to fly this season.

Geoff Wilson 0562 700845 (home)
021 643 4269 (work)

DART 15. 8argainoulfitw~h radio, oxygen, horizon, Cook vario,
PZLvario, neno, parachute. Beautiful oondltion. Superb low line
trailer with rigging aids. A delight to fly, safe with powerful
brakes. Tel Exmouth 5274.

COBRA 15. Excellentconditioncomplete outfil. Neverpranged.
38:1. Ring Burton-on-Trenl (0283) 702235. Offers around
£4750.

ZX-Sl OWNERS. Computer cross-oountry simulation br the
16KZX-81 in fast-running machinecode. Cassene£4.45 inc pp.
R. P. Brlsbourne, 27 Severn Drive, Hindley Green. Wigan,
Lancs. Tel Wigan 57989.

SLINGSBYTUTOR, verIJ good oondition. Basic instruments in
dry storage. Any inspection, offers around £550. Tel
021-777-1137.J. Cox.

1/4SHARE NIMBUS 2B based at Syerslon and Cranwell. Fully
compelition equipped, Rioo night director. oxygen, fixed tail
plane, rigging and towing-out aids, trailer. £2950. Jon Taylorl
Dee Reeves, Oxbrd (0865) 47066.

ASTIR CS. 1/4 share based Husbands Bosworth. £2295Ono.
Tel 021-3591934 anytime.

AEROMAIlT - SAE will send you the latest list of goodies
available on the secondhand soene. Great opportunity to
chaAge that spare instrument, baro, ·chute. radio etc into cash.
£t to place each item OA the ,list. clo HOBBIES, 144 Lythwood
Road, Bayston Hill. Shropshire SV3 OLW.

CIilSM - £1will send you the lalestlist of gliders on the register
for sale, plus two updates. £5 10 sell your glider through the
Central Register 01 the Sailplane Market. One time lee, no
commission charges. SAE for details 01 entry if not lammarw ~h

the layout. clo HOBBIES, 144 Lythwood Road, Beyston Hill,
Shropshire SV30LW.

T-21B immaculately restored and fully refurbished. T-21B
wreckage atso available. Rollason Condor syndicate rebuild
for cheap 2-seater flying. Essex Aviation 0787 237771.

KESTREL 19, large rudder, lull panel, 360 radio, oxygen.
Aluminium trailer, £8000. Seen at Duxford. Telephone Cam
bridge 247725 or 356740.

K-7. Fuselage reoovered; instruments include T&S, Horizon.
New C Of A. £3000. negotiable. Bioester 43030: Oxlord 52455
(evenings).
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SCHLEICHER K-7, trailer, full panels (TE cloud). all excellent
condition, new C of A, fuselage refurbished reoovered. Iow
hours. large canopy, nore belly hooks. £3650. Pt exchange
Pilalus K-6E, K-6CR or K8. Telephone Glouceslet' 60423.

KESTREL 19. £80OOono. Payment by iAstalments possible.
Full panel including Cambridge Director. Dinel radio. Para
chute, oxygen. Large rudder. Trailer. One owner from new.
Test fly at Husbands Bosworth. Phone Chris Simpson
0533·674173 (home) 0533-548070 (offioe).

LOOK! Olympia 2B must be ·best in oounlry. Basic panel. Plus
electric and T/S. Parachute. GRP enclosed trallet'. Must go.
Sensible offers to: Banry (0208) 850647 or Mike (0752)
772598.

PREFECT - good oonditlon, wings recently. recovered. Basic
Instnumenls, Open and enciosed canopy. £450. Dave Smith
045-74-3129 or Tony Dickinson 051'-677-5982.

NEW PZL VARIOMETERS
10 knot, with speed to fly ring £97.50.5 metre,
£80. Both with flasks. Also Cambridge ground
set, magnetic aerial £85. PZL compass £25.

Simon Duxbury - 0204 494311 Daytime
061 76'15875 Evenings

ASTIR CS 77. April 1978. Tail wheel mod. Full instrumenls,
parachute, radio, metal trailer. Tel 0844 291004 (Haddenham.
Bucks).

SKYLARK 2B. Fufl panel 'nc lE and radio, trailer and 2-man
rigging aid. Superb condition - probably the best example
you wifl see. £24000no. CMs Gibson, Yateley 878358 (even
ings).

STD CIRRUS Mk 2. 1/20' possibly two 1/4 shares in com
plete and immaculale outfit based Husbands Bosworth. For
full details tel 061-45~4063.

SKYLARK 2 and trailer, excellent oondition; VS 53
Sovereign, aluminium and openlrailers. Pye Bantam radio br
sale separately. Norwich 860006.

SCHLEICHER K2B, soaring' 2 seat. lull Instruments, metat
trailer. £2000. Ring ClaclOn-on·Sea 860598.

GLASFLUGEL Libelle 201 in suparb condition. Easy la rig
(ClUb members even volunteer). Owned 'by one syndicate
since new. Never damaged. C of A to October. £6500 iAC
trailer. Phone Wildbur 01 240 2430 (day), Eastell.Ol 650 2040
(evenings).

SKYLARK 3B. Full panel. chute. trailer. £2750000 w~h new C
of Aor negotiable w~hout. Finance possible. David Henry. Tel
Winchester 4433 Ext 6566.

PILATUS B4. 1/3 share. Based at Cotswold Glidjng OIub.
Aston Oown. Exoellent condition. full panel, radio. EB73
chute, metal trailer. £1850. Tel Gloucester 24081 (day) Wit
combe 2379 (evenings).

PYE BANTAM complete with Nicads p1us case, three glider
channels, NA1S cert ..£ t45. Cambridga dash mounted three
gflder channels, magnetic mounl aerial £85. Telephone (Ips
wich) 0473 42518.

BAROGRAPH 2 years old. Very little "sed. £1 100no. Para·
chute, lile exp~ed, fairly new buckle. Offers? Tai 020 883
416.

NORD 2000 Vintage glider. similar to OLV2 & MEISE - 1940
Olympics design. Built circa 1947. Impeccable handling and
thermalling to match. Current C of A. audio vario, parachute,
closed trailer. Full history, view al Booker, £23OOono. Ring
Staines 53274 (daytime), Winkfield Row 2805 (evenings).

PIRAT SZD30 for sale, nearly new. excellent condition. Only
10hrs. flown. Price £3800 (possibly new open trailer). Gerhard
Trapp, Karlstr. 25, 7403 Ammerbuch-l·. W. Germany. Tel
0049 7073 3504.

FAUVEL AV36 flying wing. BGA C 01 A. 24:1 glide. Open
trailer. Offers. GEC Courier AirseVportable. Two gliding fre
quencies £100. Phone K. Blake. Buxton 4365.

COBRA 15, good oondition with excellent trailer. radio, full
instrumenls including horizon and Cambridge vario. £4250
negoliable. Tel Upper Basildon (049162) 692.

DART 17R. Full panel. oxygen, radios. Irailer. C of A. £5500.
Becken 021 3533506. Brown 061 431 7422.

BLANIK, very good condition, low lime 32Ohrs. Very well
instrumented. Five months C of A. Tel R. A. Slade, Bristol
616394.

SKYLARK 3b, trailer, radio. C of A. instruments. £2600. Also
Pye Vanguard base radio £100. Phone Leighton Buzzard
379192.

PHOE8US l'1c. This beautifu'l aircraft is lor sale. Includes
full panel, oKygen system. parachute, Brunswick and
Nello. glassed wooden Irailer, rigging aids and one year's
C of' A. Exceptional performance at £5450. A. L. Bevan,
Weybridge 49949. Doug WalKer Ascot 23646.

WANTED

KESTREL trailer in good condition. Telephone 0243 782903.

WANTED - Wild gearbox - suilable Ior a winch. Contact D.
Hunter. Allaa 214283.

GLloeR parachute ,equired, also axle 0' suspension parts or
tra'iler for rebuild. For sale ASI calibrated 20-901<1. Oxygen
bonle. Rickmansworth 19658.

SAILPLANE & GLIDING



COTSWOLD Lightweight

Manager: Gordon Camp (CAA Full-Rating Motor-Glider Instructor and BGA Senior Inspector)

ENSTONE AERODROME, CHURCH ENSTONE, OXfORDSHIRE OX7 4NP Tel 060872-208

CIRCLES
Eager Circles in a summer sky,
Climbing gently - climbing high.
Racing on cloud' streets not to exceed
Completing a task at maximum speed.

Carefl!ll Circles in a morning sky
Another task lis set to try,
High up at cloudbase or a low level scrape,
Who knows how the day will eventually

sh,ape.

Sun fit Circles in a cloudless sky
like singi'ng with angels or songbirds that

fly
Part ,of the summer and distances vast
Of cornfields and heat haze and long days

that last.

Ragged Circles ,in an angry sky.
No time tor regrets or doubting why,
Icing in cloud tops at ten thousand feet,
Or high in a wave at heights not yet beat.

Gentle Circles in a wintry sky,
Seeking a wave or a hill to fly.
Hugging a hilltop on an upwind slope
Tethered to base by invisible rope,

lazy Circles in an evening sky,
Time to ponder - time to sigh,
Drift down for landing and packing away
Sailplane stowed for another day ...

D.CARTER

ASI FAILURE DUE TO MICE
Mice ate through the main rubber ASI pres
sure pipe in a Piper PA30 Twin Comanche
left for several days in a remote. 'hangar,
The owner, aware of the mice. put 'Water
trays around each landing gear leg but they
still found a way ,in and during the next
take-all the damage was discovered.

CAA comment: We have also 'heard of
another aircraft owner who found that
squirrels had stored many pounds of
acorns inside the wings of his aircraft. It
required removal of fabric and a partial
re-cover to get them all out. It would seem
that in some circumstances it may be
necessary to obtain the services of a cat
CAA approved, of course!

Recession hits French gliding. Nine·
teen more French, pilots became hOlders of
the "Brevet F" (All Three Diamonds) In 19B1,
despite a marked overall reduction in cross
countries (I 15B 699km as against
1 457369km in 1980). The statistics in gen
eral show a downward trend, although four
new clubs were termed and the number of
winch launches increased from 5576 to 6039
(several FrenCh clubs have returned to winch
launching), Economic factors are blamed for
the, decline, which isa SOurce Of great coliOern
to the French Federation. Whilst pilots ower 25
flew only 3% less than in 1900, those under 25
(the least able to meet increasing costs) flew
25% less.There was also a s1artling 38% fall in
military gliding activity,. caused by the partial
withdrawal of subsidy. Sixty-eight of the 118
French clUbs registered a .reduction in activity.
There was even a 56% drop in the number of
hours flown at Angers. We are lOOt the only
country in recession , ..

CarvanlCamping facilities

Clubhouse - 4 miles Stratford
Easy access beautiful Cotswolds

Please write - COURSE SECRETARY

34 Trajan Hill
Coleshill, Birmingham 846 nz

Tel Coleshill 65523

STRATFORD ON AVON
GLIDING C'LUB

FIVE DAY
HOLIDAY COURSES

£95 inc. VAT AND ALL FLYING

COURSES

AT VINON-SUR·VERDON
the best all-year soaring s~e in Europe.

The "OllVIER HOTEL" with swimming pool, at
the Airfie Id.

Double Room - 160F
Reservations: Ol.ivier Hotel **

83560 Vinon-Sur-Verdon, France

WELSH HANG GLIDING CENTRE
Flying Club
Residential Courses
Accessories

Colour Brochure from Department S,
New Road. Crickhowell. South Wales, Tel
0873-810019

GORDONAIR LW
(Aeronautical Engineers and Aviation Consultants)

* SAILPLANE AND MOTOR-GLlOER MAINTEN.ANCE
AND REPAIR

* '1982-83 BRlTISI-! SOARING YEARBOOK' PUB
LISHED BY US - £1.95 + 30p POSTAGE

* DEMONSTRATION AiND DEVELOPMENT OF
'GOLDWING' ADVANCED 'MICROLlGKT AIRCRAFT

PERSONAL
CLOSE r;NCOUNTERS GROUP. Personal introductions
and social events. Meet interesting. attractive people.
Local 05l-93l-2844 (24hrs).

HOLlOAYS

OXI'ORDSHIRE SPORTFLYING CLUB
(rile Motor-GHder Specialists - operating 7 days a week
wif!1 permanent staff)

* MG PPl COURSES*ALL·THROUGH MOJOR·GLlDER SOARING TRAINING FROM
'A' BADGE ro eRONZE BADGE* NAVIGATION TUITION AND FIELD LANDING PRACTICE FOR
X-COUNTRY SOARING

* TRAINING FOR 'MICRO LIGHT PILOTS iN 3·AXIS CONTROL* EASY·TQ-SOAR SCHEIBE SF2B TANDEM MOTOR-GLIDER
AT f211HR (POWERED) OR f9/HR (SOARING)* GRaB,1 Q9FfBREG LASS 2-SEAT MOTOR-GLIDER AT f2B/HR* GROUP 'A' PPl HOLDERS CAN NOW RENEWlHEIRUCENCE
BY FLYING 4 OUT OF THE REQUISITE 5 HRS EVERY 13
MONTHS IN A MOTOR-GLIDER

- LIGHTEST ON THE MARKET

- All ALUMINIUM BODY for minimum
maintenance

AUSTRALIAN GLIDING Monthly, publication of the Glid
ing Federation of Australia. A complete coverage of
Australian soaring and exclusive features ot international
interest. Subscription: $12.00 Aus! or $13.50 US, to Box
16al, GPO, Adelaide. South Australia 5001. Money ord'ers
preferred.

SUlPE SOARING with a radio control model seaplane is
• fascinating pastime and a typical phase of aeromodel
ling. Read about this and other aeromodelling subjects in
Aeremodeller and Radio Control Models and Electronics,
the world's leading magazines published monthly. Model
& Allied Publications Lld., 13-35 Bridge Street, Hemel
Hempstead, Herts.

CANOPY REPAIRS, MODS, ete

CANOPY DOCTOR
April Cottage, Lower Hopton
Nesseliffe, Salop, SY4 10l
Nesscliffe (074 381:) 231

NAT. GRID REF. SJ 381 209

"SOARING" - officialmonthly journalof the Soaring Societyof
Amer'ica. The only US periodical devoted entirely to the sPOrt.
Far subscription send $25.00 US by international money order
ar "Ieroational cashiers check payabie to the SSA at PO Box
6807l, Los Angeles, CA 90066.

ENSTONE Centrally situated in delightful Oxfordshire
only 60 miles from Central London

PUBLICATIONS

- PROVEN BRITISH DESIGN

- EXPERTLY DESIGNED AND
WEll MADE FiniNGS

BUY DIRECTLY FROM THE MANUFACTURERS, C.R.E. Ltd.
Mr. WALLlS BRISTOL (0212) 715337/69781i5

NEW ZEALAND: "Gliding Kiwi" official Gliding Magazine
of the NZ Gliding Association. Printed October and alter
nate monlhs. Write NZ Gliding Kiwi. Private Bag,
Tauranga, New Zealand. £6.00 Sterling for year's sub
scription (inclusive of postage).

LOG800KS rebound. Hard covers, name on front. £3.50 +
75p p&p. All types of bookbinding undertaken. Buick, 23 St
Keyna Court, Temple Street, Keynsham, Bristol BS18 1HB.

SERVICES
SPECIALIst GLIDING TRANSLATIONS. Handboo1<s.
lechnical documentation etc. Quality work. swilt service.
competilive rates. Peak Translations, Keltleshulme,
Whaley Bridge, Stockport. Tel Whaley Bridge 2074.
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GLIDER
INSTRUMENTS

The Name may sound a trifle exclusive,
but the Cambridge University Gliding
Club is open to everyone.

We winch and aerotow from Duxford
all year, mostly at weekends, and
aerotow only from Cambridge. We run
holiday courses from April to Sep
tember for beginners and solo pilots.

SHOBDON

Phone or write to:

DEESIDE GLIDING CLUB
DINNET, ABOYNE, ABERDEENSHIRE

Tel: 0339 85-339 or 0339 2551

Herefordshire Gliding Club,
Shobdon Airfield, Leomlnster,
Herefordshire
Telephone. KIn~sland (056881) 369

BOOK YOUR SOARING NOW!
AB-INITIO COURSES TOO

Bristol & Gloucestershire
Gliding Club

Welcome private owners.
beginners and holiday members at their

unique site in the Cotswolds
Open 7 days a week

April to October - Normally weekends only
in winter, but weekday flying is possible by

prior permission of the Manager,
Tel 0453-860-342

Courses run from April to October
For details write to:

The Manager
Bristol & Gloucestershire Gliding Club

Nympsfleld, Stonehouse
mos. G'L10 3TX

Your easily accessible wave site in
sl:lperb unspoilt country on the
Welsh borders.
Falke, Blanik, Twin Astir, aerotowing
seven days a week. Easy
to-get-away cross country
possibilities. Good wave set up by
the Welsh mountains. Private
owners and club expeditions
welcome, but be sure to book.
Courses tailored to your require
ments. Power and parachuting
available. An excellent area for small
hotels, amiable landladies, self
catering, historic towns, stately
homes. beautiful walks and choice
pubs.

Please write to the Secrefary.

DEESIDE GLIDING CLUB
THE SOARING SITE

CLUB LOG FOR 1981

JAN 22,000 ft JUL 29,800 ft
FEB 18,000 ft AUG 16,000 ft
MAR 24,000 ft SEP 23,000 ft
APR 12,000 ft OCT 19,000 ft
MAY THE~~~ANO NOV 26,000 ft
JUN 12,000 ft DEC 14,000 ft

3 out of 4 flying days in 1981
were soarable

For Course
details write to

Course Secretary
31 Longstanton Rd
Oakington, Cambs

Tel Histon 3957

For general
information write to

The Secretary
55 Moorfield Rd

Duxford
Cambs

If you're an experienced glider pilot and
looking for a good base to fly from on your
holiday, Coventry Gliding Club is the place
for you.
Situated just outside Husbands Bosworth
within easy reach of many other Clubs.
Aero-tow launching ensures maXimum
soaring opportunity for both long dislance
and local gliding.
Club facilities include licensed Bar, first
clasS accommodation, good company and
easy access from motorways.
We also extend a very warm welcome 10
the not so experienced and the beginner,
our holidaycourses are amongst t~e very best.
For details ring:
Market Harborough 880429 or 880521
For holiday courses ring
Market Harborough 880484
or write to: COVENTRY GLIDING CLUB

Husbands BoswOrth Airfield,
Husbands Bosworth, Leics.

Overhauls and calibrations
Approved agent fo r PZL and Cambridge

instruments, sales and repairs
Barographs calibrated

M. G. Hutchlnson
5 Glendevon Road

Woodley
Reading, Berks

Telephone 0734 696491

132
103
140
115
107
139
106
143
110
143
140
148
127
145
106
148
104

145-147
105
IBC
148
148
132
IBC
102
142
137
107
148
141
147

131
138
148
145
132
131
137
141
IBC
IBC
145
IBC
140
1'45
IBC
102

104,130
139
146
t41
13t
136
112
145
IFC
140
136
139
138
IBC
128
136
138
136
136
BC
IFC
130
112
112
142
130
141
147
110
145
IBC

ADVERTISERS' INDEX

Aero Marl<eting Associates
Aerospace Information Gentre
Airtour Intemational Publications Lld
AMF Enterprises
Angle Polish Sailplanes Lld
Austin Aviation
Avionic Systems (Heathrowl Lld
Avon Soaring Centre
Beaumont Aviation Ltterature
Booker Gliding Club
Bowker Air Services
Bristol & Gloucestershire Gliding Club
British Gliding Association
R. Bull
Cambridge Aero Instruments Inc
Cambridge University Gliding Club
Chiltern Sailplanes Lld
Classifieds
Conder Group Services Lld
Cornish Gliding & Flying Club
Coventry Gliding Club
Deeside Gliding Club
Doncaster Sailplane Services
Dunkeswell Gliding Club
Eurowing
Flettner Ventilator Lld
Flow Technology (2000) Lld
Gates Energy Products Lld
Glider Instruments
Gliderwork
Gordonair
Guild of Aviation Artists
J. A. Harrisen (Brokers) Lld
Herefordshire Gliding Club Lld
Hobbies
Holmes/Hulbert & Co Lld
H. T. Communications
Hungerford Hang Gliding Gentre
JSW Soaring
Kent Gliding Club Lld
Lasham Gliding Society Lld
J & TLinee
London Gliding Club
London Sailplanes Lld
.R. L McLean
Midland Gliding Club
Mowbray Vale Insurance
Nine FOl,Jr Aviation )Jd
Nerfok Sailplanes .
Peterborough Sailplanes
Piggott Bros & Co Lld
PILC Productions
AE:A "temational Lld
AEF Electronics
Rematic
Aicardo Avionics
Aogers Aviation Lld
Sailplane & Engineering Sef\liees Lld
Sailplane & Gtiding
Schleicher Aircraft
Scottish Giding \)lion
Sebring Soaring Gentre lne
Simulaire Flight Simulators
Slingsby Engineering Lld
Soaring Equipment Lld
Southdown Aero Services Lld
Southern Sailplanes
Speedsoaring
SpeedWen Sailplanes
N. Spohrer
Sportavia Soaring Centre
Thermal Equipment Lld
Three Counties Aero Club Lld

• Brian Weare
Welsh Hang Gliding Gentre
Westley Aircraft
C. P. Witter Lld
Yorl<shire Gliding Club (Ply) Lld
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The Cornish Gliding and Flying Club
Trevellas Airfield, Perranporth

Cornwall. Tel. Perranporth 2124

Gliding courses from April to October
- fleet includes motor glider - B.GA
fully-rated instructors - fine soaring 
lovely coastal airfield - ideal for a dif
ferent family holiday - No increase on

last season's prices.

The Course Secretary
Tremearne, Breage, Helston

Cornwall
Tel: Helston 62294

MIDLAND GLIDING CLUB
THE LONG
MYND

All-inclusive
5-day holiday courses

Two ASK 21 's in club fleet.

Unbeatable launching system with
Jaguar powered main winch and
retrieve winch for rapid turn round.

Visitors always welcome, prior
arrangement advised. Book a club
party for the autumn wave.

4 or 5-day gliding holidays
Ridge Site with winch and aerotow
launches.
From £115-£180.
(All inclusive of professional instruction.
aocQmmodation, meals and VAT.)
Visiting gliders welcome

Kenl Gl.lDlnG CI.UB
Please ring Challock (023 374) 274 or307
Or write to The Secretary, Kent Gliding Club
Challock, Nr. Ashford, Kent.

LASHAM
Super soaring at Britain's largest
gliding centre.
Bring your own glider and compete
with pundits, or join as a temporary
member for specialised training and
locat soaring. Beginners courses, task
weeks and club flying, expeditions
from other clubs welcome.
Cross country facilities include a
comprehensive briefing room with
Facsimile machine for the latest
weather charts. Lecture programme
for bad weather days.
No airspace problems, excellent
airtow and car launching facilities.
Comprehensive clubhouse facilities
and accommodation.

Lasham Gliding Society

Nr. Alton, Hants

Tel Hernard (025683) 322 or 270

Send for details to:

Tony Spicer
Midland Gliding Club
Church Stretton
Shropshire SY6 6TA.
rei: Un/ey (058861) 206

DUNKESWELL
Learn to glide in the heart of Devon

ab-initio courses
April - October

Weekend "mini" courses

• • •
Modern gliders

Excellent instruction
Friendly atmosphere

• • •
Write for brochure to Barbara Falrclough

Meadowcroft, Christow. Exeter
or Tel 0647 52249

We offer top class accommodation, instruction facilities and opportunities.

For your COURSE!
For your EXPEDITION!

For your HOLIDAY!

THERMAL SOARING
Club record is 524 km.
from the winch

SOAR YORKSHIRE
SUTTON
BANK
WAVE SOARING
Club absolute record is
30,200 ft. Club record
gain is 29,500 ft. Both
from the winch

Our rates are amongst the best - £6 for aerotows to 2000 ft. Visit us
and stay in our fully licensed residential clubhouse. Full catering avail

able in season. Self catering at other times.

COURSES - April to October Visitors always welcome

YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB, SUTTON BANK, THIRSK
Tel: 0845 (Thirsk) 597237

RIDGE SOARING
12 miles in suitable
conditions

--T-
lONDON GLIDING CruB
Dunstable Downs, Bedfordshire

Telephone: 0582 63419
Situated at the foot of the Chiltern
hills, and within easy reach of
London and the Midlands by road

, (just off the M1). The Club has a
comprehensive fleet of dual and
solo aircraft, reliable launching
equipment including tug aircraft.
This famous site has plentiful
thermals in summer and hill soaring
with favourable winds throughout
the year. Resident instructors,
catering every day (weekends only
in winter), licensed bar, accommo
dation and other facilities. Visitors
welcome.
Write for Course brochures or
club membership details to the
Manager, or ring 0582 63419
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